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New Zealand
WORLD'S

^he

Wonderland

Scenic

THE COUNTRY THAT SATISFIES
T^he MOST EXACTING DEMANDS

THERE YOU WILL

FIND:

THERMAL WONDERS. - Gushirg Gcyse.s, Boiling
and Pools, Weird Mud Volcanoes, Beautiful

Lakes
Silica

Terraces.

MEDICINAL WATERS

of extraordinary variety, for

Curative

Piopertlcs easily eclipse any others known.

FIORDS. — Greater and Grander than

those

of

Northern

Europe.

ALPINE PEAKS AND GLACIERS
Beautiful Glaciers in

any

LAKES.

be seen

to

— Sublime,

in

—The

Largest and most

Temperate Zones,

outrlvalling

Switzerland.

Magnificent, Unrivalled.

TROUT AND DEER
for
in

furnishing abundant and unequalled sport
Anglers and Deerstalkers.
Finest Trout-fishing

the

World.

CLIMATE. — Healthy. Temperate, Equable and

Invigorating.

^Vh«n travelling in

N«-w^ Zealand
sav« tim*.
sav« incoi\veni«nce
BooK your
Tour at tH« Oovemm«nt Tourist Bureaux. ^^
CH«apest and b«st rout«s selected for you, NO

save

-woTT-y,

CHARGE FOR BOOKING SERVICES

THE CANTERBURY CriDE

New Zealand

Tourist
Resorts.

Some

of the Dominion's Great Tourist
Resorts and Health-Giving Spas-

ROTORUA.— The

heart of the njarvellous Hot-Spring-Laiid,
eight hours by rail from AiiclilaBd City.
Delicious bathing
Governsprings.
Picturesque Maori Villages and Maori Life.
ment Ba*hs. Beautiful landscape gardeni,
Rotorua has the
most powerful of all known natural Hot Minreal WatekS
splendid remedies for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Gout, Dyspepsia,
Hot Mineral
Liver Coj[plaints, and many other ailments.
Air
Plunge, Douche, Swimming, Electric, and Mud Baths

—

;

Trained
Massage
Resident Government Balr>eologist and Medical

Massage Baths
Attendants

;

and

all

other forms

of

;

Officer,

The Best Trout Fishing

in the world is to be enjoyed on
Lakes Rotorua, Rotoiti, Tarawera, and the adjacent streams,

WHANGAREI

NORTHERN

TOUR.— The
WAIROAmost interesting tour north of Auckland is that across the
Kaipara and up the Northern Wa'roa River to the Wairua Falls,
thence overland to Whangarei. and back to Auckland by steamer.
The first stage of the journey is by train 38 miles to Helensville,
a township on the south Kaipara waters. In the vicinity are good
hot mineral springs and splendid bath buildings have recently
been erected.

NAPIER,
fine

The climate
a charming seaside resort.
Beautiful walks and drives all round the town.

is

very

TB PUIA HOT SPRINGS-

These natural hot mineral
East Coast, are reached by
Hostel at Te Puia.

Bay on

baths, near Waipiro

coach from Gisborne.

the

MOUNT EGMONT

stands far away from the central volcanic
chain, and constitutes the great projection on the West Coast of
the North Island. Mount Egmont (8260 ft) is an extinct volcanic
cone, the upper part of which is above the line of perpetual sno'v.
It has been likened to Fusiyama and the Peak of Teneriffe with
its magnificent njfflweep swelling into a shapely snow-capped
Accommodation can be secured at the mountain houses.
spire.

WANGANUI
passing a
rapids.

Pipiriki

called the "Rhine of New Zealand,"
bush, beautiful waterfalls, and many
strall settlemfnt on
the banks of the

of

a

reached either from Taumarunui by river,
The caves near
steamer, or from Waiouru by rail and coach.
The view of the
Pipiriki are exquisite and most interesting.
There are eome magnificentrance is like a fairy scene.
ent views on the Wanganui River.

Wanganui River

A

RIVER,

wealth
is

A
n)

—
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Some

of the Doiriinion s Great Tourist
Resorts and Health-giving 5pas.
THE MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS, NELSON AND
WESTLAND — III poiiit of cliiuii te ihtre are few pleasanter
places than the Northern shores of Marlborough and its neighbouring province, Nelson; Regions of mild and equable temperature, with a general absence of boisterous gales and heavy fiosts.
<.:harlot.te and Peloious Sounds both abound in
The Marlborough sounds have many
scenery.
are
easy
they
of
access
advantages as health resorts
and there is regular steam communicfition with WelNelson is a favourite resort for the holiday maker,
lington.
On the coach journey,
the sportsman and the artist.
Kohatu to Keefton via Westport. the famous Buller Gorge is
traversed, and the grand Otira Gorge is a feature of the OtiraBroken liiver (?oacb journey- South of Greymouth are Lakes
Kanieri. Mahinapua, Brunner and lanthe, and a coach journey
brings the Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers within range, all noted
for their grandeur.

Queen

The

beautiful

;

HANMER HOT

SPRINGS,— This

resort

is

only

from Gulverdeu,
miles by motor-car) and the Journey is accomplished

from Cbristchurch

(tiil

miles by

rail

9.3 miles
thence 24

in 6 hours.
Cool, bracing cliimate, natnjral hot Dii.neral waters, baths, hot air
and douche baths. Government Sanatorium in charge of a
Tennis courts, croquet lawns, bowlresident medical Oflicer.
Trout fishing in the neighing green and splendid golf links.
bouring streams.

MOUNT COOK HERMITAGE, in the heart of the Southern
Alps,

is

a favourite

Summer rendezvous

for Alpinists,

and com-

mands some of the moat superb mountain views in the World.
The ice-clad mountains in the immediate vicinity range from
Mount Cook is 12,340
10,000 to over |-.>,000 feet in height.
The "Hermitxige" is a
feet — the highest point in Australasia.
comfortable Government Hotel, reached by rail and coacb, or
motor from Dunedin, Cbristchurch
I

lie

or

Queenstown, and close

to

terminal faces of three great glaciers.

Lake Wakatipu,

most magnificent
One day by

Southern Alpine
from Dunedin or
Government steamers on the lake. Tennis a»d
Invercargill.
bowling greens at fjueenstown.
Great choice of charm.ing
excursions by land and water. Visit the head of the lake
Glenoichy and Paradise all most delectable spots.
r,akes,

fifty

the

miles long.

LAKE WANAKA,

over the

of the

rail

Crown Hangi- from Queenstown

The

lake is .simplv perfect, and weeks could
be spent in exploring the beauties of the district.
Good red-deer
stalking grounds around fjakes Hawern and Wanaka
IS full

of interest.

Overland to
*

MILFORD SOUND

from Lake Te

Anau

is

considereil by miuiy experienced travellers to be the most
raagnilicent walking Tour on the globe.
Coach from railway to
Lake Te An.au (where there is a comfortable hotel), thence

i
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of tHe Dominion's Gre£it Tourist
and HealtK<giving Spas.

R.esorts

steamer to head uf Lake.
Walk fioiu Te Aiiau, along an easy
and well-made track to the head of Milford Sound, the Titan of
Fiords. This route traverses the Heart of the Fiordland Kaiional
Park, a huge territory of forest, peak and lakf, covering more
than Two Million Acres.
Woodland, canon, lake, and cascade
scenery, beautiful beyond description. Government way-cottages
along the track to Milford in the magnificent canyon of the
Clinton.
Sutherland's AccomGroveniment Guides
boats.
modation House at the head ot Milford
Oil Launch on the
Sound. The SOTHEELAND FALLS, nearly 2000 feet high,
are viewed ou the way to Milford. Government Accomiijodation
;

;

Huts near the

foot of the Falls

LAKE MANAPOURI,

the lake

Hundred

the

uf

Islands.

This is the loveliest of all the lakes. Almost entirely surrounded
liy
mountains, studded with countless wooded islands, and
indented with lovely little bays. Manapouri, indeed, is a dream
of beauty, a py forever.
Accommodation House. There is a
Government steam launch on Manapouri which can be engaged
to

explore the beauties of the lake itself, and also go six miles
One
the Waiau River, where there is splendid fishing.

down

day from Wakatipu, or two days from Dunedin and Invercargill
by rail and coach.

All Information
tnrnislied free

as to Travel, Uoutes, Scenery, Spas, Sport etc,

charge by

.it

of Tourist

The Department

is

and

Geneml Manager's OeBee: Featherston
Touristo"
Telegriiphie Address;
'Wellington.
C. (4th and 5th. Editions) anci Western Union

Health Resorts.
Street,

AB

Codes

in use
i>«|i;iitv inui;.vii\

MlvLM.M^'I'OK 4ii.P.U. Itiiilaliii;:
A rCKI>.AMt Custom St reel
(O'I'Olll

.4.

at;-

(o|i|>. «(ii<'rirs

V«'li»rli

t'enton Ntrrct

>.AI"f Kit -fliiaki'Npoar Kiiail
WAM«;a>|II-3 >ixon Pliicr

4'Hltl«T«:llllKCH -91 ll<-l-|-l'«ril
It ir M<: U I .\ - Itattray street

Kll'rol

l>VEIl<:*ir«JILL— Esk Ntreei

AUSTRALIAN OFFICESSydney

—

Georga Street.
Pirie
Chambers,

Street.

Vancouver

-^S^i'.l

Adelaide
Queen

Melbourns
Firie

-

.V.i

Street.

Office;—

Gl Williaui

Street

BRISBANE —

VANCOUVER

-Post

OHice Buildings.

LONDON OFFICE
High Commissioner for New Zealand,

:—
Westminster ClKoubcrs

]» Victoria Street, S.W.

Drop

a postcard to the General

Manager, Department of
He will tell you

Health Resorts, Wellington.
WHERE TO GO, HOW TO

Tourist

Sc

:

GO AND

WHEN

TO

GO.
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GUIDE TO PICTURESQUE CANTERBURY.
INTRODUCTION.
Province has an individuality of its
own, quite distinct from that of any other province
It is unique in configuration, in
in New Zealand.

ANIERBURY

appearance,

in

in attractions,

of

It is

in the ideas,

aims and ambitions

people.

its

"How

Eng-lish!"

is

the

comment

often

made by

the streets of Christchurch, or go along
country thoroughfares of the province by rail, motor, or trap.
The
this element that gives Canterbuiy a singular charm.

visitors

the

climate, in history, in natural beauty,

and

when they walk

Canterbury Association, formed in London in order to establish the
province, set out upon its career with the object of transferring to
this remote corner of the world a "slice of Old England."
The idea has been
The object was never lost sight of.
stamped upon the public and private buildings of the towns and
cities, the public and private gardens, the suliurban lanes, the
country hedgerows, and the very sentiments of the people.
Canterbury, tiierefore, is essentially English: but its English is
Moreover, into this English element there
English at its best.
has been infused a good deal of the best of the Colonial element.
The result is a community which, on the whole, enjoys the
delights of a (|uiet, contented, and somewhat placid English
province; but it has none of the undesirable concomitants that
usually go hand in-hand with prosi)erity in the Old Country, and
it is keenly alive to the necessity foi- the substantial progress that
characterises

life in

the over-seas dominions.

Canterbury was brought into being only sixty-four years ago.
During that pei-iod, it has had its ups and downs, its joys and
sorrows, its trials and tribulati ins; but its |irogre.ss has been
stead>' and real, and now it is one of tlii' most
prosperous ]irovincial districts in Australasia, with an assured future

pros|n>cts for

When

the visitor enters

steaming u))
with green and yellow
that he
side.

steps

its i)ortals at the Heads,
he finds
magnificent natural harbour, rock bound,

is

a

The

vessel enters the moles,

on

and bright

a notable career.

to

supplied with

one
ail

up several hundred feet on each
and is berthed, and the visitor
of the commodious and convenient wharves,
the latest inventions and devices for saving
hills rising

labour when ilealing with cargo.

THE CANTKRBUKV
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Between Lyttelton and Christchurch, Nature has erected a
When the four
Rreat barricade, commonly called the Port Hills.
vessels with the first Canterbury settlers arrived in 1850. the
barricade had to be surmounted by a steep and toilsome track,
which ascended one side of the hills and descended the other side,
giving access to the plains below.
For seventeen years the Bridle
Path was used daily.
Up it the settlers took heavy loads,
sometimes on pack-horses, sometimes on their own strong

Clirisichurch iij2.
Corner Oxford I'errace and Worcester
Street.
Site oj Christcliurcli Gas Company's and City
Council's Present offices.

Goods and articles that could not be taken up the Bridle
Path were sent by small craft to the Sumner Estuary and up the
Heathcote River, and were landed on the bank of the stream, to
be sent on to Christchurch and other centres by horse or bullock
backs.

traction.

But in 18fi7 a tunnel was made through the hills, and that
tunnel — a stupendous task for the tiny community is used to this
day.
The contract price was £195,000; it took six years to

—

construct, and for forty-six years it has been in constant use.
There are many residents of the province who feel now that it is
;i0t adequate to the requirements of these times.
On several

occasions in recent years the
to introduce a

rival

to

the

community has discussed

a proposal
tunnel in the .shape of a canal,
of the Estuary at Sumner to the

from the mouth
Estuary's western end near the mouth of the Heathcote River,
or, in an alternate plan, extending from the Estuary to Linwood.
extending

.
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The Gas House
An Acknowledged Success
THE GOAL RANGE PASSING OUT
RESIDENCES ARE NOW BEING BUILT
Depending ENTIRELY

UPON

GAS
For

COOKING, LIGHTING, IRONING,

and

HEATING WATER for BATH. KITCHEN
and LAUNDRY.
CLThe experience of Twelve
Months Use

Gas

for

of

Everything

Has proved

the

CHE.APNESS

AND CONVENIENCE
::

::

And

relieved ihe

Housewife

of

the

of

GAS RUN HOUSE
drudjierw

::

::

dirt

and

a!

ihe

anxieiy

All the very latcM

GAS APPLIANCES

Gas Company's Showrooms
77-79 WORCESTER STREET

-

CHRISTCHURCH

TliK CANTKRlilJRV CUIDH
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has sjjrunK up. in fact, a demand that t'hristchurch
should have direct communication with the sea. That, however,
is a question for the future.
In the meantime, the tunnel,

There

taken in hand so courageously nearly half a century aso, serves
purp3se and links Lyttelton with Christchurch and the
Canterbury Plains and the towns and villages that have sprung up

its

in all directions.

Clii islihiiii

li

h'liihvay

Slahon.

The train rushes out of the tunnel im to a tract of level ground
with cottages, gardens and here and there a factory.
In twenty
minutes the visitor is on the Christchurch i-ailway station.
A few
minutes

later he is
(athedral Square.

in

U

the heart of the city.
That heart is
has heen called ime nf the city's lungs, hut,

if liberties may
be taken with the jjhysiology of a city,
stand for both the lungs and the heai't at the same time.
at least the centre, the point fnini which all roads run,

which
There

all

tramcars start and from

was

which

all

directions

it

can
It

is

from
begin.

minds nf the foundei-s uf the city a strong
impression that the community must have ample breathing spaces.
With remarkable foresight, they |)i'ovided foi- squares and parks,
which ai-e to-day an invaluable heritage t<i the people. Besides
Cathedral Square there are Latimer Square to the east and

Cranmer

in

the

S(|uare to the west, and, in

a

north-westerly direction,

when Christchurch
was a mighty open space, comixiscd mostly of sandhills and
swamps, covei-ed with the golden tussock or with the native rush
Victoria Square,

itself

all

])rovi(ied

for in the days

lO

TH1{

CANTKKBrKV
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and other moisturt-loving- i)lants.
At tlie city's ddurs there lies
HaKley Park, covering about 460 acres, and including the Botanic
Gardens, planted with trees, shrubs, and flowers from almost ail
parts of the world, and the Acclimatisation Society's Gardens,
with theii' tish-ponds and hatchery and specimens of native and
foreign birtls.
This ])olicy,

so wisely begun in tiiose "early days," which are
but only one generation ago, has been followed
Consequently, pai'k has been added to park in many
all along.
directions.
There are Sydenham Park, St. Albans Park, Linwood
Park, Kichmoml Park, Addington Park, and Woolston Park, all

not early at

all,

Away outside the city's
f(n- the people.
boundaries, on the top of the Cashmere Hills, there is Victoria
Park, eovei-ing a large acreage, and ornamented with delightful
excellent playgrounds

plantations.

Here it will not lie out of place to mention one of the best
walks in New Zealand. It is known as the Summit Road.
It has
been made by the energetic and persistent efforts of Mr. H. G.
Ell, M.P. for a distance of ten miles along the summit of the hills
,

that se])arate the city fi-om the port.

A

hill

visitor close to the entrance to Victoria Park.

tramway takes the
Through the park

he reaches the Summit Road, and along it he can walk to Kennedy's Bush Reserve in one direction and to Sumner in the other
direction, on the razor edge of the range of hills.
Whichever
l)ath he selects, whichever way he turns his eyes, there is a view
that f(n' variety and quiet beauty could hardly be surpassed. On
one side there are the blue waters of Lyttelton Harbour, with
the bluer water's of the Pacific Ocean away beyond. On the other
side thei'e is the city, far down on the plain, with its spires and
minarets, its chimney stacks, its buildings, and its toilers and
moilers.
Sti-etching westward there are field after field marked
out like a map, then a village, then larger fields, and finally the
everlasting hills, the Southern Alps, blue and purple in the diflFerent lights, with snow-capped peaks. Towards the north, the Sea-

ward Kaikouias

jiresent a similar sight.

vast (Canterbury Plains stretch out and

Towards the

south,

disappear from sight.

the
It

an ever-changing scene, beautiful beyond description, a scene
which never palls, and which reiuains forever in the memory.
The N'isitor cmnes down froiu the hills with a .sense of exhilara-

is

tion, .giN'cn

find
taki'

liy

the i)ure air from hea\'en.

In the city itself,

he will

numy e\iilences of the citizens' good taste and the pride they
in making their surroundings
htautiful. Through the city

winds Ihe Avon. It is a busy and. it must be confessed,
somewiiat shallow little stream. It was luade for ornament.
nut use. II is asenga.ging as a )irattling child.as charming as a pretts
tlieri.'

a

THI'.

maid. All day longand is a joy forever.

it

CANfERBUKV

prattles and

Handsome

(.UTinl'.

murmurs and

II

louks lieautiful

trout are seen darting through

The native fla.x and toe-toe grass that once grew upon
In their places are lawns and
banks ha\e disappeared.
flower-beds, and gigantic willow-trees which, in the summer
months, afford shelter from the sun's rays. The i-iver's course is
very circuitous, and it is crossed by many bridges, substantial in
On the upi)er and lower reaches.
structure and neat in tlesign.
its

waters.

its

Cahlti'biit

i'',v

Old Provincitjl

L liiuiib:') s.

is sufficiently ileep for boating,
a pastime greatly in
vogue. The Avon, undoubtedly, is one of the city's great attractions, and, from an cesthetic i>oint of view, one of its .greatest

the water

assets.

Cathedral Square there stands the Anglican Cathedral, a
Gothic style, and in Barbadoes Street, in
another part of the city, there is the Roman Catholic Cathedral,
in the style of the Italian Renaissance.
The halls and other public
buildings are substantial, inijjosiTig and ornamental, and many of
the private buildings have the .stamp of talent and originality.
No visitor should leave Chi'istehurch without ha\ing .seen the
chamber of the old Provincial Council. In the early days of self
g'overnment in New Zealand, each ])rovince attended to its own
affairs, which were controlled li\- a Provincial t'ouncil.
Each
Provincial C'ouncil.
had its own staffs of officers, constructed its own public works, and made its own ordinances, e.xcept on
These pro\-incial go\-erning lioilies
certain specified questions.
In

fine illustration of the

THli CANTKKBL'KY
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were abolished by Ihe General Pai-liament in lS7t), but tiie ProvinCouncil of Canterbury lived Ions enough to lay the foundations (if the progress of Christchurch and the province.
The house it built for itself still stands on the banks of the
Avon, and the chamber in which it sat is a marvel of architectural
cial

Its painted ceiling, with a profusion of
taste and ornamentation.
colours and a harmonious colour scheme, its windows, rich with
texts and aphorisms, and its solid walls, every inch of them
bearing the sign of the loving- attention of an artist, give the room

World atmosphere,

a peculiar Old

has not reached

its sixty-tif th

an impression that

upon

his

work

all

the artist

(|uite

year.

A

was given

unexpected
visit to the

a free

in a city that

chamber leaves

hand, and lavished

the skill he possessed.

The Arbitration ('ourt— one of the most modern of institutions,
undreamt of by the old Provincial Councillors now holds its sit-

—

tings

in

the chamber, and occasionally a JMinister of the

Crown

meets dei>utations there, but for the most jjart it is disused, and
the stillness inside its walls and the subdued light that comes
through the windows, seem to transjiort the visito]' to an historical English building, liuilt in niediwval days, when time was not
reckoned by the hour, ^md was given ungrudgin.gl.\' to a work of
that character.

Although (,'hrislchurch is about se\en miles fr(jm the sea, it is
brought into touch with beaches by lines of tramway, and within
easy distance there are two delightful lesoi'ts. At either Sunmer
the visitoi' may siiend an hour, a week, or a
or New Brighton
month equally well. P>oth townships have their own municipal
authorities, which attend to the needs and comforts of guests as
iVlany citizens take
well as to those of permanent i-esidents.
cottages at the resorts for the season, and live there as long as the
summer months remain. Thousands s])end the Saturda.v afternoon
at the resorts, and on jiublic holidays the tramways find .some
dirticulty in ilealing with the heavy ti-affic.

Sumner and New
centres oulside
for instance,

<d'

the

Ilrighton, however,

are

Chi'istchurch that attract

spa

al

Hanmer, with

its

only

\isitors.

two of the
Tliere

minei'al springs,

is,

its

accommodation, ;ind its man.x' devices to i>ass the time
wholesome pleasure and health-.gi\'in,g amusement. Further
alield, there is Kaikoura in the north, an admirable place for a
few da.\'s' holida>'.

ui>-to-date
in

'I'll

is
Moiml Cook, one of the most famous
Southern Hemisphere, reached b\' train and
)ue west, the Midland Railway runs into the middle of

the south there

tourist resorts in the

motor.

I

the Southei-n .Mils, taking the visitor

within easy distance of the

3
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Otira Gorge, famed all the world over for its wonderful grandeur
and its surpassing beauty. The same route leads on to the West
Coast, with scenerv that cannot be described, and hospitality that

knows no bounds.

A short line of railway leads to Little River, and from Little
River the visitor goes by coach or motor to Akaroa, along a
winding road that presents unexpected views at every turn,
changing from grassy hills and valleys to the sea.

Ro/lcs/o}! Sfaliie

Akaroa

itself is a

most

nestles on the side of a

ami

Kiiliaiu

charming

large

e lo

M

little

land-locked

int'iiin.

sea side

\iliage.

It

harbour, upon which

Fishing, bathing, and hill-climbing are some
To these who are interested in the Maoris and
in historical associations it is a fountain of information.
Long
before the first four ships sent out by the Canterbury Association
sailed up Lyttelton Harbour, Akaroa was a centre of industry. It
was there that the French Commander Lavaud, who sailed in
L'Aube, intended to establish a French colony. The Comte de
Paris landed fifty-nine French emigrants and six Germans at
the village, under the auspices of the Nanto Bordelaise Company,
but these settlers lived under the LTnion Jack instead of the

motor-launches

of

its

pi}'.

attractions.

tricolour, and

made

excellent

colonists.

Their descendants are

there to this day. Before that, there was the whaling era. when
the remarkable George Hempleman. a man of extraordinary
character, held his sw^ay with

"Bloody Jack," the Maori

chief.

'4
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FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS,
DRAPERY,
DRESS GOODS and

FOOTWEAR

W. Strange 8

Co. Ltd.
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Hc'fore'that aKain, there was Ihe Maori t^ettlement, ani.1 ihe
wars OH the Peninsula, notably the raids of Te Rauparaha.
Akaroa Harltour, by the way, was the scene of one of the most
It was there that the brig Elizabeth
l>athetic incidents in history.
took on board a local chief and his wife and their little child. The
parents were placed in captivity below to be taken to Kapiti Island
and murdered by the Maoris who had chartered the Briti.eh ve.ssel.
The little girl, Roimata (Tear-drops), did not fall into their hands.
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Timaru

a clean, healthy, well-cai-ed-for

is

climate, fine building's, and, above

men.
is

It is

(IL'lllh

all,

as essentially Canterbury in

Besides that,

essentially English.

town, with a bracing-

able and progressive public
its character as Canterbury
is

it

sturdy, self-reliant, and

independent in spirit. For some years, in tho.'je "early days"
which certainly do .seem to be a long wa.\' off' now, the runholders of South Canterl)ury acted in friendh' co-operatif)n in
getting their wool shipped to Lyttelton, the wool being taken
Rut
off in whaleboats to small coasters at anchor off the shore.
people began to settle at Timaru — a census taken in December,
1858. stated the population at sixteen souls— and the demand for
artizan and other kinds of labour, and the difficulty offered by
unbridged rivers to the transfer of families from Lyttelton led
the settlers to induce the provincial authorities to land some
immigrants from the Old Country at Timaru. In compliance with
this request, the vessel Strathallan arrived in January, 1859, and
landed about 100 per.sons, and the town of Timaru might be said
then to have come into existence. These pioneers attracted other
settleis and at the end of a year the population of 100 had
inci-eased t" 60(1.
In 1S62, there arrived another direct batch of
immigrants.
In the
following year,
Cobli
and Co.,
most
enterprising of coach-proprietors, established a tri weekly mail
and passenger service, and then latei- came the Town Board, the
Borough Council, the Harbour Board, and othei- bodies, with
their Inisy attenti<in to details of progress, until
Timaru, at the
southern end of Canterbury, stands forth as one of the brightest,
most prosperous, and most progressive towns of Australasia. Its
attractions are set forth at length in another part of this publication, and it is only necessary to say here that it is a most desirable
place of al.)ode, and one of the best places for a holiday.

FOREIGN CONSULS
Belgium

REPRESENTATIVES.

and

Consul,

J. J. Kinsey, Hereford Street
Chili
Hon.
Palmer
Denmark
('onsul, H. B. Sorensen.
Lichfield Street
France Consular Agent, G. Humphreys, Cathed(iermany
ral Square
Consul. Karl Joosten, Hereford Street;

Consul,

J.

:

;

(i-

F.

:

;

:

;

Italy:

Consular

Consul, Hon.

:

:

;

(i.

Agent, T. Wallace, Cashel Street; Siberia:
Louisson, Gloucester Street
Netherlands Vice;

:

de Vries, Hereford Street
Norwav
Vicc-Consul,
.Acting), H. B. Sorensen, Lichfield Street
Sweden
ViceConsul, A. Kaye, Hereford Street
United States of"AniiM-ica
C:onsular Agent, F. Graham, Hereford Stre(>t.
Consul,

G.

;

:

;

:

;

:

CHRISTCHURCH.
Railway Station:
N.Z.

Tourist Office

IVlooriiouse Avenue, foot of Mancliester Street.
:

91

Hereford Street.

Post and Teiegrapli Office:

Baggage Agents:
Taxis

:

Tlie Rinl(,

Catliedrai Square.

Globe Delivery Coy., iDundas Street.
102 and 104 Armagti Street.

I^HRISTCHURGH

known,
Canterbury
Plains and at the foot of the Port Hills, which
separate it from the port of Lyttelton, hy which
it is connected
by a railway which runs through
a tunnel a mile and a half long. Up to a few years
ago, the fity was contained within four belts and
was only a mile and a quarter in diameter, but since that
time it has progressed considerably, having taken in several of
the suburbs, and it is now dignified by the title of "Greater
Christchurch."
The streets that were mapped out by the
Canterbury Association bear the name of the dioceses of the English
Church, and tho.se that are actually on the banks of the river are
called Oxford Terrace and Cambridge Terrace. Looking up-stream
Cambridge Tei'race is on the right bank and Oxford Terrace is on
the left.
But follow the windings of the stream, and, though the
positions as to right and left do not change, they are to be found
now north and south, now east and west, and in fact, the river
"boxes the compass. " There are those, perhaps, who would controvert a statement to the effect that Cathedral Square is the
centre of the City, but one can with all safety assert that if it is
or,

as

the "Cathedral City,"

is

it

is

generally

situate on the

not the actual centre, the busiest parts of the'metropolis are not
very far away from it. The street which runs north and south in
front of the Cathedral is Colombo Street, and is the main artery.
It runs from north to south, and continues on through the southern
suburb of -Sydenham.

Just southward of the Engli.sh Church Cathedial, High Street,
another arterial street that cuts the city obliquely, starts from
Hereford Street, and continues on away to the south-east.
Those
two streets are crossed by Hereford Street, Cashel Street, Lichfield
Street, Tuam Street, and St. Asaph Street, and within a not very
extended radiu." of the intersections of these streets with Colombo
and High Streets, will be found the leading business places of the
city.
This, of course, is only an approximate way of putting it,
2-l6
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LIMITED

HAYWARD
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MANAGER

Our Address is 102 and 104 Armagh
Our Telephones are 878, 1838 and
Business iiours

tiie

Street.

1337.

whole twenty-four

Touring Gars^ Landaulettes^ Taxis
For

Country

Weddings,

Runs,

Shopping,

Calling,

Theatre and Concerts, Train Jobs,

etc.

quarter
OUR NAME [or the
a century
a sufficient
guarantee that YOUR ORDERS WILL BE ATTENDED
last

TO

Garage— Our
Gloucester

Street

ol

is

(at the old address.

Up-to-date
is

pleasure in placmg

Garage,

103

and

105

now ready and we have much
it

at the service ot

our

clients.
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as the city contains business places of more (ji- less pretensions in
every [street.
Of course there are other streets, for the town is
laid out on the principle of the chess board, with the excejition of
Hi^h Street and Victoria Street, which cut through the city
obliquely from north-west to south-east.
<iue north

and south,

rjr

All the other stieets

run

due east and west.

///s li'orship the jMaroi, Hc'}n v Ihillaiid, E^q.

Christchurch

is

governed

by

a

Mayor

and

sixteen

municipal high pressure water
supply, and
electric
light
is supplied
by power from the
The
city
destructor, the principal fuel used Ijeing refuse.
Government is now putting in a Hydro-Electric supply station at
Lake Coleridge, about sixty miles from Christchurch, from which
electricity f'lr lighting and power will by supplied to the City.
This is the first water power scheme on a large scale attempted
City

Councillors,

and

has

its

—
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that the completion
expected
to manufaeturingKreat fillip
area is 4988
It.The city has a population of 83.000.
Christchurch has
acres, and it has over 140 miles of streets.
about 100 acres of freehold land and over thirty acres of reserves
the city.
within the city boundaries, and over 5800 outside

by

the

of

this

Government and it
work
will
give

is

a

It has hve jiarks, aggregating close upcm 600 acres, the largest
being Hagley Park, which consists of 495 acres, and in which are
situated the Botanical Gardens and the Museum, the latter being
Christthe Southern Hemisphere.
finest
in
one of the
very up-to-date electric tram
with
a
church is supplied
way system which is woiked on the overhead principle,
The
and managed by a T)-am\vay Board elected triennially.
sewerage is controlled by the Christchurch Drainage Board,
another elective body, and the H<jspital and Charitable Aid Board
The Rivei' Avo7i meanders through
is likewise an elective body.
the city, and the banks have been made most picturesque by the
planting of weeping willows and the beautifying of the banks for
many miles. Christchui'ch being flat and surrounded by flat
country, is an ideal placi^ for cycling and motoring, and for its
size has more of these handy means of locomotion than any other
city of its area in the world.
The city has an essentially English
appearance, and visitors are not slow to comment on this fact. It
is'an idea! place to spend a few days, with its wealth of drives,
walks, tram rides and motor tours, and excellent cars and reliable
drivers can always be obtained at ver\- reasonable cost: but these
will be referred to in detail later.

POPULATION.
Below is given the jioiiulation of the four chief Cities 30 years
ago, and the i)opulation of to-day, showing how Christchurch has

made
84,000

a great advance until now she stands with a population of
the second largest City in the Dominion.

—

Dunedin and Suburbs
Auckland and Subur-hsCHRISTCHURCH and Suburbs
Wellington and Suburbs
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

109 110

and Suburbs

-

83',672

-

-

-

-

72,892
66 981

-

.

The figures to-day stand thus:
Auckland and Suburbs -

CHRISTCHURCH

Wellington and Suburbs
Dunedin and Suburbs -

-

42,794
30,952
30,715
20,563
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PLACES OF WORSHIP.
The Anglican Cathedral

is

situated in Cathedral Square, right

very fine organ, and
The principal Anglican churches
are St. Michael and Alt Angels', Oxford Terrace; St. John the
Baptist, Latimer Square; and St. Luke's, Manchester Street.

in the centre of the city.

It

possesses a

choral services are held daily.

*•

"w^

f»

<*

y/if

The

•lliP.i

q inillllMH

Oxfurd Jerraff Bap/isl

("atholic Cathedral

is

in

also the Presbytery at which the

litll

illllllill

'I'lihiiniifh

.

Barhadoes Street South, where is
Right Reverend Bishop Grimes

resides.

The principal Presbyterian churches are
Terrace west; St. Paul's, Cashel Street <,'as(
Bealey Avenue.
The oldest Methodist church
is

known

as

Durham

on^^Fitzgerald Avenue,

is

(3hurch

in

;

situate in

Durham

Street, and

while the East Belt Church,

the next.

The Baptist Tabernacle
The principal

is

Street Church,

Andrew's. Oxford
and Knox Church,

St.

is

on Oxford Terrace east.

Congregational
Worcester Street.

plai.-e

of

worshi))

is

Trinity
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i The

Cleanest Bath
the

m^

World

Nolo the Clear

Wal,

Is

The Tepid

Swimming

lOO TK.KT
At the

.

Pool

UONG

.

Christchurch Mvinicip^l Baths

^

MANCHESTER. STREET
Private

HOT and COLD BA.THS

A

2^
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CHRISTCHURCH NEWSPAPERS.
Christchurch is well supplied with newspapers, which compare
The illustrated
favourably with those in much larger cities.
The principal journals
weeklies are exceptionally well got up.
"The Lyttelton Times" and "The
are: -Daily, morning:
Daily Evenings: "The Star." "The Evening News," and
Press."
"The Sun." Weekly journals: "The Canterbury Times," "The
Weekly Press," "The Spectator," "The Stock and Markets
Gazette," and several minor publications.

'J

hf

New

i'leiinse^ i)f the Chrislc/iiirch Press Coy.

PRINCIPAL HOTELS.
The leading h<itels are: Warner's, Cathedral Square; (Joker's,
Manchester Street; United Service, Cathedral Square; and the
Clarendon, Oxford Terrace. The tariffs range from 10s. 6d. to
12s. 6d.

per day.

The leading private hotels are: The Federal, Colomljri Street
north; the Trocadero and the Windsor, Manchester Street south;
Besides these there
in (Jolomiio Street south.
are also quite a numtjei' of high-class boarding establishments.
The ('lubs are: The Cfiristchurch, in Worcester Street east;

and the City Buffet

Canterbury,

the

Street

High

Worcester Street west;
Commercial Travellers',
Working Men's Club, Oxford Terrace.
city;

Federal,
Street;

Worcester
and the
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CLIMATE.
Whether you come to make your home amongst us or whether
you are only permitted by Fortune to tarry awhile and then bid
farewell to New Zealand's shoi-es, the foremost of all eonsiderationsXwhich ro to make up the full enjoyment of your sojourn— be
short or lonR-is the climate of that part of the Dominion to
which your travels may take you. Below are set out a few facts
and[figures^which serve to bear out the statement that in no part
of this beautiful country is found a more cong-enial, delightful,
and health-giving succession of weather conditions than obtains in
the City of the Plains. Sunshine and rain in due proportion
make summer and winter alike enjoyable, and the sky of Italy at
it

its, best can hardly
surpass that of Canterbury, whilst the clear
dry air of the more inland districts cannot be surpassed by any
couniry in the world. Christchurch is 43^ degrees .south of the
equator. The city therefore, is in the same temperate latitude in
the Northern
the Southern Hemisphere as is _the Riviera in
Hemisphere.
To the visitor from overseas or the North Island who lands in
Christchurch, the fresh and healthy complexions of those who
throng the streets must be very striking. The reason of this is not
far to seek —the width of our streets, the numerous open spaces in
all parts of the city, the absence of slums, the magnificent ocean
beaches[in the immediate vicinity^>t the heart of Christchurch,

and the breezy freshness of ideal suburbs, all combine to make a
most desirable abiding place of the capital of Canterbury.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES.
Kxtract^ from

tiotps >i'ipplieii

by the Dominiou

Number of Days
t-HRISTCHURCH
Dunedin

iVr''t>^orological

on which Rain

fell in

<_)rti<'e

SVelliuiftou, Jau. 4, 1913

the year 1912:

..

145

Wellington

.

1.5S

Auckland

.

..
.

Highest Shade Temperature and Date 1912:

CHRISTCHURCH
Dunedin
Auckland

,.

.

.

.

Wellington

Average Annual

Kaiiifall

Sf.atii'ti

CHKISTCHURCH
Dunedin
Auckland
Wellington

SUNSHINE RECORD

deg.

deg.
78.0 deg.
77.S ,k-g.

.So.O

..
.

90.(1

.

—

195
206

—

December 29th
January 16th
March :5rd
December 28th

and No. of Rainy days oxer years stated.
Rainfall
..
.

.

..

ill

iiirb^'s

25.50
37.20
43.30
49.67

1

».tvs iin
'

wbielj

riiiii

tVIl

No

119
163
180

57
60

l)i8

55

ot

Vears

36

for Christchurch for 12 months ending Dec.
1913, was 1912 hours 25 minutes.
.Approximate Average of 5J
hours of sunshine )ierday.
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CHR13TCHURCH
The fad l-hat the
many important and
thriving-, constitutes

the contention that
cla.ss

of business.

:

extensive

it is

a

citv

place

Industries.

possesses so

alread\-

industries,

undoubtedly the best

The

New

Field for

City of (.'hristchurch

all

argument

in

exceptionally suitable for

A

Favout

leading manufacturing centime

regard to the variety and extent of
of worker.s employed.

At the present time, the

of
its

ite

and

this

Promenade.

the

Dominion.,

engineering

alike

industries and the

majority of the
establishments,

in

number

more important

industries are represented, such as woollen mills, Hour

foundries

and
favour of

|jr(jsperous

and surroundin"- districts c<institute

Rolleston Avenue:

the

A

25

mills, iron

chemical

works,

tanneries, clothing factories, biscuit and confectionery wcn-ks, and

There lemain, however, splendid openings for any form of
product which could subsist and prosper upon such supjjort as
may be afforded by a population of one million people.

so on.

It would be invidious to select any
for particular mention,
but a careful .scrutiny of the schedule of imports into the Dominion
will disclo.se not a few varieties of manufactured goods which
might, with advantage, be made
within New Zealami.
The
opinion has also been expressed by thoi<e qualified to s)jeak with
authority, thai there is urgent need for the eslablisliment of that
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X
Lake Coleridge

Electricity
J

<^

ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC

IRONS

WATER HEATERS
COOKING APPARATUS
FANS

DENTAL APPLIANCES
LIFTS,

CRANES,

classes of Electrically driven

and

all

machinery are the

the CLEANEST, and
CHEAPEST of
the MOST HEALTHY for the Operators.
ail,

For

The

^

lull

information

call at

Christchurch Municipal
Electricity
53

Department

GLOUCESTER STREET,

Ch.ch

^j

,
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particular class of industries which produces goods required

and utilised

in

the 'course of

maiiufacturinff ^hy

by

esta))]ishments

already existent.

To manufacturers generally, Christchurch \oft'ers'^ great
inducements and advantages. It will be supplied byivery cheap
electric power for factory purposes from Lake Coleridge.
The
immense demand for electric power of late years has induced the
city to undertake this great work.

<Siil/it'i/i III Si/iiiii

A

c

— llif

dm

Uinli'ii S,i I'lff IIkIlU in l/ir

ki^n>>iin/.

of water is an imitortant featui-e which
valued by manufacturers, to whom this is an essential.
At Lyttelton, coastwise shipping provides for the transit of
goods to the North Island and other parts of the Dominion, while
some 1500 miles of railways afford facilities in the South Island.
Vacant sites for factories and buildings are easily obtainable
in various iiarts of the city at a cheap price.
The linuts of space prevent any attempt to enumerate in
detail the numei'ous minor advantages which Christchui'ch offers,
liul
jiossibly
to indicate t(^
sufficient has been
said
those
contemplating the establishment of industries in New Zealand the
i)lentiful supi)ly

will lie

suitability of the city as a location for such.
It

may

l)e

of interest to state that the city

owns and controls

following imjiortant trading departments: -Electric power
and lighting, electric tramways, water works, abattoirs and
the

Iiublic liMlhs.

M

(

I

I

(,i

Vl-i,

A

1;
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The jwpulation of
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Christehui-c-h

and suburbs

is

The

83,672.

proper has 145 miles of streets, with an area of 4998 acres,
and nearly 54 miles of electric tramways (route mileage). The
number of dwellings and buildings is approximately 30, 000, with
a rateable capital value of £10,739,390 and an unimproved value
of £4,402,955.
Ghristchurch has the reputation of being the
city

most beautiful city in the Dominion.
The openings for manufacturing enterprises in Ghristchurch
of
are many and vai'ied, and are worthy of the attention
wealthiest, cleanest and

capitalists, great and small, while the resources of the Province of
Canterbury largely await development by energetic and intelligent

industrv.

WHAT TO

SEE

IN

THE

CITY.

Two

very .good birdseye views of the city and suburbs can be
Perhaps the best view is from the balcony on the tovyer
of the Anglican Cathedral, which is reached by means of a spiral
This is open daily, and a charge of
staircase from the belfry.
one shilling is made.
The other is from the top of the New
Zealand E.xpress Company's six-storey building in Hereford Street.
This is reached by means of an electric lift, for the use of which a
.small charge is made.
From eithei' of these elevaiions some fine
views of the surrounding country can be had, while out to sea
vessels can be seen passing along the coast.
The i^antei'bury Museum, in Rolleston .Avenue, which is
considered to be one of the best in the Southern Hemisphere,
should not be niLssed, and while there, visitors should make a point
of^seeing the largest sperm whale skeleton in the woild, which was
obtained on the west coast of this island.
.Alongside the Museum aie th(> Botanical Cardeiis with their
wealth of flowers and shady walks ahing the riverside.
obtained.

The

Ai-t Gallery, in

ings by Knglish and

Durham

Colonial

Street, has

artists,

and

some excellent painthere

is

also

fair

a

eollectitin of slaluary.

Close by it are the old (Janteibury Provincial Huildings, in
is Ic) be found the Council Cliaml)er in
which the Councils
sat in the days before they were abolished in favnui' i.if a central

which

government.
St.

Quintiii

This chamber has a ma.gniticeni
in

the

earl>

sixties,

and

is

roof painted

furtht-r embellished

by

with

.glass windows.
Within a stone's throw of this ari' the Law Courts, consisting
of tine buildings of New Zealand stone, occupied by the Supreme
(]ourt, with its extensive lil)rar'y, and the Magistrates ami Police

some rare stained

Courts.

,

V

.

Yl
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The priiK'i]jal Park is Hagley Park, situate just on the western
boundary of the city, and containing nearly five hundred acres.
The River Avon meanders riRht through it, the willows on either
side of the stream forming welcome .shade.
There are three squares in the city, all thrown open to the
public: Victoria Square, at the corner of Victoria and Colombo
Streets, Cranmer Square, in Montreal Street North, and Latimer
Square,

in

Woi-cester Street East.

Jl/iislrnliiig

l/ii'

^iiuii 7u(irk of tin; ileaiil i/ying
11

f

I

Society un

tlie

banks

lie ^I'iill.

The River Avon, which winds through the city, is one of the
There are lovely walks along its grassy,
well-kept banks, which are lined with weeping willows. Boats
can be obtained near the Hospital for the upper reaches, while at
Fitzgerald Avenue, where the .sheds 'of the Canterbury, Union,
and Avon Rowing Clubs are situated, there are also .sheds for the
princiijal scenic assets.

hire

of boats.

The Canterbury Agricultural and Pastoral Association have
commodious and well-appointed .show grounds on the Lincoln Road
at Addington, the show being held annually in connection with the
November Carnival Week.
The fine tepid baths belonging to the city, and situate in
Manchester Street, are well worth a visit, while clo.se alongside
are the Meldrum Destructor, the burning of rubbish in which goes
a long way towards supplying the power for lighting the city by

:
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Boat SHeds
LARGEST and BEST appointed in the Dominion
SITUATED on the BANKS of the AVON, close to the
HOSPITAL and PUBLIC GARDENS, Christchurch

The

75

BOATS

and

CANOES,

all

in

Good Order.

Scale of Charges
BOATS

CANOES

...

from 6d.
from 6d.

Open from

S.

ANSTEY

to 2S. 6d. per hour,
to is. per hour.
6 a.m. to lo p.m.

t
Proprietor
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electricity,
interest.

the g:enerating

The

electric

and

power

grave Street and well repays a
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storage plant being of great

station for the tram\va\'s
visit,

for the plant

is

a

is in

Fals-

most up-to-

date one.

The fine and commodious Hospital and Staff buildings are to
be found on Oxford Terrace, standing in very pretty grounds
sloping down to the River Avon. The administrative offices of the
In connection with
Charitable Aid Board are in the same block.

A

I'lelly Stretch

of the

.

hum.

the Hospital there are two Consumptives Sanatoria on the Port
One of these has recently
Hills at the foot of Colombo Street.

been established for incurable cases.
For the aged and infirm theie are the Jubilee Home at
Woolston and the Nazareth Home in,Brougham Street, Sydenham.
The Hosi)ital for the Insane is situated about two miles from
Christchurch on the Lincoln Road tramline, and it has in
connection with it a very fine farm, worked mostly by the inmates.

CHRISTCHURCH BEAUTIFYINCJ ASSOCIATION.
This Society is mainly responsible for the many beauty spots
It is supported by public
that exist in and around Christchurch.
subscriptions, and an annual grant from the City Council.
President, His Worship the Mayor of Christchurch; Chairman,
Honorary Curator, H. G. Ell, M.P. Secretary and
Mr. A. Kaye
Treasurer, Mr. Charles M. Parker, Art Gallery, Armagh Street.
;

;
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THE CANTERBURY MUSEUM.
Walking- westward alon.u' Worcester Street from Cathedral
Square, prog^ress in a direct line is barred by the Canterbury
Museum, one of tlie most interesting and instructive institutions
in the city alike to visitor and resident.
The nucleus of the collections was made by Dr. von Haast
between the years 1861 and 1867, and in December of the lastnamed year the then Museum was first opened to the public.
It was during the years immediately succeeding- the opening
that the collections rapidly increased in extent.
It has been said
that the Canterbury Museum was built upon nioa bones, and such
statement is not very wide of the mark, for the enormous number
of skeletons of these extinct birds found in Canterbury were
bartered away to Museums all over the world in exchange for the
wealth of objects which form the bulk of the collections.
The year 1870 saw the first portion of the present building, and
it was successively added to, the latest actual addition being in
it is
understood that further additions are urgently
1882;
needed.

Entering the building through a very beautiful porch, the
is first encountered. Here will be found a collection
of the principal "beasts" of the world, including lions, tigers,
bears, mfinkeys, hoofed animals, kangaroos, down to rats and
mice and such "small deer."
As will be supposed, the fine
American Bison and two heads, were secured before the depletion
The Antarctic Group is a special series
of the prairies took place.
arranged from material brought back by the various expeditions
which returned to Christchurch.
The Ethnological Room is next entered, and here will be seen
the handiwork of native man from all countries.
The centre of
the hall is occupied with a choice collection of china and glass
ware, a collection of Bi'itish war medals, and other interestingHung towards the left of the entrance is the coracle by
objects.
means of which a shipwrecked crew from the barque "Dundonald"
established communicati(5n from Disapi)oint,ment Island, on which
the vessel was wrecked, with the mainland of the Auckland Islands

mammal room

in lfl07.

The next room is devoted entirely to collections from New
Zealand, and here may be seen skeletons of the moas which, as we
have said, provided the wherewithal to advance the collections to
present status.
The central space is occupied with a fine
of native birds mounted in their natural surroundings,
while the wall cases contain an almost
complete collection

their

series

arranged

in scientific

order.
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THE CANTERBURY MUSEUM.
Walking westward aloriK Worcester Street tVom Cathedral
Square, progress in a direct line is barred by the Canterbury
Museum, one of the most interesting and instructive institutions
in the city alike to visitor and resident.
The nucleus of the collections was made by Dr. von Haast
between the years 1861 and 1867, and in December of the lastthe then Museum was first opened to the public.
It was during the years immediately succeeding the opening
It has been said
that the collections rapidly increased in extent.
that the Canterbury Museum was built upon moa bones, and such
statement is not very wide of the mark, for the enormous number
of skeletons of these extinct birds found in Canterbury were
bartered away to Museums all over the world in exchange for the
wealth of objects which form the bulk of the collections.
The year 1870 saw the first portion of the present building, and
the latest actual addition being in
it was successively added to,
understood that further additions are urgently
it is
1882;

named year

needed.

Entering the building through

a ver\' beautiful porch, the
encountered. Here will be found a collection
of the principal "beasts" of the world, including lions, tigers,
bears, monkeys, hoofed animals, kangaroos, down to rats and
mice and such "small deer."
As will be supposed, the fine
American Bison and two heads, were secured before the depletion
The y\ntarctic Grou]j is a special series
of the prairies took place.
arranged from material brought back by the various expeditions
which returned to Christchurch.
The Ethnological Room is next entered, and here will be seen
the handiwork of native man from all countries.
The centre of
the hall is occupied with a choice collection of china and .glass

mammal room

is first

ware, a collection of British wai- medals, and other interestingHung towards the loft of the entrance is the coracle by
objects.
means of which a shipwrecked crew from the barque "Dundonald"
established communication from Disappointment Island, on which
the vessel was wrecked, with the mainland of the Auckland Islands
in 1907.

The next room is devoted entirely to collections from New
Zealand, and here may be seen skeleti.ms of the moas which, as we
have said, provided the wherewithal to advance the collections to
their present status.
series of

while the

arranged

native birds
wall

cases

in scientific

The central space is occujiied with a fine
mounted in their natural suri'oundings,
contain

order.

an

almost

complete

collection
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Zealand room contains a series of
coloured casts, the invertebrates,

life-like

insects, etc., and fossils.
A representative collection of
rocks arranged as an educational series occupies the wall and desk
cases in this i-oom.
On the staircase the cast of a Strap-toothed

shells,

Whale

will be seen, also a cast of a N.Z. Dolphin.

drawings of

New

Some beautiful

Zealand plants by Miss M. 0. Stoddard are also

exhibited.

A

favoiirile s/>ol in the Chyiilcluiiiii Ifospilal

i',

iniiinli.

Entering the Maori House, the porch of a fine old whare,
formerly occupied by the famous chief Te Kuti, is passed on the
left, while on the right stands a Maori Tomb, one of the very few
left.
The slabs of Totara were hewn and carved with stone
still
implements. The Tomb was obtained from the Maketu District in
The Maori House contains a wealth of objects
the Bay of Plenty.
dealing with the Maori, his life and art, all of which are clearly
labelled so that he

who runs may

read.

annex to the Maori House is the skeleton of
the famous Okarito Whale, erected in 1908. This skeleton is the
largest preserved in any Museum, and a special illustrated Guide
Book and Postcards of the skeleton may be obtained at the
In

a

large open

Museum.
is

Returning through the New Zealand Room, the Mineral
next entered, and from this the general Fossil Room.

Room

3-i6

Both
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repay time spent there, and in the latter remains of some
world's gigantic animals will be seen together ^with
These give an
miniature
restorations,
modelled to scale.
admirable idea of the animals as they are believed to have existed
will well

of the

in life.
Its walls are lined with
The Main Corridor is next ti-aversed.
engravings and with specimens of the principal submarine
cables, and in the vestibule will be seen photographs of the
who founded the Province,
pioneers
Pilgrims;
Canterbury

choice

voyaging hither in the "first four ships," namely, "Charlotte
"Sir George Seymour," and "Cressy,"
Randolph,"
Jane,"
arriving in 1850 and 1851.

A small collection of pictures is hung on the main staircase, at
This forms a
the top of which one enters the Foreign Bird Room.
gallery to the Mammal Room, and includes not only birds and
The four
reptiles, but a general collection of invertebrates.
insect cases which stand at the entrance to the gallery will alone
the visitor for an hour.

profitably detain

staircase

some

we enter

of the most

first

Halfway down the

the statuary gallery, containing replicas of

famous pieces of statuary the world

The

holds.

pieces round the walls are arranged in chronological series,
illustrate the progress of sculpture from early periods.

and

Ascending a short flight of steps we enter the Antiquity
Itoom, and the visitor will be amazed at the number and diversity
of objects presented, Egyptian Mummies, Glassware from Tyre
and •'^idon, Pictographic writings, early flint and metal implements, and such a host of treasures that the visitor will be loth to
leave when the gong rings, announcing that he has concluded his
for the day, but knowing that, if he has followed our
guidance, he has been into every nook and corner of the Museum
visit

open

to the public.

The

institution

free

is

visitors

to

September

and residents and

is

open

—

Weekdays 10 a.m.
;May 1 to August 31: Weekto 5 p.m; Sundays— 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
days— 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays-2 p.m. to 4 p.m. The Museum
is closed on t'hristmas Day and Good Friday.
daily as follows

:-

1

to April

30:

;

The following illustrated Guide Rooks may be obtained from
:— General Guide to the Collections, Is.; Guide to N.Z.
Whales and Dolphins, Is. Guide to the Maori Tomb, tjd.
Post-

the Janitor

;

;

card, Skeleton of the Whale, 2d.

The

Scientific

"Records"

of

the

Museum

details will be supplied on application at the

vary

Museum.

in

price;

;
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CANTERBURY COLLEGE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
C

orncr oi Cambridge Terrace and Hereford Slrccl, Chrislchurch.

SUBSCRIKERS.
Any person who wishes to make use of the Circulating
Department may do so by paying the following small subscriptions:

monthly,

Yearly Ticket, 10s.; half-yearly, 6s. quarterly ,3s. 6d.
Such subsci'ibers are entitled to
and deposit 5s.
;

Is. 6d.

77?f

Chi

nUhnrch

I'lihlw Library.

the privilege of borrowing one volume, which may be retained
two weeks, but beyond this period a small fine is charged.
Books can be changed every day.

CIRCULATING DEPARTMENT.
This department is arranged on the system known as "Open
Access," under which readers have direct access to the shelves.

REFERENCE DEPARTMENT.
This valuable department of the Library consists of about
19, 0(H) volumes, to which all comers have unrestricted access.

MAGAZINE ROOM.
This room

is

situated on the

of subscribers only.

first

floor

and

is

set

apart for use
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Libravy,

Reference Libi-ary (Free) 10 a.m. to 10 )i.m.
Reading Room (Free), 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Juvenile Library Free),
p.m.
3 p.m. to 6 p.m., and on Saturday 10 a.m. to
Number of volumes in Library Fieference, 20,000: (.'irculating, 28,000 fJuvenile, 2000.
10 a.m. to 9 i).m.

,

(

ii

:

A pleasant

icacU of the .lvon--tlie Pitblu Garden's Tea
KinsI; on

tlif left.

THE AVON.
Mention has already been made of the Avon, but it is worthy
would have had one all to itself had .space
permitted. Its beauty, however, may be referred to. Its grasscovered slopes, its banks here and theie adorned with Mowers and
Howering shrubs, the graceful and stately rows of willows,
poplars, chestnut and other foliage trees that beautify its bani<s,
and the bridges that span the stream at convenient distances.
The youth and beauty of the city make abundant u.se of the river
for rowing exercise, and though in the more thickly populated
parts of the city that are near its banks the trout fishing in it is
not of the best, there are plenty of trout in the river, and anglers
Club
in the season do the best they can to enjoy the gentle sport.
boatsheds on the river are the Canterbury Rowing Club, the
These are all
Union Rowing C'lub, and the Avon Rowing Clul).
Mr. Anstey has his sheds at Antigua Street,
near the East Belt.
Mnats can be hired from
near the Hospital and Public (hardens.
of a special article, and

-,8

THI-.
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and a iikjsI enjoyable luw can he had on that part ot the
One
stream that flows through the Park and Public Gardens.
hour is sufficient to row to the Tea Kiosk, get a cup of tea, and
return to the sheds; or a stroll ma.v be taken to visit the celebrated Ro.se Garden, and the Winter Garden, both of which are
his shed,

l''i-oiii

llir

uiaiiy F,i

in'i^ew llial

sptui

Hw

l\'i:-ii\

M'rllv :ic:rs

near the Tea Kiosk landing-place. Those who wisli to go farther
sjiend an afternoon in rowing as far as Kendalton Bridge and
Mill Dam; the,\' will gel good scenery the whole distance antl good
Enjoyable time for boating is in the
subjects for the Camera.
evening at'tei- dinner, as the sheds are open until 10 p.ni.
Scale
of ch;ir,g'es moderate P>oats from 6d. to 'is. (id. per hour; canoes
Fleet of ol boats and l!4 canoes all in
frtim (id. to Is. an boui'.

may

:

perfect order.
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EDUCATIONAL
From

days Canterbury has been distinguished for
The system in vogue here, and
throughout New Zealand, is free, secular, and compulsory.
For
North and South Canterbury there are separate Education Boards,
their districts being divided by the Rangitata River.
At the basis of the education system aie the Government public schools, where education is free and entirely secularThe attendance of children between seven and fourteen vears of
its

provincial

excellent educational facilities.

'I

he Sonlh

Wing of Cautei bury

ColUgt-

compulsory, except when special exemptions are granted, or
is being satisfactorily educated elsewhere.
In Christchurch
there has long been a tiaining school for teachers in connection
with the Normal School, and it is intended to ha\e a similar institution at each of the chief towns of the dominion.
Provision is made by law for public instruction, manual and
technical subjects, and for the instructiciu in elementary handJunior
work of pupils attending primary or secondary schools.
Technical Scholarships, available for two years, are offered by the
Covernment, and may be continued under certain conditions as
There are also excellent technical
Senior Technical Scholarships.
clas.ses, assisted by the Government, and controlled by a Board of
Management elected li\' contributing bodies.

age

is

a child
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Aliiive the primary school? are secondary schools, where
higher education is given.
These admit to free jjlaces, holders <if
Education Board Scholarships, of which twelve junior and six
senior are given by the North Canterbury Board every year,
holders of National or Queen's Scholarships, given !iy the Government.

I'he

Normal Hiiiiuuy

Sduiol and '/'raining College.

THE UNIVERSITY.
Situate<l on RoUeston Avenue, and facing the Museum stands
the Univei'sity clasped in ivy and the glorious ti-aditions of
its forty-one years
^not the least glorious of which is the fact that
it was the first
British University College to o]jen its doors to
women. Just now, pei'haps, it |)lumes itself more on having given
Professor Rutherf((ixl, of radium fame, first to C'anada, then to
England.

—

The University covers a considerable Ijloek of land, and the
separate buildings for lecture halls, class rooms, etc., are substantial and somewhat oi-nate. The University was founded by the
large
Provincial (iovernment, and derives its income frfim
endowments of landed estate, reserved in the early days to provide
fund.^ for the establishment

and support of institutions for higher

education.

CHRIST'S ('OLLEGE (jRAlVIMAR SCHOOL.
Chr-ist's

in the scheme
was not develoi)ed

College (Jrammar School was included

of sell IcinenI of the ('anterburx' .Association, but

THE CANTKRF.nRV
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Public
by that ljod,\
It stands on ten acres nf ground, andfhas the
Gardens on one side and the Avon on the other. The buildings
extend round three sides of a quadrangle, and include, besides the
schoolrooms and residences of the masters, a librar>'. gymnasium,
.

chaijel, etc.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
The secondary schools include the Boys' High School in
Worcester Street West, the Girls' High School in Armagh Street
West, and the West Christchurch District High School on the
Lincoln Road, as well as the Technical School in Barbadoes Street
South.

The

Normal Training College and
Cranmer Square, while the offices of the North

primar.N' schools include the

District School in

Canterbury Board of Education are situated in the .same building.
There are in addition the East Christchurch School (Gloucester
Street East), Richmond School
(Stanmore Road), St. Albans
School
(Colombo Street
(Knightstown),
Sydenham School
Phillip.stown
vSouth),
School
(Blight's
Road),
Addington
School

(Phillips Street), &e.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
The Technical College is govei-ned by a Bt>ard con-listing of
representatives from the public bodies which contribute to its
maintenance, the amount contributed locall.v being about £500,
of which
the Christchurch Cit,\- Council provitles £oO().
The
college, which has been erected and equiijped at a cost of about
£14,000, is situated at the corner of Barbadoes Street and
Moorhouse Avenue, and consists of the main buildings, containing
the various classrooms. Science

lalioratories,

Diimestic

Economy

Department, the Seddon iVIemorial Hall, and nine workshops.
There are four departments:
(1) The Day Technical School, with .-iOO pupils on the roll, is
attended by pupils from thirteen to seventeen years of age, and

—

provides cour.ses id' instruction suit;il)le For those who wish to
enter the building, wood-working, or metal-working trades, or li>
take up agricultural, commercial, or domeslic pursuits.
(2( The Domestic Science Department, witii o32 students on
the roll, holds da,\- and evening classes in Cookery, Dressmaking,
Neeillework, Lanndrywork, iiersonal and domestic hy.giene.
(M) The Evening Schonl, attenil(>d b.\- OST students, provides
courses of instruction in commercial subjects and for the f(dlo\ving trades:— Ap|)lied IVIechanics, Bookbinding, Building, Cabinetmaking, (^arpentrx- and Joinery, F^lectrical Engineering, (n'ometry.
Fitting

anil

Turning,

IVIachino

Construction

and

Drawing
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Carriage iJraftiiiK and Motor-rai' Body
Construetion and
Motoi- Driving,
PrinL'iple.s and Practice of Plumbing, Practical Mathematics, Sign
Painting and Decorating, Glass Embossing and Poster Painting,
Show Cards and Ticket Writing, Trade Drawing and Mensuration,
Tyijography, Veterinary Science, Wool Sorting and Classing and
Machine Shearing.
Training H(jstel, ei-ected in 1912, provides
(4) The Girls'
MechaniL-al

Making,

Kngineering,

Petrol

Engine

(iir/s' H.iilcl,

Cliriilihun h 7'fihiiu'nl

(_'iiilf(rr.

accommodation for

18 students and staff, and offers facilities for
complete theoretical and practical training in all that pertains
to the care and management of the home.
The staff of the college consists of the Direct(jr, John H.
Howell, H.A.,B.Se., (fjondon), and 47 InstiHictors.
a

C.^NTEKHUKY A(;KI('Ul/niRAL CODLECE,
Cantei-luny

LINCOLN,

N.Z.

Agricultural College is situated beside
the
town.shii) of Lincoln, about 14 miles .S. W. of Christchiirch.
It was
established over 30 years ago, the first students (•ntering in July
The buildings erected foi- the purposes (jf the college
of 1881.
provide accommodation for 51 students. Director and part of the
Staff.
Flacli student has a separate' bedroom, and there are 2t»
studies, iir silting rooms, which accommodate two
or three
sludeiits each.
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i.rn->E

-Johe-

GLOBE DELIVERY
Co. of N.Z., Limited
DUNDAS STREET

^

-

GHRISTGHURGH

1
Baggage Agents
FORWARDING^ SHIPPING
and GUSTOIMS AGENTS

Telegrams ''DELIVERY''
Telephones 954 and 76
:

Agents

all

over the World.
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The Col leg-f Funds

ai'f administered lj\- a Hoard of Governors
Parliament. The revenue is derived from
endowments set aside by the Canterlniry Provincial Council,
students' fees and profits of the Farm
The Staff consists of the Director and Lectui-ers on Biology,
Chemistry, \'eterinary Science and Mechanics and Surveying,
Farm Overseer, &c.

elected under Act of

\'ir/iiri'f

Si >f:rt

Briiliji'

and

8vri'oioiiii/i</s

CURRICULUM. — The

course of instruction extends over
One-half of the students' time is devoted to fai-m

three years.

and the other half to lectures.
The year is divided into three terms and examinations are
held at the end of each term.
Residence is compulsory and students are required to comform
to the rules and regulations laid down and must not absent themselves at any time from the college without leave.
Provision is also made foi- amusements and games— cricket,
Teams from the college
football, tennis and swimming baths.
take part in the local football and cricket competitions. Sports
are held once a year, when students are allowed to invite their
friends.

FARM WORK.— All

the work of the 800-acre farm of firstdone by the students, and a portion of the work on a
1500-acre farm of light land. The college farm contains, therefore,
class

land

is

in all 2300 acres.
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Kach student K^ts a turn at all work un the farm, j^rarden, and
An expert woolworkshops- each turn being- for one week.
elasser an(i a shearer ai'e employed in the shearing season to teach
wool-classing and shearing— about 4000 sheep being shorn each
year and all work being done by the students.
The COLLEGE F.A.RM is worked almost altogether on a
are
raised
crops
Various
purely
commercial
basis.
for sale— about 300 acres of cereals being grown each year and
about 250 to 300 acres of fodder crops raised for stock feed.
A herd of purebred
Sheep are the principal stock on the farm.
About 24
Shorthorn cattle is kept and used for dairy purposes.
draught horses of the Clydesdale type are kept for working the
farm; a few of these are entered in the stud book and bred from,
more for the purpose of keeping up the stud than for sale.
Five
flocks of purebred sheep are kept.
The college stock is exhibited
successfully at the principal shows in Canterbury, and they are
generally regarded as being of a high standard.
The object of the college is to afford students a good all-round
knowledge of the theory and practice of farming. The Governing
Board claims that it can accomplish this object by teaching the
two side-by-side.
The best evidence that can be adduced as to
whether the objects have been attained, is the demand for
admi.ssion from all parts of the Dominion.
Latterly the bulk of
the applications have to be held over for nearly a year.
The
college is always full; students are drawn from every province,
and ex-students are scattered all over the Dominion and have
proved to be good farmers.

MUNICIPAL PUBLIC BATHS.
fortunate in having Municipal Baths, which
Manchester Street, five minutes' walk from
Cathedral Square. The Tepid Swimmin.g Fool is 100 feet x 36
feet, the warm water being supplied from the City Destructor
The Swimming Bath is tastefully decorated with hanging
plant.
baskets of ferns which have a delightful effect. It is also provided
with sprinklers fixed in the roof for Cold Water Sprays in very hot
weather, which have the effect of reducing the temperature to a
There are 56 Dressing Boxes, five Shower
pleasant coolness.
Baths, and twelve Private Baths. The Swimming Bath is fitted
with a Water Shute and Gymnastic apparatus; it is lined with
white glazed tiles, and is the cleanest bath in Australasia. Over the
Boxes a gallery has been built to acconmiodate
Drowning

Christchurch

are

situated

is

in

The total cost of the Bath, was over fTOOO.
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Billson are the ('ustodians.

spectators.

']»].
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CITY ABATTOIRS.
The AbatUiirs

is

situated at Sdcklitn-n, and serves the city and

the suburbs.

Area of Freehold Land :— B4 acres, 2 rd.s., 13 pr.s.
There are S2 acres of leasehold land fur additional holding
paddocks.

wodd, with concrete floors, and consist
hanging room combined, with
stands for twelve mutton and four beef butchers, and a .smaller
slausibterhouse and hanging i-oom for pigs.

The

of

a

buildiriRs are of

large slaughterhouse and

( iiHwrriu/Hiii

/!nihliii(j^.

The hanging rooms are fitted with an elaboi-ate system of
overhead rails, and have louvred sides.
Hoisting gear, run by steam, is provided for lifting the pithing pen doors and hanging carcases of beef for dressing. The
hoisting gear in the pig slaughterhouse is worked by electric
power, and the buildings are lighted throughout by electricity.
The yards will hold about 500 head of cattle, 20,000 sheep or
lambs, 200 calves and 50 pigs. A considerable area of the yards
and skin

rails is

covered over.

Hot water for scalding pigs and washing-down purposes, and
steam for working the hoisting gear in the beef slaughterhouse,
are supplied by a large "cornish" boiler.
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i

Christchurch Municipal Electricity

i

Supply

'^

//

Lake Coleridge Electricity
Table Showing Probable Monthly Cost of
Lighting Dwelling Houses using up to
Twelve 25-Candle Power Lamps.

EBtimatf-^fl

Tutal Numlter
of 25 Cautlle
Power 30

Watt Lam^is

Maximuu]

W umber
Tjjijjps in

iDStallfd

of

use

at

Oue Time

lllstimiitfd tut;il
No. of Uuits
tliat would lie

Coiisnuted
during the
darkest luoutLs
Miiy, June, July

Number

Ntiinber
of

of

Total Cost
of

I

Uuits that Unitfe that
would l>e
would be
Chargeable iChargrealile
I

I

at 6d.

I

per moDtli

at Id.

6

13

10

-

7

11

.

9

14
Hi
IS

10

22

17A

11

24
25

S

12

The

12A

Uh
•
-

19A

5J

foregoing estimates are

tion that the lamps would he
month, or 5 hours per da\'.

made on

burning

-

2 4
2 5
2
2
3
3
4

1

the assumphours per

150

As the estimates are made for the winter months
prospective consumers may safely assume that the
monthly accounts would be less for the remainder of
tlie

year.

It is proposed to allow one electric flat iion without increasing the maximum demand, which means
that an iron may be used for over three hours for Id.

i

H. R.

SMITH, Town Clerk,
Christchurch.

91
-H
8':
4-1
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There are

Manager (who

is

the Abattoir — one

residences at

also the

49
for the

Government Inspector) and another for

the Caretaker.

The drainage is disposed of by means of a septic tank.
The total cost of the Abattoirs is £28,894 14s. 7d.
During the twelve months ending March 31, 191.3, 168,752
head of stock was slaughtered.
Inspector and

Manager— Mr.

H.

S. S.

Kyle, G.M.C.V.S.

THE ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL.
The design of the Cathedral was the work of Sir Gilbert Scott
British architect, but was afterwards to some extent

a leading

modified.

Harper

In

1864 the foundations ^were completed,

laid the

corner-stone on

December

and

Bishop

16th of that year,

the
fourteenth anniversary of the arrival of the first settlers. Those
foundations stared the people in the face for nine years, and
served the historian Froude, when he visited this Colony, as the
But things had
sub.iect of a jeer at Canterbury's expen.se.

4-16
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when work began again. Tiue, it did
cathedral
it was a
for worshipping in.
Mr. Robert Heaton Rhodes defrayed the
cost of the tower, which was built as a memorial to the late Mr.
lieorge Rhodes. Mr. R. H. Rhodes presented eight of the bells in
the chime and the other two were presented by Mr. Edward
improved a

little

by

]87o,

not go on with lightning

speed, but in 1881

Miles.
There is a tine I'ecumbent figure on the south side of the
nave which is a memorial of the first Bishop, Dr. Harpei-.

THE TOWER.
From

the tower of the Cathedral an excellent view of the city

can be obtained. The tower being in the centre of the city, views
can be had towards all the points of the compass. But it is useless
to climb the tower sight-seeing on a misty day, and for the
enjoyment of the views to be complete, a clear day should be
chosen, and a pair of field glasses will also be found extremely
useful.
The climb looks at first sight a severe one, but it will be
found not nearly so formidable as it looks, and the views from the
bartizan are worth it.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC

BASILICA.

The Roman Catholic Cathedral, the domes of which are
visible from many points in the city, stands in Barbadoes Street,
and was opened on February 12, 1905. The cathedral covers an
area of 210 feet by 106 feet. The front portico of 6G feet by 19
between two magnificent frontal towers, and a
whole length. There are four
Corinthian columns of fluted stone, 45 feet high, and the two
flanking towers are 108 feet.

feet by

45 feet

is

flight of ten stone steps ranges the

HOW TO

SPEND A WEEK

Monday. — Morning:

Tram

to

IN

CHRISTCHURCH.

Sumner

or

New

Brighton

return in time for lunch.
Afternoon:
Motor to Heathcote, round the Hills to Cashmere and
Halswell; return via Lincoln Road (about 20 miles).
(seaside

resorts);

Tuesday. — Morning:

Tram to Cashmere Hills terminus, walk
and then to the Summit Road, following the
Summit Road into Sumner. (Take lunch with you).
Wednesday.— Morning: Motor run to Kaiapoi; visit Woollen Mills
Freezing Factory en route.
and Belfast
(24
Miles).
Afternoon: Tram to Riccarton Racecourse (round trip), get
out at Hospital on return, and take a row on the Avon.
to Victoria Park,
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— Morning: Motor to Go\ernor'.s Eay, Lyttelton and
Sumner;
return via Heathcote Bridge and Ferry Road.
Afternoon: Take train to Lytteiton, and then launch to
Diamond Harbour.
Friday.— Morning: Motor to Lincoln Agricultural College via
Prebbleton and return via Tai Tapu and Lansdown.
(28
miles).
Afternoon; Take tram rides to either Fendalton,
Opawa, Lincoln Road; or visit Museum and Gardens; obtain a
Birdseye view from Cathedral spire.
Saturday.— Afternoon: Early start, and Motor run to Oxford and
return via
Rangiora, Cust, Oxford, Waimakariri Gorge
(S8 miles.)
liridge and West Coast Road.
Thursday.

riif Roinaii

Catholic Basilica.

CHRISTCHURCH, 'THE CITY ON WHEELS."
Christchurch has frequently been referred to as "the city on
wheels." It has been said that the milk is delivered by a cyclist,
that the butcher's boy rides nothing but a cycle, and that
practically everyone, from the five-year-old child to the oldest
citizen
iron steed.
Before long
can, and does, ride the
Christchurch will be known as a city on a chassis. Already the
motor wagon is used to deliver goods, groceries, fruit, drapery,
stationery, books, and many other lines, and the motor lorry no
longer creates even a passing interest.
One morning a count was made of the number of vehicles
awaiting hire on the central stands in the city. The tally was as
follows:— Motor-cars, 29; Hansom cabs, 11; carriages, 2.
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BY SPECIAL

^

APPOINTMENT

m%^®13f

To HIS EXCELLENCY. LORD ISLINGTON
Governor of New Zealand.

SMAIL

J: I:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
188 Hereford Street^ Gh.ch
(2 Doors tasi ot

N.Z- Express Co.)

TELEPHONE 2983

Christchurch Agent for "

OSRAM

"

DRAWN WIRE LAMPS

We

are making special arrangemenls to cope with the rush of
orders for wiring and hghting private residences and business
premises on the complelion of the Lake Coleridge Scheme.

CL
cost

It will
you are building, get your house wired now.
II
you less.
you have already built, let us give you a

It

price for lighting.

We

can supply and connect youi

residence for the use

of

ELECTRIC IRONS, ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS,
ELECTRIC COOKING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC
FANS and RADIATORS.
And

your business [nemises with

ELECTRIC FREIGHT and PASSENGER LIFTS,
ELECTRIC HOISTS and ELECTRIC ItlOTORS in
any Horse Power.
Lighting Sets supplied and fitted to any make of
Motor Car.
Electric Light and Power Installations for
Country Residences, Factories. Mills, etc.. installed.
Electric

We

deal with

all

classes of Macliinerv driven by Electricity

^

cheapest, cleanest and most healthy for the operator.

For approximate cost

of

power see page 48

of this

Guide

It

is

the
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In Lhc City of Christchurch there are 30'2

motor-cars licensed
and the number grows steadily. Once upon a time there
were about 200 horse vehicles licensed to carry passengers in the
city, but as the motor-cars have steadily increased the cabs have
steadily decreased in number, and to-day only 66 are licensed.
In all there are 3717 motor-cars and motor-cycles registered in
rhristchurch, and the number grows practically every day. The
totals are; -Motor-cars, 1062; mot )r-bieycles, 2655; total, 3717.
i'lir

hire,

7'/ii'

S ml/i-Eii:it

/I'lsiiuss Srction nj the City.

Every vessel from Amei'ica ami the Old Country adds to the
number. The amount of money invested in motor-cars in
Canterbury alone must be very great.
The visitor to Christchurch cannot help noticing the great
number of bicycles which one meets everywhere.
It may therefore be of .some interest to state that experts estimate the

and around Christchurch as between 25,000 and 30,000;
words, almost every third person "bikes."

in

PL.^CE.S

number
in

other

OF AMUSEMENT.

His Majesty's Iheatre, Manchester Street: Pictures 8 p.m.
Gloucester Street: Pictures 8 p.m. Opera House,
Vaudeville S p.m.
'I'uam Street:
(ji-and Theati'e, Cathedral
C.ontinuous
Squaic:
Pictures
daily.
(ilobe Theatre, High
('/olo.s.seum,
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Queen's Theatre, Hereford
Empire Picture Theatre,
Colombo Street, Sydenham: Pictures 8 p.m. Theatre Royal,
Gloucester Street. Olympia Kink. Hereford Street Skating (in
(^'horal
winter). King's Theatre, Gloucester Street (Boxing-, etc),
Street: Continuous

Street:

Continuous

Pictures

Pictures

daily.

daily.

:

Hall, Gloucester Street.

,-/

Typical C/nislilnirch

'J'l

ia iiQit-

PARKS AND BOTANICAL GARDENS.
Among the many places of interest in and around Christchurch
are the Parks and tiotanic Gardens, which were originally known
as Hagley

Park and the Christchurch Domain.
The Parks,
including the Gardens, contain 4(3(1 acres, through which flows the
River Avon, adding countless beauty t<i the Parks, Gardens, and

The whole control of the Gardens and parks is under the
Domains Board. Fur many years the Domains lioard had little
money by which to pay for the upkeep of tlieir gardens, in 191:'.
however, by the Chi-islclnir<-h Domains Act. power was given to
the Board to call upon the Cit>- of Christchurch and such of the
City.

surrounding districts as

maybe

included in the area which has
means of a rate, a sum not
exceeding £2500 foi' the maintenance and improvement of the
Parks and Gardens. The tiardens are within ea.sy access of the
town and can be reached in a few minutes by a pleasant walk
still

to

be settled,

to

]irovide.

b\

west, either along Casliel, Hereford, or Worcester Streets.

Manv
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alterations have taken place and thanks are due to the generous

contributions of the public at the recent Fetes held in the Gardens
to raise money for general improvements.

One
Rose

of the favourite quarters of the Gardens

Garden,

which

in

the

flowering

season

is

is

the

beautiful

a

centre of

West of the Rose Garden is the Native section, which
formed three years ago, anu to-day is a study to those

attraction.

was

T'm "Peacock" Founlaui

,

/'nblic

Cai dens

New Zealand shrubs, etc. The recent gift to the
Gardens of the Orchid and Palm House will form a new feature to
the gardens. It is hoped that in the near future this house may
be added to, thus giving room for a greater variety of tropical!
and sub-tropical plants.
interested in

Undoubtedly there is no city in the Dominion which has a better
and more beautiful situation for its (Jardens than we have in
Christchurch. Being practically surrounded by the River Avon,
The latest
it gives a charm which in many other cities is wanting.
improveinent now in hand is the renovation of a considerable strip
of the river bank and the formation of a rockery along its banks.
This, when completed, will offer a fine view (if the Gardens to
the man>- visitors who enjoy the boatiiig on our rivei-.

!
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To Oyclists

To Cyclists

!

For a thorough!)' rehable and up-to-date

mount

ride a

Butler "Special"
These Cycles are Imilt of the Besl B.8.A.
Fittings and can be supplied on Easy Terms.

We
Cycles built to order from £1 10 0.
Slock all makes of Tyres and Accessories.
of all kinds executed strictly on

REPAIRS

time.

WorKs

Cycle

Butler

005 Colombo

At.

-

Telephone

-

Ch.cH

26It>

London Dental Institute
242

HIGH STREET

CHRISTCHURCH

nan

G.

C

HARRIS.

Z.

Dentist

Universal

Car"
.A

Henry

J.

CENT

Ranger,

Christchurch Garage

94 Gloucester Street
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For the number of its private g-arilens, ('hristehurclT has,
probably, no rival. A walk or a drive through the city well repays one for the beautiful gardens there are to be seen in
hundreds. The garden plots are one blaze of beauty and colour
a state of things no doubt largely due to the encnuragenient
given growers of flowers by rose shows and sweet iiea and carna-

—

Indeed, it seems that many citizens utilise
vacant spaces that would otherwise lie waste, for tlower .growing

tion exhibitions.

.

/

St-ilniii

(</

I'libliL

Doiiiiiin

Rose

l

ia) dnt.

purposes.

their
'J'he citizens generall\
ma,\' be well |irou(l of
gardens, and the rich and beautiful displays to be .seen in them.
They do much to add to the attiactivtness of Christchurch, and
call forth e.xpressions of admiration from visitors.

WALKS.
Christchurch and suburbs abound in lovely walks, the River
Av(m, with'its willow-clad banks, appearing to meet one at almost
every turn, and many of the lanes and much of the scenery are
undoubted replicas of some of the prettiest sjjots in Kngland. The
stranger canntjt g(j wrong in whatever direction he may stroll in
.seeing fresh views, but for the guidance of visitors the following
walks may be outlined.
For an hour's walk one cannot do better than to leave

58

Till''.
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Cathedral Square by Worcester Street, cross the river and keep
straighten to the top of the street, where the Museum and
After a stroll through these and
Botanical Gardens are met with.
a visit to the fish hatcheries which are in the gardens, cross the
bridge leading into the North Park and take the track leading to
Here turn sharp to the right, and skirt
the Fendalton bridge.
along the north side of the Park. Cross the Carlton bridge, turn
to the right

and follow the river down to Rolleston Avenue, and

Our

<>f

Ihf liciiiily Spot i in /he (•'arJens.

then go alouK that thoroughfaio until the rivei' is again met with
then follow either bank back to the city.
at the Hospital,
Another good hour's walk is to ci'oss the Avon at Worcester
turn to the right and follow u|i Durham Street
Supi-eme Court is reached.
Here turn to the right again
until the river is met with and follow along its banks as far as the
Cross this and relurn along the opposite bank.
Stanmore liridge.

Street and then
until the

Still

anotlH'r

Oxford Terrace

hotir's

tramp

until the Hospital

is

to
is

lea\e

reached.

the city by way of
Turn to the right

after i)assing this instituti(ui and t)roceeu up the Riccarton Road
between the Ncu'th and South Parks. At the top of the Park turn

right and folkiw along the western boundary until the
Fendalton bridge is reachefl. Cross this and keep on until over
Turn to the right down Stratford Road and
the railway cro.ssing.
to the

then

into Idris

stream

is

Road

to

Wairarapa Terrace, where the Wairarapa
Road and follow

crossed. Tui'n to the left into lioundary
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met with and keep along

this back into town.
go into the South Park at the
Hospital corner, and cross this by way of the cricket and polo
grounds to the Addington Stock market, where sales are held
every Wednesday, and then return to town by way of the We-t
Town Belt and Moorhouse Avenue.
A favourite day's outing is to take the tram to its terminus on
the Cashmere Hills, and then walk on over Dver's Pass to

An

interesting

/t/tii/

is

stroll

is

to

IFnIks ai e /diuiiI

ii/iii/^

I

he River Bai,k\

Governor's Bay at the head of Lyttelton Harbour, where luncheon
and refreshments can be obtained at the Sea View Hotel. Then
walk round the harbour to the Port of Lyttelton, where the train
can be caught for Christchurch.
This entails a walk of about
eleven miles, but the scenery amply repays for the exertion.

The Summit Road along the top of the Port Hills, which has
recently been constructed, affords a .splendid day's outing for the

more robust pedestrian, and enables some splendid and comprehensive views of Lyttelton

Harbour, the Canterbury Plains and the
Southern Alps to be obtained.
The best way is to take the Hills
tram to the terminus, then walk to the summit through Victoria
Park.

PVom here follow

the

track right

Sumner, and from there take the tram back
means a walk of about eleven miles.

along the summit to
to Christchurch. This

6o
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Visiitors

VALUE IN ELECTRO PLATE
AND SIL\^ER GOODS

W. CONGREVE S SONS Limited
IRONMONGERS
665 Colombo Street, Christchurch

Inspect our windows.
figures.

E\'t;r\-

WHOLESALI-:

article

market!

WAkKHOUSE

in plain

and

BULK STOKE. TUA.M STKEliT.

nm

Zealand Insurance Co.
LimiTEDi

ASSETS EXCEED ONE MILLION.
Issues Policies civeriiig all classes of risk, inchidino Fire, Marine, Live .stock, Nfotor Cars, Burglar>'

Accident and Sickness, Fidelity Guarantee, Plate
Workers' Coiupensation, Public Risk &c.

(.xlass.

Insure with this well-known local Companv, which
has been established in the Doininion over so N'ears.

A. L.

PARSONS.
111

M^n-. lor

Cauterbury-Wc-stland

Hereford Street, Ch.cK
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THE SUMMIT ROAD.
Pi)rt Hills extends from Godley Head
Light-house to Cooper's Knoli opposite Tai Tapu, a dista7:ce of
about ten miles.
The road may be reached from Sumner by way
of the road through Taylor's Mistake to the Lighthouse, at which
point the Summit Road commences.
The public may get on to the
road at Evans' Pass (Zig-Zag) on the Lyttelton-Sumner Road.
Another easy approach is b\' way of the Mount Pleasant road.

The Summit Road on

//;V/; S/re,-l, /\>,>kini; Xuii/i

which starts at Andrews' Quarry on the Sumner-Christchurch road.
The Opawa tram will take the people to within half a mile of the
foot of Murray-Aynsley's (Rapaki) road which joins the Summit
road directly above the Maori village at Rapaki. The road is again
approachable from the tram terminus on the Dyer's Pass Road.
The tram runs within two miles of Dyer's Pass, from
which point the Summit road branches off, running to Sumner on
The road provides a
the left, and Cooper's Knob on the right.
most enjoyable walk.

Y.W.C.A.
The Christchurch Young Women's Christian Association is the
only branch in Canterbury. It is twelve years old, and during that
time has passed through a period of gradual expansion, culminating this year ""in the erection of a commodious building. The
new premises will give accommodation for twenty boarders. The
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consisting of Reading Kooni, Luncli and Kest
Rooms, are open to the public. Strangers are assured of meeting
with a welcome and any assistance they may require.
The
institute roums,

President is Mrs. A. Kaye, who has held that position during ihe
whole twelve years.
The new building is on the corner of tJloucester and Madras
Streets, opening on to Latimer Square.
We expect to take
possession in April.
The money for the building was given by the
citizens of Christchurch during the campaign in 1912.
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Hiiildi>i<rs.

Y.M.C.A.

is

The Christchurch Young Men's Christian Association Building
at the corner of Cambridge Terrace and Hereford

located

Street.

Membership of 865 men and 150 in the Boys'
makes a total of 1015 men and boys. There
are on an average thirty young men rooming in the building.
The attractions include a well-equipped Gymnasium with an
experienced Physical Director, a Swimming Pool and Shower
Baths, a Miniatui-e Rifle Range, Photographic Dark Room, a
Public Dining Room where three meals are served daily, Social,
Billiard and Reading Rooms, Correspondence Tables, Educational
Classes, Bible Study and Religious Meetings, Employment Bureau,
There

Gordon

is

a

Hall, which

Boarding-house Register, and various other features.
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of
in the hical Association entitles holder to use
any Association in the world. Memberships are
transferable.
Visitors always welcome.
philanthropic, and
It is the headquarters for 46 religious,

Membership

priviJegres

in

civic organisations.

Banquets, high teas,

and luncheons are arranged for special

gatherings.

CANTERBURY SOCIETY OF ARTS.
Establisheil 1880.

Art Gallery: Armagh and

Durham

Open Daily from

a.m.

Streets. Entrance:

Armagh

Saturdays

and
Sundays, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The Society has a membership
of
Honorary and
o.50
Working members, and possesses an excellent collection of
paintings. An Exhibition of paintings is held annually during the
month of March, when the works of the leading artists of the
Dominion are on view and for sale. During September an Arts
and Crafts Exhibition is held; an attractive feature being the
exhibits of the various Schools of Art and Technical Colleges of
the Dominion.
President: Hon. E. C. J. Stevens, M.L.C
Secretary
Charles
M. Parker, Art Gallery.
Street.

9.30

to

4

p.m.;

:

WATER SUPPLY
The City is served by a High-Pressure Water Diameter Supply
from four artesian wells, two of 8 inches and two of 6 ins.
driven to the first stratum, at the foot of the Cashmere Hills.
These wells yield 1200 gallons per minute at the surface, and disi.lerived

charge into a concrete pumping tank of 248,000 gallons capacit\-.
from which the water is pumped into the service reservoir on the
Hills.
The reservoir is of reinforced concrete, completedecked over, and has a capacity of 1,380,000 gallons, and has an
elevation of 245 feet above Cathedral Square.

Cashmere
ly

In addition to the above, there

is

in

Sydenham Ward

a

high-

from two 4-inch artesian wells supplying
600 gallons per minute; a water tower, 120ft. in height, gives the
l)ressure supply derived

necessary pressure.
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TRIPS.

are often at a

loss

as to the

best

Of course, there are Sumner and
New Brighton, both of which can be reached by tram, and where
good hotel accommodation is to be found; but most people prefer
to make these day trips and go further afield from Saturday to
Monday.
One of ihe nicest spots for this purpose is Diamond Harbour
It is only forty
on the opP'^'site side of the bay from Lyttelton.

means of spending-

a week-end.

The Sanaioriuin, Hajimer.

minutes from town by train to Lyttelton and laanch across the
There is a commodious accommodation hou.se, and for

harbour.

those whf) prefer the open-air

The property has

life

there are well-furnished tents.
by the Lyttelton Borough

lately been acquired

who intend to run it as a holiday resort. It has very
large grounds with plenty of shady plantations and good walks,
while there is very good bathing.
Governor's Bay, at the head of Lyttelton Harbour, is a
Council,

favourite resort for week-enders. To reach it go to Lyttelton by
Firsttrain and either take the coach or the launch to the bay.
class accommodation and refreshments can be had at the Sea

View

Hotel, and there are several good boarding houses.
people take a run up to Hannier Springs, Canterbury's

Many
health

resort

where

a

good time can be spent

in

the baths or on

5-16
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the golf links. Christehurch is left by train at 8.50 a.m. for
Culverden, and from here there is a good motor service to
Hanmer. On the return journey motors leave Hanmer at 1.30 p.m..
and connect with the train at Culverden, Christehurch being

reached at 7 p.m.

One of the best week-end trips, however, is to Akaroa, where
the Sunday is generally spent in launch trips in and around the
harbour, which has quite a number of interesting and beautifully
picturesque spots. Trains leave Christehurch at 8.40 a.m. daily for
Little River, and motor-cars run on to Akaroa, which is reached at
The return trip is commenced at 9 a.m., and
12.30 p.m.
There are plenty of good
Christehurch is reached at 2.15 p.m.
hotels and boarding houses at Akaroa, and very fine swimming
baths.

MOTOR

RIDES

AND

DRIVES.

country surrounding it being so flat,
inducement for motor outings and drives. There are

Christehurch and the
offers every

always plenty of motor-cars to be hired, the general price being
12s. 6d. per hour for a four-seater, and the majority of the
chaffeurs are well acquainted with the best runs from a scenic
point of view.

Carriages are also obtainable at reasonable rates.
best routes from a scenic point of

Below are given some of the
I'iew.

A good run which occupies about a couple of hours and gives
an excellent idea of the suburban and urban districts, is out
through Fendalton and across to the Riccarton Road, then on to
Lincoln, where the Canterbury Agricultural College and farm can
be visited if time permits. From here cross to Tai Tapu, and then
along the foot of the Port Hills through Cashmere, and return to
town via Colombo Street. This route takes the visitor through
some of the best agricultural and dairying land in the Dominion.
About an hour's trip is to go to Sumner via the Ferry Road,
and on returning turn to the left after crossing the Heatheote
Bridge and follow the hills round through Heatheote Valley and
on to Cashmere, returning via Sunnyside and the Lincoln Road.
This embraces a trip to the seaside and gives an opportunity of
.seeing some of the best orchards and nurseries in the district.
To visit the Canterbury Frozen Meat Works at Belfast and
the Woollen Mills at Kaiapoi makes a round trip of about twentyfive miles, and at least three-quarters of an hour should be spent
at each of these establishments.
The best way is to go out by way
of Papanui and return by the Canal Reserve through Marshlands,
a district famed for its small farming, onion growing, and market
gardening.
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training

out to Papanui, across by the
Russley Road t(; Riccarton, where both the Riccarton and
Plumpton Courses are situated, as well as most of the racing
stables of note. The return journey can be made liy way of
Sunnyside and round the foot of the hills through Cashmere. This

stables the most suitable run

trip occupies about an

The round

trip to

hour and

New

is

a-half.

Ri'ighton occupies an h'lur, and can

Thf Heailuote Slreain

made by

be

at Caslniiere.

following ihe ,'\von to Stanmore Bridge and then on
through Richmond and Burwood. The return journey should be
made by crossing the Avon at the Bower Bridge and then past the
front of Wainoni Park, and home via the Mile Road and Avonside.
A comprehensive trip of about forty miles, which enables
some very fine views to be got from the summit of the Port Hills,
Lincoln Road, tben through
is to leave Christchurch by the
This allows of plenty of
Halswell, Tai Tapu and IVlotukarara.
Then climb
good agricultural and dairying land being inspected.
Harbour,
which
gives an
Lyttelton
of
head
at
the
Pass
Gebbie's
expansive view of the dead crater in which the harbour is
Go on through Governor's Bay, lunch at the Sea View
situated.
Hotel, and climb to the top of Dyer's Pass, from which views of
both sides of the range can be obtained. Come down the hill past
Victoria Park and return to Christchurch by way of Colombo
Street.
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miles is out through
Gorge, which is a
Ashley
Kaiapoi and
famous spot for picnicing. and return by Oxford across the
Waimakariri Gorge Bridge, then through Sheffield, Darfield.
Kirwee, West Melton and Yaldhurst. This route goes through
both agricultural and pastoi'al land and att'ords excellent views of

A

nice day's run of about eighty-eig-ht

Rangiora and Cust to the

the Ashley and Waimakariri (iorges.
The trip to Akaroa, which has one of the finest harbours in
It can easily
the world, entails a run of fifty-four miles each way.

be done in a day, hut it is most popular as a week-end trip. The
route is through Halswell, Tai Tapu, Motukarara and Little River,
and then the road gradually rises to a height of 1800 feet at the
Hilltop, from which some vei-y fine panoramic views can be
obtained. The ]-un down to Barry's Bay, at the head of Akaroa
Harbour, is a most tortuous and interesting one. From here to
Akaroa a series of hills have to be negotiated, opening up fresh
views at every turn. Akaroa is a most interesting and picturesque
spot, and has many (jld associations of the whaling days, as well as
a history which goes to show that it was at this spot that the
Briti.sh circumvented the French in their endeavour to make this a
|

French settlement.
Another good week-end

trip is to Hanmer, a distance of
eighty-eight miles. Here, there are hot springs and medicinal
baths, as well as a sanatorium run by the Government. This trip
is made through Papanui and Kaiapoi, just beyond which
can be
seen the Kaiapoiha Monument, erected on the spot where Te

Rauperaha, the bloodthirsty North Island chief, massacred a large
of South Island Maoris.
Then on through Leithfield, and
past Saltwater Creek, once the port of North Canterbury, but now
almost deserted, and then i)ast Amberley and through the Weka
Pass, with its limestone rocks and marine deposits; past Waikari,
famous
grain-growing
a
district,
and
then
through
Culverden, the heart of the Amuri district, famous for its wool
kings, and along the picturesque gorge of the River Waiau.
This
trip takes in all sorts of agricultural and pastoral country, and
finally goes through several of the larger sheep stations, the wool
and sheep from which have made the district famous.
The trip to Lake Colei'idge and back, a distance of 134 miles, can
be made in the day, provided the start is early. The principal
interest is the power woi'ks which are nearing construction for
sup)jlying Christchurch and surrounding districts with electricity,
which will be tiansmitted by wires. The route lies through
Yaldhurst, t.^ialgato and Glentunnel (a coal-mining district!
and
through some large sheep stations, good views of the Rakaia and
Selwyn (loi-ges being obtained on the way.

number

,
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latest addition to

Mount

motor

Ferry

Cliristchurcli

to

is

hill to

the turns

at

"To Mount Pleasant." Take
The surface is good, the grade

a sign board,

the right.

cau.se

Lake Ada

opened out

The route

from Christchurch down
is
Heathcote Bridge and along the
where the tram line starts to cross the estuary.

there

the road up the
easy, and

is tliat

refreshment place

Road, across the

Sumner Road
At this point

is

around

Pleasant, where a most comfortable

has just been established.
the

trips
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no anxiety.

Some superb views

in the ^fi/foi'd Soiuid 7

every turn.

are

rack

But at the end of the climb the climax

reached where, from an elevation of 1300 feet,

a magnificent

The Southern Alps from the
Kaikouras stand out in one unbroken chain, with the Waimakariri
from the gorge to the mouth like a silver thread in the
middle distance. The exten.sive Canterbury Plains are seen to the
left, and in the foreground Christchurch and suburbs spread out;
while on the right is the Pacific Ocean and the bight lietween
Lyttelton and Kaikoura, with Motunau Island in the middle
distance.
A climb of another 400 feet gives a very fine view of
Lyttelton Harbour and the greater portion of Hanks Peninsula.
expansive

view can be

The distance

is

olitained.

only 7i miles fi'om Christchurch.

yo
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TOURS FROM CHRISTCHURCH.
from

Quite a number (if tours can he taken
various ijlaees in the South Island.

Christehurch

to

It is
from here that the West Coast trips are commencedCoaches leave for Halpin Creek, the terminus of the Midland
Railway, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8.30 a.m., and
there connect with coaches which run over Arthur's Pass and
down the Otira Gorge, where the train is again taken and
Greymouth is reached the same evening. This triji can be extended
right down to the Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers, which are two of
the lowest in the world, the terminal face of either being less than
800 feet above sea level.
To do this tour, train is taken from
Greymouth to Ross, and coaches run down from here every
Tuesday and Friday. The Glaciers are close to the Accfimmodation

House, and can be ti'aversed without undue exertion.

From Greymouth train can be taken to Reefton daily, and
motors leave for Westport on arrival ot the train, reaching there
at 2.30 p.m.
This takes the tourist through the far-famed Lower
Buller Gorge. Those desirous of seeing the Upper Buller can
leave Westport each Tuesday and Friday, and reach Murchison the
same^evening by coach and motor, and next day's journey is by
coach and train on to Nelson, which is reached at 7.40 p.m. The
tour can be extended to Wellington by steamer through the
French Pass and Queen Charlotte Sound, calling at Picton.
One of the finest tours in the Dominion is that to the
Hermitage at the foot of Mount Cook and then on to Queenstown
by what is known as the Grand Motor Tou;
Leaving Christchurch
by the n.55 a.m. train on Monda\-, Wednesday and Friday, a
change into the Fairlie train is made at Tiniaru and the night is
spent at Fairlie, where there are comfortable hotels. Next day
the run of lOO miles to the Hermitage is made in one of the Mount
Cook Company's powerful motors.
A week or two can be spent
pleasantly here visiting the various jxiints of interest and "doing"
the different glaciers. To do the majority of the trips, one need not
be of very great stamina, nor is a knowledge of alpine work
necessary. The Government has just comiileted the erection and
furnishing of a very fine hostelry, and competent guides are
.

always available, while complete equipments, either for glacier
trips or higher climbs, are provitled. On Wednesdays motors leave
the Hermitage for Queenstown, a distance of over two hundred
miles through very interesting country. The first night en route
is si)ent at the Lindis, a very old gold-digging settlement, which is
now the centre of a very fine deer country, and it is almost
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impossible to go through this pass without seeing several >>f these
Next
creatures on the hills on either'side >)f tlie road.
morning the journey is continued to Pembroke, at the fo^t of
Lake Wanaka, where a halt is called for luncheon; and many
people stop over here for a few days in order to visit the head of
the Lake.
The motor then proceeds through the Cardrona, full
<if old
"digging" workings, and then climbs over the Crown
Range, 4000 feet above sea level, and then descends into
Arrowtown and on to Queenstown at Lake Wakatipu, arriving at

gi-aceful

5 p.m.

The trip through to Kaikoura can be made by twd routes.
For the coastal route, the ti'ain leaves Christchurch at 8. .50 a.m.
daily for Parnassus, just on the^'northern border of the Cheviot
Estate, where the coach is taken andjKaikoura is reached the same
night. This route takes in

some of the best sea coast scenery

in the

For the inland route, leave Christchurch on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday by the 8.50 a.m. train for Culverden, and
coach on to Waiau, the headquarters of most of the wool kings of
Canterbury. The night is spent there at a comfortable hotel, and
next day the coach journey of fifty miles to Kaikoara is
Dominion.

undertaken.
This tour can be extended on to Blenheim and Nelson by means
of coach,
train,
and motor, and, if desired, the return to
Christchurch can be made via the West Coast, taking in the Duller
and Otira Gorges.

CANTERBURY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
The Canterbury Chamber of Commerce was iiistituted in 1859,
and was at that time known as the Lyttelton Chamber of Commerce, Lyttelton being the chief town of the Province.
The Chamber was moved to Christchurch in 1868 and the
name altered to the Canterbury Chambei- of Commerce, and its
incorporation as a joint stock company took iilace in 1882.
The Chamber Hall is situate in the Australian Mutual
Provident Society's Building, Cathedral Square, and newspapers,

trade reviews, and mercantile publications are kept for reference.
The Secretary's otRce is at No. l.'U Hereford Street.
The Council consists of seventeen members, including the

President and Vice-President, the President for the year 191o-1914
being Mr. E. G. Staveley.
Council meetings are held on the second Monday in the
month, general meetings of members being held quartei'ly in
August, November, February and May.
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the principal

produce exported from Lyttelton for the year ending
30th June, 1913, may prove of interest: WojI £1,279,351, Frozen Meat £905,319, Sheep Skins £235,195,
Tallow £118,915, Butter £86,011, Oats £72,452, Beans and Peas
£62,775, Cheese £42,567, Wheat £30,998. Potatoes £27,847, Leather

articles of

£20,644.

Siinnyaide

l\/t'iilnl

Hospilnl (iroiuuis

The total New Zealand produce exported for that year from
Lyttelton was £3,041,235.
The number of sheep in the Canterbury district on .'lOth Ai)ril,
was 5,089,8S7.
The weight of wool shipped from Lyttelton for the year
ending 30th June, 1913, was 27,409,396 Ib.s., the total
for
1912,

Canterbury being 40,089,690

lbs.

CHRISTCHURCH MUNICIPAL ELECTRICITY' SUPPLY.
The supply of electricity is a service which is carried out in
the City of t]hristchurch by the City Council, and the undertaking has now reached a most intoresling stage in its developHitherto, current has been supplied to a small area in the
ment.
centre of the city.only, and has been produced by steam.
The
pre.sent system was begun as a means of utilizing the steam
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Kenerated by the liurninK of rubbish at the City
Destructor, and from small beginnings has now grown into a
compact enterprise developing 950 kilowatts and showing a very

necessarily

successful return on the capital invested.

However, except as a standby, the present plant will soon be
superseded by a very much greater scheme, depending for power
upon electricity generated by water power at Lake Coleridge.
Water-power electricity schemes had l)een discussed for many
years in New Zealand, and the Government at length decided to
utilise the enormous store of water power available at Lake
Coleridge as a first instalment of such enterprises throughout

New

Zealand.

The lake is situated some 7(1 miles from Christchurch, and
some idea of the magnitude of the works may be obtained
from the fact that they are designed to supi>ly, ultimately, the
whole of North Canterbury and as far south as Timaru.
The City of Christchurch is expected to take the bulk of the
power, and already the Municipality- has entered into an agreement with the Government to obtain delivery of a considerable
amount during the present year.
It is estimated that £120,000
will be requii-ed to enable the power to be distributed throughout
the city, and a loan of this amount has already been voted by the
citizens.

The Council is now busily engaged in preparing to take
delivery of the electricity at the appointed time; tenders have
been let for the machinery, cables, transmission poles, etc..
required, and it is confidently believed that the system, when
completed, will be the most up-to-date and eflicient in the
Donnnion.
Li addition to having an abundant supply of electrical energy
for citizens, the Corporation will be in the position of being able
to sell at an

extremely low

price.

idea of the prices to be charged

Without giving details, some
be given by stating that the

may

Council expects to charge, on the average, M. per unit for electricity supplied for lighting and Jd. per unit f<ir that used for power.
is
confidently hoped that such prices will prove an
It
irresistible attraction, not only to the citizen requiring light for
his house, but also lo manufacturers, great and .small.
Cheap
power, taken in conjunction with the fact that areas of land suitable for factories, etc., can be obtained in close proximity t<i the
city centre at low prices, should make Chr'stchurch in the future
the greatest manufacturing centre in the Dominion.
Brilliant street lighting is acknowledged to be productive not
only of an increase of convenience to citizens, hut also a great
stimulu-^ til business and a means of attracting visitors.
The
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under the Lake Coleridge Scheme has recognised this
is making provision for a system of street lighting which
make Christchurch the most brilliantly-lighted city in

Council
fact,

will

and

Australasia
In conclusion, it may be confidently asserted that the city's
enterprise in utilizing the Lake Coleridge supply will result in

giving not only a great impetus to trade in the city, but also in
rendering great service to our citizens by supplying them with
cheap electricity.

Cas/ie/ Street, Chi istc/iiire/i

MUSIC.
From

the earliest days of the province, Canterbury has been

gi-eat interest taken in music, and the City of
Christchurch, following laudably in the traditions of its founders,
has been always regarded as one of the chief music-loving centres
The choirs of the two cathedrals, and of the
of the Dominion.
principal churches, are noted for the excellence of their choral
work, and the city also boasts several musical organisations of

noted for the

There are other less pretentious organisations
decided strength.
doing good work, and the city has a number of good brass bands
which are subsidised by the City Council to give concerts in the
open, besides a fine o)-gan in His Majesty's Theatre.
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OliGAX UECITALS.
The

line electric

Organ purchased by the Government for use

the N.Z. International Exhibition held in
Christehurch in 19t)(5-7 was presented by the Government to the
The Organ has been
City at the close of the Exhibition.
considerably improved, ami has been re-erected in His Majesty's
Theatre.
in connection

About 40

with

A

collection

arranging to

on Sunday evenings, which

recitals are given yearly

have proved a great
is

the theati-e being generally full.
defray expenses. The Committee are

success,

made

to

instal a peal of bells in the

City Organist,

C.

J.

P.rad.shaw,

Organ.
Mus.

Doc,

F.R.C.O.,

L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.

CHKISTCHUECH MUSICAL SOCIETY.
in 1860, the Society has an Orchestra
and Chorus of 200 performers, and gives five Concerts a year.
The subscription of one guinea entitles meml)ers to two tickets
President, Mr. J. A. Frostick;
for each of the five concerts.
Worsley, A.R. M.C.M.
Alfred
Leader of
Conductor,
Mr.
Orchestra, Mrs. R. Twynehani; Honorary Fianiste, Miss Rima
Young; Secretary and Treasurer, Charles M. Parker, Art

Originally established

;

Gallery,

Armagh

Street.

THE CHRISTCHDRCH ORCHESTRAL SOCIETY.
The Society has a
year

to

its

full

Orchestra,

and gives four concerts a

Suljseription— £1

subscribers.

Is.

— entitles

the

The objects
orchestral works within

subscriber to three tickets fov ea'h of the 4 concerts.
of the Society are to
its

power, and

Hon.

pr.)duce

the

to cultivate the

Conductor,

A.

J.

be.-!t

public taste for this

Bunz

Iilsq.;

cla.ss

Secretary,

of music.

Mr.

Ernest

Jamie.son.

THE OHRISTCHUKCIl ORPHJCUS SOCIETY
The Christehurch
vocalists

about

(ill

in

Orpheus Society consists of a body of
The mu~ic performed consists

numl>er.

generally of part-songs, glees, operatic and

other choruses— both
mixed and male voices. interspersed wiih \-ocal and instrumental solos and oi'chestral
pieces.
Occasionally,
oratorio
performances have been given, the .society being reinfoi'ced at

for

—

these times by an orchestra and outside \-ocalists.
The society's
Conductor is Mr. J. T. Macleodsmith, thi' I'ianist Mi.ss Nora
Macleodsmilh, and Mr. J. (;. Firth the Hon. Secretai-y.

;

.
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AND SPORT.

We desire to put in as brief a space as possible full particulars
with regard to the trout fishing- to be obtained in the waters of
Canterbury District.
The whole of the rivej-s in the Canterbury
District are well stocked with trout, according to the locality and
The season starts on October 1st,
nature of the food they live on.
and ends on the 20th of April the next year, both days inclusive.

^-7

haiidsni/ie catch of J'yuut

The license fee charged for each adult is 20s. for ladies, -5s.
and for boys under 16, 5s. The half season commences on or about
the 20th December.
Adults are charged 12s. 6d.
Licenses are
procurable from Mason Struthers and Co., Christchurch, or any
Postmaster.
A special permit is arranged for the convenience of
which may be obtained on application to the Secretary, Mr. C.
W. Hervey, Cathedral Square.
;

Now,

briefly to describe the location of

the

rivers,

means of

and nearest accommodation house.
The rivers and streams in which fish are caught by means of
artificial flies are as follows :— North Canterbury
Avon, Heathaccess,

;

!
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Fishing Tacicie of Every Description

Trj*^*^""

Kods and

Nels ami Handles, Bait Cans and Baskets, Lines
and Hooks, liaits and Flies, Traces and Casts.

Fittinf^s,

Mason Struthers &. Go.^
Corner Colombo

A

&

Ltd.

Lichfield Sts., Ch.ch

Good Road

to Values

Our Tailor Made
Trousers

Suits at 55/-'

at

12/6.

CL Which we guarantee absolutely Tailor-made and
under the personal supervision

of

our English Cutter,

Mr. A. Sedman.
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing and Alleiations done.
Remnants for Boys' Panls from 1/6.

Our Address

is

HARVEY and IMcDONALD'S
587 COLOMBO STREET, Ch'ch.
Ne,ir Si. Asi\ph Slreel

W-

Telephone 1873
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North Branch Waimakarii'i, Ohoka, Cust, Drain, Cam,
Little
Waikuku, Ashley, Okuku, Waipara.
South Canterbury

cote, Styx,

:

River, Selwyn, Hororata, Irwell. Hall's Creek,
Opihi, Winche.ster, Waihi.

The rivers

in

which

Ashljurton,

Orari,

Temuka.
are

tish

Rang'itata, Waimakariri, Hurunui,

The Opihi,

a

caught by minnow:
Waiau and Claience.

Hakaia,

good Trout stream.

CUST AND MAIN DRAIN.
The Cust

is

known

as the

Main Drain.

25 miles from Christchurch and the best

way

The Cust

is

situated

of getting at

it is

by

a train leaving every morning from Christchurch Station
returning late the .same night.
Hotel Accommodation.
rail,

The Angler takes train to Kaiajjoi, and walks two miles up the
Cam, where the Okuku and North Branch and Drain meet.
Here
he will find a straight stretch of water that gives good
the

.sport

on

fly.

OHOKA
North branch of the Waimaka)-iri,
about fifteen miles from Christchurch.
Rail to Ohcjka about a
quarter of an hour's walk from the creek.
is

a stream running into the

'I'HK

8t)
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is

situated

wishing- to

twenty miles
proceed thither

miles from Christchurch.

from

Christcliurch,

and

the

get out at Southbrook,
Hotel Southbrook.

will

angler

nineteen

KAITUNA.
Twenty-six miles frcjm Christchurch and only a few yards from
The river empties itself into Lake Ellesmere,
Kaituna Stationand in the lower portion of this river there is splendid trout
fishing on minnow or bully, while Perch can be caught in fair
numbers in the upper and lower waters.

HALSWELL.
got— perch and trout— is on the lower
reaches of this river, Motukarara being the nearest station to the
river, twenty-two miles from Christchurch.
The best

fishing

be

to

HORORATA
runs into the Upper Selwyn, about forty miles fr(.)m Christchurch
There are several ways of getting to this stream, but, perhaps
the best is to take the train to Glentunnel, and coach from thence.
This can hardly be satisfactorily accomplished in one day, but good
accommodation can be obtained at the Hororata Hotel.

LITTLE RIVER
is

situated about thirty-five miles

lands the angler right on the spot.

from Christchurch, and the train
Good accommodation may be

obtained here.

WINCHESTER, WAIHI, OPIHI, TEMUKA.
These rivers, with two or three others, are within a very short
distance of each other, and will always give good sport to an
The most central station to make for is Winchester,
enthusiast.
where there is good hotel accommodation.
If, however, the angler desires to fish the Temuka proper, his
best way will be to take the train to Temuka, four miles further
on, which will land him close to the scene of action.
There are
several large and comfortable hotels in this township.
The well-

known Opihi

is

within easy distance.

The next class of rivers to be described comprises those in
which the natural or artificial minn(nv is used.
The rivers
referred to are as follow

:

—

THE CLARENCE
reached by rail to Culverden, (59 miles from Christchurch, and
from thence by conveyance.
Good fishing is to be had here.
Hotels at Kaikoura and Hanmer.

is
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WAIAU
has the character of being- a Rood fishing river, and is reached by
train to Culverden and thence to Hanmer and Kaikoura by motor.
Hotels at Culverden, Waiau and Hanmer.

THE HUEUNUI
about 49 miles from Christchurch, to Waikari by
by conveyance 8 miles. Hotel at Waikari.
is

W

Favourite

train,

thence

Slieatii.

THE OKUKU
about 31 miles from Christchurch, and is reached by rail to
Ashley Station, and from thence a drive of ten miles.
Hotel at
Rangiora.
is

THE CAM
twelve miles from Christchurch, and only a few
minutes' walk from the Kaiapoi Railway Station. The best fishing,
however, is three or four miles up the river.
is

about

WAIMAKARIEI,

(

Nokth Bkanch.

)

runs through Kaiapoi, but all through there are good
plenty of them. The fishing to be got in the

fish

6-i6

and
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WAIMAKAKIRI, (South Bkanch.
Fishing is obtainable throughout the whole distance
of this very long river.
The waters generally fished are from the
top of the Hare wood Road, six miles from Christehurch, to the
mouth.
Anglers are recommended to take the coach from
Papanui to Belfast, seven miles from town, which lands them
close to the river. Hotels at Belfast and Kaiapoi)

is

preferable.

THE RAKAIA AND THE RANGITATA
The Rakaia is
are two of the best minnow rivers in New Zealand.
It is reached by rail to Southabout 37 miles from Christehurch.
bridge, 32 miles, and from thence with a conveyance a distance of
The Rangitata is about 75 miles from Christehurch.
five miles.
Rail to Ealing, 72 miles, will land the angler almost on the banks
of the river. Hotels at Rakaia and Winchester.

Next comes class 3
and minnow can be used.

fif

the rivers, viz., those in which both

{\y

THE STYX
It is reached by tram
about five miles from Christehurch.
and coach or train several times a day. Hotels at Christehurch.
is

THE AVON
runs through the City of Christehurch, and from Hereford Street
Bridge to its source and the tributaries is almost entirely a fly
stream. Hotels at Christehurch.

THE HEATHCOTE
The same remarks apply

to this river as to the Avon.
It is
easy of access, being only a mile or so from the city.
The angler
can reach it by coach, train or tram.

THE SELWYN
There
empties

splendid fishing at the lower end of the river, where
it
itself into the lake.
Rail to Springston, 16 miles from
Christehurch.
The upper water, which is fished with fly, can be
got at by taking the train to either Coalgate, Glentunnel, South
Malvern, or Whitecliff's. There is good hotel accommodation at any
of the places named.
is

ASHLEY.
Ashley River, near Waikuku, 20
The angler takes train to Kaiapoi and
also to Rangiora and Oxford by train.
the lower reaches of this river with fly
Oxford, Rangiora and Kaiapoi.

miles from Christehurch.
then coach for Waikuku;

The best bags are made on
and miimow.
Hotels at

AT CASTLE HILL
West

Coast Road, the streams are reached by train to
Springfield, 44 miles from Christehurch, thence by special conveyance 14 miles.

on

the
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THE Hi WELL
runs also into Lake Ellesmere. The Ir\ve)l is a stream some
It is 22 miles from town, and is reached
eight or ten miles long.
by train to Irwell Station. Hotel at Irwell.
HALL'S CREEK
about the same length as the Irwell.
To reach the stream the
train may be taken either to Southbridge or to Leeston.
Hotel at
Southbridge or Leeston.
is

After the day's

sfior/.

THE ASH BURTON
The river is 52 miles from
the Selwyn.
Christchurch, and is reached by train to Ashburton.
Boarding
houses at Ashburton.
is

a

similar

river

to

THE
The angler
sjxjt.

ORARI.

will take the train to

Hotels at

Temuka and

Orari,

and

is

then on the

Winchester.

THE OPIHI
is

of a very similar character to

train
place.

to

Temuka,

the Orari.

It

can be reached by
each

the river being about half-way between

Hotels at Winchester or Temuka.

THE WAIPARA
Thirty-eight miles from Christchurch. Take train to Glasmere,
and fish down the Gorge. This river is only good for night fishing,
owing to the lowness of its waters.
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OMIHI

A splendid
Forty-seven miles from Christchurch.
stream, while trout can be caught in the same waters.

Perch

LAKE FISHING.
Lake Rubicon
The Spnngfield Lakes give the best sport.
affords good sport, though the fish are not so big nor so plentiful.
Angler takes train to Springfield, 44 miles from Christchurch,
where he can hire a conveyance to Rubicon or Lindon, both lakes
lying near the old West Coast Road, or can be reached by bicycle
or car.

THE CASS LAKES
Lakes Sarah, Grassmere, Pearson, Sowden and Miramar.
Take train to Cass to fish Lakes Sarah, Grassmere or Pearson, and
to fish Miramar and Sowden the angler gets off at Craigieburn
Station.
All these
lakes are stocked with Brown trout and
Rainbow, and the best lakes for fishing are Miramar, Sarah and
Pearson, the fish being caught on fly or bully.
All these lakes must be fished from the banks; boats and rafts
are contrary to the Fishing Regulations.
Gold and Silver worms
are used with success for Rainbow on Lindon, while Teal and Red
Grouse and Claret are flies that we can recommend for
Rainbow flshing, though the fish there have been caught on a
varietv of

flies.

SPORTS GROUNDS.
Christchurch, as might be expected in such an English city, is
way of sports grounds.
The "hub" of racing in the South Island, and indeed, the

e.xtremely well provided for in the

leading meeting in the Dominion, is held on the Riccarton Racecourse, under the direction of the Canterbury Jockey Club.
The principal meeting is in the November Carnival Week,
when horses are attracted from all parts of the Dominion and
Australian States. The New Zealand Grand National Steeplechase
run on this course in August. The course is one of the
is also
most picturesque and best appointed in the Southern Hemisphere.

Next to this i-anks the grounds of the New Zealand
Metropolitan Trotting Club at Addington, which is only ten
minutes from the centre of the city by the Addington tram. The
course is well laid out and most complete in its appointments, and
some important races are run here.
There are also the Canterbury Trotting Club cc urse at
Plumpton Park, and the Christchurch Racing Club's course at
New Brighton.
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The principal sports ground is Lanca^tei- Park, where most of
the important cricket matches and football tournaments are played,
and

it

cycling.

is

also

provided with very good tracks for running and
good cricket and football grounds at

There are also

Hagley Park, while

in the

outskirts there are sports grounds at

Papanui, St. Albans, Sydenham, Woolston, Addington and Linwood.
Victoria Lake, in Hagley Park, is the favourite place for

I'ictoria Sijiiart'

Hanil Hotanihi.

model yachting. Some of the minor races of the Rowing Clubs
are held on the lower reaches of the Avon, and sailing and motorAt
launching are indulged in at New Brighton and Sumner.
either place a large fleet of yachts and motor-boats are kept.

LIST

OF GOLF CLUBS

IN

CANTERBURY.

L The Christchurch Golf Club, situate at Shirley, 3 miles by
Hon. Sec, Mr. T. D. Condell, c.o.
tram from city; 18 holes.
Fletcher Humphreys, Cathedral Square, Christchurch.
2.
Hagley Golf Club, .situate in Hagley Park, 1 mile from
Cathedral Square; 9 holes.
Street,

Hon. Sec, Miss E. Orbell, 26 Cashel

West Christchurch.

New Brighton Golf Club, situate 4 miles from ChristHon. Sec, Mr. A. L. Cropp, c.o.
church by tram; 9 holes.
Dresden Piano Co., Christchurch.
.'5.

.
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Cashmore's Guns, Symonds Guns
The

pleasuie of

owning and

liandling a

Gun

of

perfect proportions and balance, brings memories
of the keenest enjoyments past, and anticipations
for the future.

THE CRITICAL BUY OUR GUNS.

E,

REEGE & SONS^

GOLF
We

Ltd., Colomio

St

GHRISTGHURGH

IN

always an excellent selection of Clubs,
All the best brands of
and Caddy Bags.

offer

Balls

balls at lowest possible terms.

E.

REEGE
& SONS. LTD.
COLOMBO STREET

/

IF

^'^

YOU SAW AN

Excellent Twenty
Pointer
When
to

deer stalking, you would strain every nerve
down and send it to a Taxidermist

bring him

W. J. SALKELD
THE TAXIDERMIST
IS

Where

not only a raxidermisi but he

is

STAGS' HEADS

are

concerned

Studio:

35

Victoria Street, Gh.oh
New Zealand

All olln-r sporting trophu-s niounled cxcellenl

!v
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4.
Richmond Hill Golf Club, situate at Sumner, 8 miles by
tram from Christchurch
9 holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. J. M. B.
Crawford, Sumner.
5.
Christchurch profe.ssionals, Hood and Clements, Golf Club
Makers, Chancery Lane, Christchurch.
Lyttelton Golf Club, situate at Charteris Bay, 1 mile
across harbour by ferry boat, 9 holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. L. A.
;

ti.

Stringer, Lyttelton.
7.
Kaiapoi Golf Club, situate 1 mile from Kaiapoi, 9 holes.
Hon- Sec, Mr. Geo. Millar, Kaiapoi.
8.
Kangiora Golf Club, situate 1 mile from Rangiora. 9
holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. M. Smith, Rangiora.
9.
Hanmer Golf Club, situate in clo.se proximity to township.
Government course, 9 holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. A. P. Smith,
The Lodge, Hanmer Springs.
10. Kaikoura
Golf Club, situate near township, 9 holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. A. P. Mathews, Bank of N Z., Kaikoura.
IL Ashburton Golf Club, situate 1 mile from town, 9 holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. C. M. Denshire, Ashburton.
12. Timaru Golf Club, .situate li miles from township, 18
holes.
Hon. Sec, Mr. W. J. Cotterill, co. N.Z. Ship. Co.,Timaru.
13. Pleasant Point Golf Club, situate 12 miles by train from
Timaru, 9 holes.
Hon. Sec, Miss E. E. Olliver, Pleasant Point.
14. Waimate Golf Club, situate
2 miles from township, 9
holes
Hon. Sec, Mr. E. E. Torlesse, Waimate.

DEER STALKING.
Although it does not appear to be very generally known,
Cantrebury has within its borders one of the finest herds of red
deer in the world.
The original stock came from the famous
Royal herd at Windsor about twelve years ago, and the animals
were turned out in the gorges and hills near the head waters of
the Rakaia, about forty miles from Christchurch.
The herd was
opened to a limited number of sportsmen about five years ago, and
some extremely fine heads were got.
Two of these, which were
bagged by the Hon. R. Heaton Rhodes, Postmaster-General, were
considered so good that they were sent to England to be mounted
by Quartermain, and were afterwards shown at the Franco-British
Exhibition, when they took the gold medal against all comers.
The ground is quite accessible from Christchurch, it being
possible to motor within a few miles of the first camp.
Shooting
was continued for three sea.sons, when it was considered advisable
to give the herd a couple of years' rest; but 191-5 will again be a
open season.
In North Canterbury there is another very fair herd, the heads
being rather lighter than those of the Rakaia, and more of the
Nelson type.
To reach these, the best way is to go in from
Hanmer and up towards the Rainbow.
In South Canterbury there is a herd of fallow dear right at
the back of Albury, and a little further south, on the borders of
Otago, there is a fine herd of red deer on the Ben Ohau Range; but
the country is rough, and should only be tackled by experienced

stalkers.

m
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...CricKet...
Our Cricket Material meets

universal approval each season.
This has been particularly marked with regard to Bats,
which are specially selected for us, and for which we have
a demand all over New Zealand.

E.

REEGE & SONS

Ltd., Colombo

St.

...TENNIS...
Our Teuiiis Material

satisfies the most oiitical experts.
Rach
carefully selected and stamped with our name.
We
call especial attention to the "MASS" Racquet, which pleases
those
who buy onlv the best,

Racquet

is

REEGECOLOMBO
and SONS, LTD.
STREET

E.
^

TURKISH BATHS
210 CASHEL STREET. GHRISTCHURCH

THE GREATEST LUXURY KNOWN
Preserves the Health and Complexion

by nidding the System of all impurities.
Sure cure
Rheumatism, Gout and kindred affections.
Tuesday Afternoons and Evenings only.
GENTS. Sundays 7 30 a m
Tuesdays 8 a.m. till Noon.
.All other days 8 a.m. till 9 p.

for Sciatica.

Hours: -LADIES,
Noon.

till

Prices :— Single

W.

C.

Turkish Bath

3

HALL, Proprietor.

-.

Ticket of 4
or 7 for

5

lO

-.

t4ot or

-

Cold Baths Daily 1 .

TELEPHONE 1G50.

Gloucester
House
GLOUCESTER STREET W
33

,

I5

minutes from

O,

P.O.)

PRIVATE BOARD AND RESIDENCE
Close to Boat Sljeda,

Pnltii*' Gari.lpiits,

ColleKe>-

Telephone 982. Sjio.'iiil

MRS.

a-

S.

mid Mnscmii.

Terms
Terms

FORD

t.>

Families ami reruiaiieut

6s. per day.

Bo:ini<.M's.

PROPRIETRESS
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THE CANTERBURY CRICKET ASSOCIATION.
Cricket has always held an important position in the Sports
of Canterbury.
This is evidenced by the keen interest taken in

game.
There are splendid cricket grounds at Lancaster,
Hagley, and Sydenham Parks, and in numerous other places.
Competitions are held every Saturday afternoon for six months
during the year.
The Canterbury Cricket Association holds the
Plunket Shield for New Zealand.
There are eight clubs affiliated
and three sub-associations.
Secretary to the Association— Mr.
R L. Murray, 170 Ca.shel Street, Christehurch.
the

(hie u/'

oar

indiiij

'rfnnis (Courts-

THE CANTERBURY LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION
Controls the game of Lawn Tennis in the Province of CanterThere are 40 affiliated clubs, with a total membership of
Inter2100, this being the largest association in the Dominion.
The
club matches are arranged for the city and suburban clubs.
annual Provincial Championships are usually played at Easter.
The Secretary of the Association is E. .J. Tayler, 108 Gloucester
bury.

Street, Christehurch.
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city and suburban clubs are;— Canterbury Club (4 Asphalt
Secretary: C. H. HamCranmer Square, Christchurch.
Club (12 Grass courts),
United
mond, CO. Gould, Beaumont & Co.
Linwood
Hagley Park. Secretary: P. A. Laurie, Merivale Lane.
Secretary:
Club (6 Asphalt courts), Stanmore Road, Linwood.
Avonside
M. G. Somervile, South British Insurance Company.

The

courts),

Secretary: G. L.
Asphalt courts). River Road, Avonside.
St. Albans Club (4 Asphalt
"Hulberts," High Street.
Secretary: W. Lyons, 23o Cambridge
courts), St. Albans Lane.
Terrace.
South Christchurch Club (4 Asphalt courts), Sydenham
Secretary: R. S. Rudd, Kaye & Carter, Christchurch.
Park.
Opawa Club (5 Asphalt courts), Church Lane, Opawa. Secretary:
W. S. Burnett, Sims, Cooper & Co. Addington Club (5 Asphalt
Secretary: H. W. Cooper.
courts), Poulson Street, Addington.
Bing, Harris & Co.
Catholic Cathedral (2 Asphalt courts),
Secretary: C. F. Williams, Government
Shakespeare Road.
Canterbury College (4 Asphalt courts),
Insurance Company.
Hagley Park.
Secretary: G. E. Archey, The College.
Cashmere
Hills Club (2 Asphalt courts). Cashmere Hills.
Secretary: Miss
Sumner Club, 3 Asphalt courts. Secretary: J. W. Lill.
Pannett.
Sumner.
New Brighton Club, 3 Asphalt courts. R. Browning,
Canterbury College.

Club

(fi

Berry,

THE CANTERBURY RUGBY UNION.
During the winter months matches are played every
Saturday. There are five competitions held during the season, viz.
Senior, Junior Flag, President's Cup, Fourth and Fifth Class,
with a total number of 40 teams competing, besides four subunions, representing 20 teams, which are in the country districts.
Roughly speaking, the Rugby Union are represented by 1000
players who are on the field during the season.
Lancaster Park
Hervey, Cathedral Square,
is the headquarters, a;id Mr. C. W.
Christchurch, is the Secretary.
Ten parks, some with three or
four grounds, are under the control of the Union.
Representative matches are played during the season.

THE CANTERBURY RUGB^' FOOTBALL LEAGUE.
Dr. H. T. J. Thacker.
Chairman: Mr. A. C.
Secretary: W. Moyle.
Headquarters: damage's Sports

President:
lloo]ior.

Depot, High Street. Principal Grounds: Agricultural Grounds,
Addington. First grade competitions every Saturday at three
p.m.; other grades, Hagley Park.
Representative fi.xtures played
here (his season: English team, Wellington, Taranaki, Auckland.
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List of Secretaries of clubs affiliated to the Christchurch Centre,
Dominion of New Zealand Bowling Association.

Ashburton:
W. H.
Akania: A. H. Westenra, Akaroa.
Higgins, Ashburton. Canterbury: R. Tait, 124 Bealey Avenue.
Cheviot:
Caughley, 98 Moorhouse Avenue.
Christchurch
J.
Brown,
DunDunsandel:
H.
Cheviot.
Post
Office,
C. W. Ross,
Edgeware: W. G. Brass, c.o. W. E. Simes, Hereford
sandel.
Leeston: S. Johnston
Kaiapoi: Ja.s. Healings, Kaiapoi.
Street.
:

,-/

Well I'dlronisLii Green.

Linwood: J. W. Nutt, c.o. W. E. D. Bishop, Solicitor
Methven: -J. W. Pearcc-, Methven. Opawa: A. P. Farrow%
Papaiiui; .J. D. McNeilago, Sawyer's Arms
Opawa Road, Opawa.
St. Albans:
Rangiora: -Jas. Angus, Rangiora.
Road, Papanui.
D. E. Wood, High Street, City. Sydenham: G. W. Clark, 40 ShakeSunnyside: John Brackenridge, Mental Hospital,
speare Road.
W. A. Walker, Southbridge.
Southbridge
J.
Sunnyside.
Sumner: H. W. Heslop, Bowkers' Land Agency. Colombo Street.
Hon. Secretary
United: A. F. Spiller, Stores Dept., Addington.
and Treasurer Christchurch Centre: I). E. Wood, High Street,
Leeston.
City.

:

Christchurch.
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YACHTING.
sports of yachting- and motorour province to the immediate
vicinity of Christchin-ch and its environs.
Of coursre, Akaroa and
Kaiapoi have their share of enthusiasts, but the real centre of the
spf)rts as sports is the estuary of the Rivers Avon and Heathcote.

The healthy and

buating

are

Two keen and

invig(i)-ating-

mostly

confined

in

enthusiastic clubs are in existence, viz.,

the

Christ-

church Power Boat and Sailing t'lub at Redcliffs, and the New
Brighton Motor-Boat and Sailing Club.
These clubs provide
elaborate programmes of races, and have done much to keep
alive the old Viking spirit in our province.
While being somewhat handicapped as regards facilities for yachting, Canterbury
can proudly point to its achie\"ements in motor-boating, both as
regards speed and daring voyages. With a fieet of speed launches
such as the Ura, X QQ ME, Patiki. Active and P.D.Q, not to
mention the Silver Heels II., Mischief, and It, Canterbury can
easily out-distance its neighbours in
the matter of speed.
Before long it is quite on the cards that the annual event in the
aquatic world of this province— the Lyttelton Regatta— will
provide for inter-provincial contests in this branch of the sport.
Some record-breaking cruises have also been accomplished by
boats from the New Brighton and Redcliffs Clubs.
A 20ft. open
boat, the Ariki, from the formei- club, has a voyage from New
Brighton to Timaru to its credit a distance of some 135 miles.
The navigators were Messrs Devereux and Deacon.
Then the

—

Spendrift,

of the Redcliffs club, a 24ft. launch, actually covered a

some 800 or 900 miles i-eeently -a holiday trip from
Sumner to the Marlborough Sounds and back, the farthest point
reached being the Havelock.
The crew were Messrs Logan and
distance of

Devereux.

Although they are pi'incipally used for commercial purposes,
Akaroa can boast of some line launches, and yachting is also a
growing sport in this beautiful harbour.
Kaiapoi,

on

the

Ri\-er

Wainiakariri, holds an annual regatta

which arouses a good deal of

local enthusiasm, and is usually
attended by the more enterprising of the speed launches from the
neighbouring clubs.

L\ttelton possesses some fine first-class yachts, and vi'ry liberal
prizes are given annually by the Lyttelton Regatta

a first-class yachl race.
afive in

these contests

Redclilfs usually has a
in

that

magnificent

Committee for
doughty I'epi'esent-

.\-acht,

the

Y\onne.
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are severely handicapped by the

the estuary

in

C,UIDH

Sumner Bar

in very fine weather
yacht to cross it with any
degree of safety. When we consider these and other disadvantages, the enthusiasm which pervades yachting and motor-boating
circles in the vicinity of the capital of our province is indeed
remarkable.

dangers

it is

of

the

Except

practically impossible for

Xew

The'

Dressing Shed 0/

a

llie

Hrighlon Life-Saving Club.

NEW BRIGHTON SURF-BATHING AND
CLUB.
New

LIFE-SAVING

Hncorporated)

and Life-saving Club
career in 1911.
On February 16
of that year, Mr. A. P. Hopkins, the present Honorary Secrewho has held that office ever since the formation of
tary,

The

(Inco)-porated)

the

club,

Brighton

commenced

called

Surf-bathing
its

meeting of residents

a

to discuss the advisa-

The objects of the
New Brighton were
briefly outlined by the convener of the meeting, and it was unanimously decided to form a club.
The club has rapidly grown into popularity, and has proved
beyond any shadow of doubt, the necessity of its existence.
The primary objects of the club are: To encourage surfbathing and to assist the Borough Council in controlling bathing
bility

of

forming

existence of such

a

Life-Saving

a club being

Club.

formed

in

—
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and
of

(iUIl)E

the study and practice
promote demonstrations, to

in improving- tlie facilities for bathers,

the

methods

of

to

Life-saving-,

arrange classes of instruction, and

to distribute instruction in life-

saving.

1912 the building of a Clul) Pavilion was discussed and
Tenders were called for, and as the result
decided upon.
of public and private subscription, the club -were enabled to build
their present roomy and fine Pavilion at a cost of some ±-370,
which they occupied for the first time on Friday, October 24, 1913.
At present date the Club Roll numbers 373, and the Annual
In

finally

Subscription

On

is 5s. per annum.
holidays throughout

the bathing season the Beach
along the bathing area some 500 yards in extent— is patrolled
by club members, and a inan is also constantly stationed at the
lookout on the Pavilion, Life Reels and equipment being placed in
a handy place ready for emergencies.
That Surf Bathing at New Brighton has become so eminently
poular is due in no .small measure to the establishment of the club.
all

—

NEW ZEALAND GOVERNMENT LABOUR
DEPARTMENT.
The Department was formed
the Dominion.

to

administer to Labour Law

s

of

Briefly, they are as follow:

—

Labour Bureau (Men's Branch). Applications are received
from employers who require men, and from men who require
work, either in skilled or unskilled occupations; and railway fares
are i-ssued over Government railways at 25 per cent, reduction to
men sent to work in the country. No fee is charged to either

employer or employee.
Labour Bureau (Women's Branch). This branch is conducted
on similar lines to the Men's Branch.
Conciliation and Arbitration Act.— These Acts provide the
machinery for making industrial argeements before the Conciliation Council, or Awards before the Arbitration Court, in any
The Act and the Awards and Argeeindustry, trade, or calling.
ments are administered by the Inspector of Awards, who enquires
into complaints, and takes action either before a Magistrate or the
judge of the Arbitration Court, when necessary.
Factories Act.— The Factories Act regulates the overtime,
wages, sanitation, ventilation, holidays, and general conditions of
employment of factory employees.
The Inspector of Factories

—

pays occasional visits to each factory to see that the provisions of
the Act are observed.

—
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Shops and Offices Act. -This Act regulates the conditions of
in shops and offices and is on similar lines to the
Factories Act.
Shops and offices are inspected at least once each
year by the Department's Inspectors.
Workers' Compensation Act. — The responsibility for the
administration of this important Act rests with the Department;
accidents are enquired into by the Department's Inspectors, and
the interests of those who are injured are safeguarded by the
Department.
The Scaffold Inspection Act makes it imperative upon builders
and others who intend to erect scaffolds to notify the Inspector of
Scaffolding, who must pass all scaffolds, derricks, lifting gear, and
appliances before they can be used.
The Workers' Dwellings Act. This Act provides for the
purchase of land and erection of dwellings for occupation and
purchase by workers.
The hou.ses are erected under the supervision of the Department's Clerk of Works, who also has a general
supervision over all houses erected from time to time.
Application is made and a £10 deposit paid.
When suitable land has been
purchased by the Department and sub-divided into suitable
sections, the .sections are balloted for by the applicants; and any
house selected from the many designs prepared by the Department's architect will be erected.
Shearers' and Agricultural Labourers' Accommodation Act.
The administration of this Act necessitates a lot of travelling by
the Department's Inspectors, who must, if possible, visit the

employment

—

various shearing sheds while the shearing

is in

progress.

These are some of the principal Acts administered by the
Government Labour Department. There are many others of minor
importance; the functions of the Department are .so many and
varied that it is impossible to enumerate them in the space at our
disposal.

THE SCENE FROM SUMMIT ROAD.
Comment

J. Macmillan Brown, M.A., LL.D,
Glasg.
scenes that surpa.ss the view from the Port Hills
in
the combination of the beauty of cultivation and snowy
grandeur.
Four occur to my mind; the Italian Alps across the
plain of Lombardy, Illimani and Ilampu across the Bolivian plateau
from Oruro, Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl from the pyramid of
Cholula on the Mexican plateau, and Mounts Rainier and Shasta as
one journeys north through Oregon. They have the advantage of
being loftier mountains, but here we have in contrast the ocean
as anew feature, and a long range instead of peaks holding its
white canvas up to the brush of the setting sun."

"

I

by Professor

know few

)
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Qibbs Bros.

CARRIERS & COAL MERCHANTS
SUMMER
Vans to
t.^'
Christchurch Depot

and from Christchurch

Daily.

Christiansen, 9s Manchester Street
Sumner Office: Phone 3470,
One long and one short nng-

- C/o.

Phone 988.

a

^BEAGHCROFT'
78 ESPLANADE,

SUItlNER

Bright Sunny Position, open tothe Ocean:— Handy to Hot 8ea
Water Baths, Tennis Courts, Croquet grounci. Bowling Green
and Golf Grounds— and one minute from Tram.

TERMS ON APPLICATION

MRS TWENTYMAN,

Proprietress

-n
/p-

Sumiier Motor Garage
Aceomuiodation, Motor
and Oils Stocked.
Touring
Car on Hire. Day or Night.

First

class

Spirits

Phone

ROWE BROS.

L'(i66

-

Proprietors

D-

SUMNER HOTEL
Situated one minute from

from Bowling Green
Haddrell's Special.

F.

Tram

or Beach and three minutes

— SPEIGHT'S BEER ON

T.4P

— also

Tariff :- 5/-per Day. 30/- per

HADDRELL,

Week

Proprietor,

(Late of Market Hotel, Christcliurch
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SUMNER.
E22r\Hr.S

most poiiular of seaside resorts

eight miles from Christchureii and

up-to-date Electric

Tram

is
is

situated about

served by

''an

Service, the journey taking:

about thirty-five minutes.
The route from the
Heathcote Bridge on, is a delightful one, being
alongside the water almost the whole of the way.
passing through Redcliffs, with a splendid view
across the estuary and plains to the snow-clad Southern Alps in the
distance.

The

first viezv of

Suinner as the tram enters.

CLIMATE.
Nature has lavished her choicest

gifts of sunshine and sea
breezes on
Sumner and her suburbs. The township, lies
facing North and considerable
at the foot of the Port Hills,
shelter is available from the prevailing East wind, and this tends

equable climate.
The added advantages of the
spurs make it unrivalled as a winter resort, as the
temperature in winter is full\' Ki to b5 degrees warmer than
Christchurch and surrounding districts.
to give a very

residential

SUNSHINE.
The name of Sumner has ever been associated with the designation of "Sunny" a reputation which it well deserves.
The
number of hours of bright sunshine as recorded by the Borough

—

7-16
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Sunshine Recorder for the past twelve months was 1990 hours,
equal to an average sunshine of 5 hours, 27 minutes per day,
winter and summer.
It is especially in winter, when other places
are comparatively sunless, that Sumner enjoys her full measure of
brilliant sunshine.

HOT SALT BATHS.
The Borough has provided a bath house w-here hot salt baths
The beneficial effects of hot
can be obtained at a small charge.
salt baths on rheumatism and its attendant ailments are well

known

to the

medical profession.

The Esplanade ami Beach.

PLEASURES OF SUMNER.
The visitor or prospective resident of Sumner will find that his
wants in the way of recreation are more than catered for; in fact,
there is no sport, i)astime or recreation obtainable in any large
town in New Zealand which cannot be had in Sumner
in reality,
more attractions can be found at this picturesque
and deservedly popular place.
;

BATHING.
has been stated time and again (hat the best and safest surfbathing beach in the Dominion is the eastern bay at Sumner. This
beach is about three-quarters of a mile long, with a graduallyshelving sandy beach.
The Royal Life Saving Society (Sumner
Branch) have erected a large ornate Pavilion midway down the
It
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beach, where life-saving appliances are always available, and on
h olidays and Sundays members are on hand to give assistance to
the too venturesome bather, should their services be recjuired.

GOLF.
The Royal and Ancient game is played on the Richmond Hill
The Links are at an
Golf Club Links, situate on Richmond Hill.
altitude of about 550 feet, and are reached by a good motor road
The course is a really fine nine-hole one, with
of easy grade.

A splendid water supply
catchment area dam, which makes it

excellent greens of natural native turf.
is

laid

on

from

a

large

The Pier and Cave Rock.

had right through the summer.
The view
simply unique. To the west you look across
the City of Christchurch and the Canterbury Plains with a grand
background of the snow-capped Southern Alps; to the north you
have the full sweep of the Forty Mile Beach as far as the
Kaikouras, with the wide expanse of the Pacific Ocean; to the
The club has
east and south is the Lighthouse and the Peninsula.
gone to considerable expense in the laying out of the course and
erection of a comfortable pavilion with accommodation for both
Visitors can obtain all information as to
ladies and gentlemen.
playing fees from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. M. B. Crawford,
possible for play to be

from these

links

is

Euston Street, Sumner.

—
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Smith's

"White" Stores

The accompanying

ij

view of shop premises
reminds us of the fact
that

"WHITE"

iMiTH-s

business

this

is

conducted by Charles
Smith whohas had
Chnstchurch and Sum-

STORtSi^ Hy

experience since
1880, and who is able
and prepared to attend
io all the needs of a
L'tneral supply store.
ner

.J

given

Full attention

is

to the smallest

custom-

er

also

;

ability

to

serve the largest.

Houses

Board

Let,

and

Lodging arranged

f(

Petrol Supply

and Motor Outfits Stocked

Reme mber

33 years local experience should assist
to Sumner agreeable and pleasant.

CHARLES

Hv.

in

making your

visit

M

SMITH

Sumner Vale Model Dairy
n
Constructed on the latest Hygienic Lines. Upmachineiy tor effective and cleanly
All cows have to pass Tuberculin
handling.
to-date

Test before being admitted

to

the herd

with

periodical tests to follow

Perfectly Pure Milk Guaranteed
K9NGSC0TE, Proprietor.

G.

—

^

JacK Smith

BOAT BUnj)ER
Vacl.ts and

Power Boats

-

REDCLIFFS

huilt to ain- design and
d. Fisliing and Pleasure Boats on
Kxcursions arranged for.
Repairs neatly
and proni]itl\- execnttd.

.Specification.

Hire.

-

-
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liy]

of

i'achliri!^-

r;uiDE

al .l/oiiik's /iay, Redcliffs.
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TENNIS AND CROQUET.
Tennis and Croquet can be indulged in at the SumniT Tennis
TItIs club is a
and Croquet Club's Grounds, Wakefield Avenue.
very live and progressive one and is doing- everything possible to
The club has lately acquired
cater for the members' wants.
additional land adjoining for the purpose of laying down another
The club owns a proud record of successes won at
croquet green.
Championshiji meetings. The Hon. Secretary is Mr. J. W. Lill.

Burv

Street,

Sumner.

.4

Bird's Eye Viciv of

Siiiiiiici-.

I!(.)WLS.

Sumner was sadly lacking in
ndt pcjssess that most essential recreation, viz., a
Bowling Green; but, thanks to a few enterprising and enthusiastic
residents, coupleil with the generosity i)f one gentleman, a
For a long time

that

it

was

felt that

did

sjilendid

Green

it

is

Bowling
a

si.\

Green

is

now an accomiilished fad. The
Richmond Avenue, and will

rink one. sKualed on

eventually be one of the most picturesque Bowling Greens in
the Dominion.
The Hon. Secretary is Mr. H. W. Heslop,

Euston Street, Sunmer.

CRICKET AND FOOTBALL.
Sumner has both

a Cricket

pla\-ed on St. Leonard's Square.

and a Football Club, the games being
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MOTOR-BOATING AND SAILING.
The club's headquarLer.s, situate

at Monek's Bay, Kedclitt's, is
an ideal spot nn the Estuary, six miles from Christchurch, where
commodious clubhouses have been erected.
The fleet consists of
quite one hundred sailing- boats, yachts and motor boats, attractin}? on week ends and holidays large numbers of aquatic enthusiasts.
Redclitfs has now a number of the fastest speed boats in the
Dominion.
rtowins boats are also available for visitors, and
pleasant i)ienic excursions can be taken across the Estuary to the

sandhills.

ROWING CLUB.
The Sumner Rowingr Club's headquarters are also at Monek's
Bay, Redcliffs, where an expanse of smooth water is usually available.
The club, although a young one, has met with very fair
success at neighljouring regattas.

FISHING
Good

AND SHOOTING.

Flatfish, Cod, Moki, Butterfish, &c., is to be
and trawling, and excellent sport can be obtained
rabbit shooting on the hills surrounding, where large bags can be
secured with little effort.

fishing for

had both by

line

WALKS.
The

grandest
recreation
and exercise for everyone is
undoubtedly walking, and Sumner Borough afl^ords the opportunity for taking some of the finest walks to be had anywhere.
Commencing at the borough's western boundary, the Mount
Pleasant Road, of exceptionally easy grade, gives an excellent
walk to the top of Mount Pleasant (1627 feet), where, above
Redcliffs,
a magnificent jianoramic view is obtained of the
Canterbury Plains, the Sea, Lyttelton Harbour and the Peninsula;
clo.se handy is the Summit Road track, a practically level walk
along the top of the hills to the Lighthouse.
Other hill walks by
means of excellent roads of easy grade are Scarborough Hill,
Richmond Hill, (Mif ton Hill, and the Spur, Monek's Bay.
From
these points most delightful .seascape vie\vs are obtainable.
For the jaded business man who requires a complete change of

all

air with gentle exercise, no place

more

is

suitable than

"Sunny

Sumner."

IMPROVEMENTS AND ADVANTAGES.
The Borough has progressed by

leaps and bounds during the

past ten years, and property has ino'eased enoi-mously in valuation.
A good high pressure water supply is obtained from wells sunk in

the Estuary and

pumped

to reservoirs

on Clifton

Hill.

The main
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portion of Sumner prui>fr, Fiichmond Hill and Clifton Hill, has an
The newly-installed Gas Works is a
excellent sewaRe system.
The Esplanade fronting the Western Bay
Municipal enterprise.
has more than justified its cost, this now being- the pojjular promenade.
Good metalled roads with concrete storm-water channels
and kerl)s abound everywhere. An excellent Town Hall is ayailable

The Public Library is quite an
Concerts, &c.
and contains what is probably one of the most up-todate collections of books for a small library to be found anywhere.
for

Meetings,

institution,

During

Summer

the

Sumner Brass Band renders

season the

Sinu/i(T's iit'dch li'on Lave Kock.

evening concerts (111 the Rotunda.
An excellent Volunteer Fire
i-irigade is maintained at Sumner and Kedcliffs.
Sumner also
rejoices in the jiosscssion of a Lifeboat I'li'igade, and many rescues
from drowning ha\e been effected when boats have been swamped
on the bar.

ACCOMMODATION.
Excellent

accommodation

conducted licensed hotels, and
houses.

can
a

be

Numerous furnished houses

Sumner and

obtained

number

of

at

three well-

private

are also

t<i

boardingbe had buth in

Fvedclili's.

St'HOOLS.
The general healthiness of Sumner is amjily pruxed by the
fact that for the i.)ast thirty years the Government has maintained
liere the only School for the Deaf in the D<iniinicin.
The Main
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School consistR of a lai'Re block of brick buildings, erected at a
cost of about £20,000.
The land attached comprises some fifteen
acres laid out in landscape, orchard and garden. There are about
100 children in residence, besides day pupils, who come from all
parts of the Dominion.
They are educated on the purely oral
method, by which they are taught to s|jeak intelligently and
intelligibly

contact.

and

to read the lips of tho.se with

The School has

Looking

whom

they come in

a large staff of trained specialists,

to7tiard h'ii/iiiiniiil Hi//

from

(

and

avi: k'oik.

JJepartment, Wellington.
is under the c(jntrol of the Education
There are also in the Borough two well-e((uipped Public Schools,
together with two Private Schools.

PLACES OF WORSHIP.
As

will be seen

—

from the list below, the leading denominations
Church of England, Roman Catholic Church,

represented;
Methodist Church, Presbyterian Church.

are

MODEL

D.-MRY.
the completion in Sumner of an
This dairy is
suiijily of pure milk.
constructed on the very latest hygienic lines with the last thing in
jTiachinery for the effective and cleanly handling of this most
important of foods.
The cows have all to pass the tuberculin test
before being admitted to the herd, and the herd itself will be sub-

Another added advantage
up-to-date Model Dairy for the

is

In the case of children
jected to periodical tests in this respect.
and invalids, the im|)(jrtance of being able to obtain within the

boi-ough guaranteed ])ure milk cannot be overestimated.

io6

TIIK
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THE CHRISTCHURCH TRAMWAYS,
J)
'

to the City of Cbristchiireh would be incumplete without a description of the tramways, which
make possible quick and comfortable transit to and

GUIDE

fi-om the various places of interest described in such

Guide.
Before proceeding to describe the trips a tourist
should take, a very brief historical sketch of the
growth of the tramway system may prove of interest to the visitor
with the statistical turn of mind.

Till

J'apcuiiii

Car

ti

ii:\wsi-s Co/ot/il'o S/tfii.

The Hrst practical step towards providitiii" tramway facilities
was made alioul LSFVl, when the Canterbury Tramwa\'
Company constructed several lines o\er which the cars were drawn
Short!\' afterwards, other companies were responsible
by horses.
for addinK to the s\'stem by l)uilding- lines in other directions.
Anions these wen' the Christcbureh Tramwax' Company (which,
later on, absurbed the t'anterliur\' Tramway Company), the New
firlKhlon Tramway Com])any, and the City and Suburban TramThe.se companies all worked imder franchises or
t'ompany.
\\a\'
concessions from the local bodies through whose districts the
The companies were eventually bous'ht out and the
lines I'an.
whole concern municipalised under the centred of a Board, elected
for the city

THE CANTHRBURY GUIDK
separately and distinctly from the
Authorities.

The

first

City Council

1

and other Local

Tramway Board, which was

January, 1908, took over 21 miles of track,

and

07

it

elected

in

and subsequent

Boards have extended the system till at present there are 53 street
or, counting in loops, etc., 685 miles of single

miles of track,
track.
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The rolling .stock, which comprises 8 steam locomotives, 65
and 73 trailer cars, bears f>omparison \\ith that
of any tramway system in Australasia.
electric cars,

The services are divided into eleven routes, radiating from
Cathedral Square tn all points of the compa.ss like a spider's web.
Each route bears a distinguishing number which is displayed
on the roof of each car running over it, thus affording a ready
means of identifying the car one wishes to take.

The following is a brief
order of their route numbers.

ROUTE

description of

each

line

in

the

NO. l-PAPANUl.

Starting from Christchurch Railway Station, the car traverses
Moorhouse Avenue, a thoroughfare two chains wide, turns
into and follows Colombo Street to Cathedral Square.
Colombo
Street is one of the main arteries of the city's business life, and
contains a numbei' of fine shops and offices.
At Cathedral Square
are situated the Anglican Cathedral, Chief Post Office,
Government Offices, the Press Office, and some fine examples of
itself

modern business premises.
Square

the

turns

car

into

Shortly
Victoria

after

leaving

Cathedral

which bisects
bronze statue of

Street,

Square, where may be seen a fine
Queen Victoria on one side, and the City Band Rotunda on ihe
other.
The line then cro.sscs the Avon River and proceeds
northwestwards.
As far as Bealey .'\venue it runs thi-ough a
suburban business quarter, but after passing Bealey Avenue (or
the North Belt, as it is more familiarly known), with its avenue
Victoria

of fine trees set

the centre

of a well-kept street two-chains
immediately into one of the best cla.ss of
I'esidential suburbs, containing many beautiful homes.
Not far
from the Avenue on the western (or left hand) side, may be seen
the Merivale Church, with its old time weather-worn grey shingle
roof, surrounded by magnificent trees.
This suburb well repays a
walk westward, owing to the beautiful gardens surrounding
picturesque bungalows and cultage homes. The time of a single
journey is 21 minutes, the distance is Si miles, and the fare 4d.
in

vvide, the visitor enters

ROUTE

NO.

2-ED(;EWARE KOAD-CASHMERE HILLS.

From Cathedral

S(iuaro, which is the hub of the tramway
services as well as the liearl <if the business area, the cars bearing
number 2 on the roof run north to Edgewai-e Road and south

The Edgoware fvoad end of the route is purely
interest being Bealey .Avenue
with its fine belt of trees, and at the Terminus, St. Albans Park,
which boasts of a bowling green, football and cricket area, band1(1

("ashmeiv Hills.

residential, the principal points of
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Stand and garden plots.

The Cashmere

crosses the railway tracks adjacent

to

109

Hills end

the

nf

this

Christchiirch

route

Piailway

thence through Sydenham, a thriving suburban business
Sydenham Park, devoted to crit>ket, hockey, and
kindred sports, crosses the Heathcote River, winds round the
foot of the hills, skirts the Heathcote River and finally ascends
the hills Ijy way of Hackthorne Road.
On the wa,\- up the hills
may be seen numerous fine residences, while from the terminus

Station,

centre, passes

The

Cdihiiic-i

c

J lilii-Ldgfuat f lluaJ Lai cnlei

/«!,

///<

Squaic.

is obtained a view which is hardly surpassed in the Dominion.
It
comprises views of infinite variety — on one side the beauty of the
cultivated areas in the near distance, serving as a foreground for
the incomparable grandeur of the snowclad peaks of the Southern
Alps; while on the other side a panoramic view of the city and
suburbs as far as the seaside is obtained, and on a fine clear day
the white curl of the breakers on New Brighton beach may be
distinguished.
The time of a single journey is 32 minutes, the
distance is 4i miles, and the fare 6d.

ROUTE NO. 3-SUMNER.
Leaving the Cathedral Square, the cars run along High Street,
one of the principal business thoroughfares, containing fine shops
offices.
The first place of interest passed en route is the
Catholic Cathedral on the right <^x south side— a fine example of
Near by are the Technical Schools. A
Byzantine architecture.
little further on the ear crosses Fitzgerald Avenue, with its double

and
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obtained a glimpse of the
Tramway Car Sheds and Powei- Station. A little lower down on
the right is Lancaster Park, a splendidly appointed Cricket and
Sports Ground where the chief Athletic Functions of the year

row

of fine trees in the centre.

are carried out.

Here

is

After passing through the suburb of Woolston,
alongside of and finally crosses the Heathcote

the car runs
Here also is seen
River, which at this point is a tidal stream.
the Estuary, into which both this river and the Avon flow, joining:
From the Heathcote
forces before reaching the open sea.

The Foot of the Cashmere Hills-

Bridge onwards

is

the most

pleasant part

of

the

journey,

as

waters of the Estuary the whole distance at one time crossing an arm of the Estuary on a specially
constructed embankment. Further on after passing through Redcliffs, which is the headquarters of the Christchurch Sailing Club,
the tram winds round the precipitous face of the cliffs, with
the sea almost breaking on to the rails, and after crossing a trestle
the township
enters
of
which is one
bridge
Sumner,
the

track

skirts

the

features
of the favourite seaside resorts and possesses many
There is a smooth water beach
which attract holiday-makers.
inside the bar, another with breakers only a few yards away,
a pier and a signal station on "The Cave Rock," which possesses
There are also Tennis and
a veritable cave at low water.
Croquet lawns and hill walks, and a fine view is obtained from the
The time of the tram
road over the hills to Lyttelton Harbour.
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An
is 40 minutes, the distance is S miles, and the fare 6d.
excursion fare of 9d. return is charged on cars leaving Christchurch
at 10 a.m. and 7.15 p.m., the tickets being available for return by
any car the same day.
The Woolston cars (Route No. 4) follow the same mute as
Sumner cars, but terminate about three miles from the city.

journey

ROUTE NO.

.5—

NEW BRIGHTON

The cars for the direct service

to

Cathedral Square (Broadway's Corner)

.^.l^._

New

(direct route).

Brighton start from
and after traversing High
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follnw the same route as the No. 5 cars until

—

reaching Stanmore

— where

they turn northwards and
folliiw Stanmore Road to its full length, passing en route, the
AfteiLinwood Tennis Courts. Bowling and Crocjuet Greens.
crossing the River Avon, which at this point is a beautiful wide

Road

1

mile from the city

stream of deep water largely utilised for boating, and on whose
banks are erected several fine Rowin.e' Club houses, the
traveller is carried through the growing suburb of Richmond.

Tin-

V induct.

SllVltlcV.

After leaving Stanmore Road the cars travel along sparselypopulated roads bearing a marked resemblance to old English
bordered with willows and other trees and containing
lanes,
some fine residences. About miles out, and conveniently situated,
At present the
are the Richmond Domain and Shirley Golf Links.
electric cars stop at the Burwood church on the bank of the
River Avon, which in summer, with its overhanging willows and
'-•>

windin.g course,
the line which

is

makes
t(.i

a jiicture

worth

seein.g.

be electrified shortly,

is

which

is

sparsely-pii))ulate(l district, i)art of

The remainder of

through a very
devoted to dairy farms,
laid out

and passes the New Brighton Trottin,g Club's course, the seaside
settlement of North New Brighton, and finally emer.ges on to the
Beach itself along which it runs for about a mile until it reaches
the Pier, which is the terminus of the line. The journey out by one
route and back by the other, provides one of the finest round trips
The time of journey, etc. is as follows: Direct
in Australasia.
Route— 2G minutes, distance 54 miles, fare 5d. Via Burwood:-41
,

minutes, distance

7i'

miles, fare Od.
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ROUTE ^—LINCOLN ROAD-WORCESTER STREET.
SPREYUON-ADDINGTON- LINWOOD.
This service runs from Spreydon in the South-west, through
Linwood in the East.
At the latter place it junctions
with the New Brighton line. Route No. 5.

the city to

Taking this service in two parts and starting from Cathedral
Square to the south, the cars for Lincoln Road start from the Bank
of New Zealand, pass along Colombo Street, turn off westward into
Moorhou.^e Avenue near the Christchurch Railway Station, cross

^^^'^

The EiiibankinenI ov the Sumver Track.
the Railway Line at Addington Station, and proceea along Lincoln
to the terminus at Hoon Hay Road, Spreydon.
The principal
points of interest are:
Nearing Addington Railway Station on the
right is seen the south-eastern corner of fiagley Park; shortly after

Road

—

crossing the Railway Line the entrance to the Show Grounds is
reached.
Here is held the annual show of the Canterbury A. & P.
Society, one of the largest shows in the Dominion.

Adjoining the
the Metropolitan Trotting Club's course, where is
held the New Zealand Trotting Cup, a Race which carries with
it the largest stake outside America.
further on is the Sunnyside

Show Grounds

is

Mental Hospital.

On the Linwood Section of this route the cars start from the
Bank of N.Z. Corner at Cathedral Square, and run along Worcester
Street eastwards till they turn off into Linwood Avenue, terminating at the junction with the New Brighton line.
Shortly
after leaving the Square at the rear of the Cathedral, the cars pass
8-16
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Warwick House
CHRISTGHURGH
SITUATION :— In
facing the

with

its

delightful quietude,

ever-verdant Cranmer Square

charming surroundings

(

of English

trees.

Five minutes walk from centre of the City, and in the
immediate vicinity of the Park, Botanical Gardens and
Museum. Ttie House is of brick, fitted throughout with
electric light and every other modern convenience.
The

ROOMS—

Including large and artistically furnished drawing room, spacious dining room, private sitting rooms and

smoking room, are

all

lofty

and well ventilated,

large balcony has a sunny, northern afpect.

well equipped

with hot baths any hour,

aiid

the

Balh rooms
day or night.

GOOD ATTENDANCK A SPKCIALTY.
EXCELLENT CUISINE

Mrs. Ghas. Gook^ Proprietress
TELEPHONE

Nos.

148 and 2886

—
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"Press" Office and the Government Offices, two
and a little further on run through the
centre of Latimer Square, one of the city's "lungs," laid out
There are no places of public
in grass and deciduous trees.
interest on this route, which runs through a popular residential

between

the

splendid

buildings,

quarter of the city.
The time of journey, etc., from Square is: To Lincoln Road
to Worcester Street — 11
18 minutes, distance 3i miles, fare 3d.
minutes, distance 2 miles, fare 2d.

ROUTE NO. 7-DALLINGTON.
The cars running this service start from Christchurch Railway
Station, along Moorhouse Avenue to Colombo Street, thence
Northwards to the Bank of New Zealand Corner, and, leaving
there, follow the same route as the Worcester Street cars till
they reach Linwood Avenue. Branching off here, the Dallington
cars run through the residential suburb of North Linwood, finally
terminating at the Dallington Bridge over the River Avon, which
at this point is broad and deep and splendidly adapted for boating.
A boathouse has been erected recently where boats and canoes may
be hired by visitors. The charming views of the River in this
district provide artists and others with attractive subjects for their
work.
Time of journey from Square, 14 minutes; distance,
2^

miles; fare, 3d.

ROUTE

NO. 8-RICCARTON.

This service starts from the western side of the Square, near
the Royal Exchange Buildings, and after running for a few chains
along Worcester Street, turns sharply southward into Oxford
Terrace, along the bank of the River Avon.
At this corner is
situated the City Council Chambers, the headquarters of civic
This portion of the River Avon is splendidly cared for,
activity.
its smooth lawns and graceful trees forming a welcome break to
the near-by city streets.

Half a dozen bridges span

its

waters

in

half a mile, affording ready access to the Museum, Canterbury
College, Gardens, Public Library, Y.M.C.A., and other public
institutions.
At the end of Oxford Terrace and on the banks
of the Avon are situated the large pile of buildings comprising
Turning the corner of the
the Christchurch Public Hospital.
Hospital grounds, the tram enters a broad, tree-shaded road,

Half way through
which bi.sects Hagley Park from east to west.
this park are to be found cricket and hockey grounds, tennis
After leaving Hagley Park, the car
courts and bowling greens.
enters the Riccarton or Main South Road and runs through a
residential district till it reaches Church Corner, so named because
of the Church property at the corner where the road forks.
Travelling by the left or south fork, a five minutes' run brings the

I
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til
Sockburn, where are situated the Citj''s Abattoirs, and
another three minutes brings it to the entrance of the Riccarton
Here are held the big race meetings of Canterbury,
Racecourse.
including the Grand National Steeplechase and the New Zealand
'ihe appointments are excellent and the flower-beds and
Cup.
grounds generally are well worth inspection.
Time of journey, 26 minutes; distance, 5i miles, fare, 6d.

car

ROUTE NO. 9— FENDALTON— OPAWA.
Similarly to Route

6,

this

must be divided

into

the service runs from a north-west suburb through

two

parts, as

the city to a

south-east suburb.

The Woohlon Car running through

fJ'i^h Street.

For Fendalton the cars leave the Square and run northwards,
following the same track as Route No. 1 (Papanui) till Bealey
A sharp turn is here made to the west along
Avenue is reached.
Bealey Avenue, and the north-east entrance to Hagley Park is
passed as the car enters Carlton Terrace and follows this street till

From this point the route is tortuous
turns into Rhodes Street.
Fendalton is a purely residential suburb, and
winding.
contains many of the finest garden homes in New Zealand.
Time
of journey, 19 minutes; distance ?, miles; fare ?.d.
For Opawa the cars run from Cathedral Square southwards
it

and

along Colombo Street, and follow the same track as Route No. 2

(Cashmere

Wordsworth Street. At Walthani Road
with the latest line to St. Martin's, which

Hills) as far as

will be seen the junction

at the time this guide

was written

was not

<ipened

to

trafhc
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Leaving Waltham Road, the cars run through a favoui'ite residential
district and terminate at the Heathcote River, which at this point
makes a pretty picture with its tree-shaded banks and broad
stream of water. Time of journey, 16 minutes; distance,
miles;
'I-i

fare, 3d.

ROUTE NO. 10- RICHMOND- BURWOOD-NORTH NEW
BRIGHTON.

T/tr.

ROUTE
This

I'ru'iinray

NO. 11-(T-;ANF0RD
is

itself into

Boards

.Xr

STREET-CORONATION STREET.

a double route similar to No.

two

Slieils

9,

which naturally divides

parts.

For Craiiford Street, the cars leave Cathedral Square and
follow the .same track as Route No. 2 (Edgeware Road) as far as
Bealey Avenue.
Here, instead of turning to the east and
following the route of the Edgeware Road cars they continue
due north
along
Colombo Sti-eet, thence into Cranford
Street, terminating at Westminster Street.
This suburb is

a residential one, and has no features of special
tourists.

Time

interest

for

of journey, 11 minutes; distance Ij miles; fare, 2d.

i-un southward along Colombo
same course as Route No. 6 (Lincoln Road)
till
reaching Antigua Street, where they turn off, and run southward through a residential suburb, terminating at Coronation
Street.
Time of jdurney, 12 minutes; distance, 2 miles; fare, 2d.

For Coronation Street, the cars

Street and follow the
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Bargrove's
DRAPERY & CLOTHING E.MPORIUM
SEA \'IE\V ROAD. NEW BRIGHTON

e
_J

Visitors to New Brighton can rely
on getting anything in the way of
General or Fancy Drapery, Clothing, or

my

Household Furnishings

establishment.

1

am

at

especially

noted for keeping best quality goods
and my prices are considered low.

Don be bothered with shopping
Town — buy from me and save
t

in

worrv.
-i^J

Mrs. Evelyn Clark
THE FIRST LICENSED LADY LAND
AGENT IN NEW ZEALAND
Furnished and Untutnished Houses FOR SALF)
and TO LET. Propert)' for sale in all parts of the
City and Suburbs.
Bungslows for sale
from ,^25(1.
Brighton Sections from £1^)

NeW

Mrs Clark
to her

to ,/^5()0.
iicrsonally inspects

from time to time

RENTS COLLECTED.
Mrs. Evelyn Clark

Sea View Road

in

all houses entrusted
the owner's interest.

INSURANCES EFFECTED.
=

(Next

I

P.

and and Estate Agent

O^

New Brighton
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NEW BRIGHTON.
is a very popular seaside resort, and lies
almost due east from Christchurch, about five miles
It has a population of 2000
from Cathedral Square.
and an area of 1-500 acres, the rateable value of the
borough being £165,000, and the capital value about
There are three splendid roads leading
£200,000.
from Christchurch, giving easy access to vehicular
traffic.
These roads are largely used by bicycles, motor-cycles,
and motor-ears. Large numbers of these conveyances visit New

HIS Borough

,S,-.(

Vu'W

Rnilil.

The
Brighton every day, the run down being a very pleasant one.
borough is bounded on the east side by the sea, and has a magnificent beach, second to none in the world, the entire length being
about forty miles, extending far beyond the boundaries of the
The beach
liO]-ough, which has a frontage to the sea of six miles.
is simply
ideal for surf-bathing, shoaling very gradually, and
Bathers can go out in the breakers
lieing nothing but clean sand.
a considerable distance without getting out of their depth, and in
This beach is visited by many thousands during
perfect safety.
the .sea.son from Christchurch and surrounding districts, and
accidents are very rare.
In its early days

great

difficulties,

New

owing

to

Brighton had to contend with very
its formation, which was entirely

iDe
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This has been very expensive to overcome,
but considerable success has been achieved, mainly owing to the

drifting sand dunes.

cultivation of the tree lupin and marram grass, which flourished
exceedingly, and which largely stop the sand drift. This has enabled
the local bodies having control to form roads, and section-owners
to fence and build, without being completely buried by drifting

sand, as in the early days of the borough.
This has allowed the
borough to make very great progress, as indicated by the figures

'

'Ihr

Neiv Brighton Pier Front.

As an instance

given.

:iii»l£s«j

of the progress made,

it

may be mentioned

that Mr. J. H. Hopkins (an early believer in the future of New
Brighton) in 1873 purchased 300 acres of what is now practically
the centre of the borough, for £150.
This property, or portion of

the borough,

is

now worth about

The borough was formed
the

Avon Road

District, of

year 1897, by severance from
part, and has since
The first Council consisted of the
C.
Bishop; councillors Winny, J.
Marshall, Jno. Rowe, John Thompson,
in the

which

gone ahead very rapidly.
following:— Mayor, Mr. It.
Glanville, G. Mclntyre, C. J.

£60,000.

it

formed a

Capt. A. W. Owles.

These gentlemen had anything but a rosy
time, as the borough income was for some years very small, only
about £300 for general purposes.
The present general rate
produces about £1900. ^This allows very much more improvement

work

to

be undertaken.

The present Council, which was elected
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is] aslfol lows: -Mayor,
C. H.
Winny; councillors, F.
Kibblewhite, C. Withell, G. W. Staniland, A. W. Owles, James
Ainger, 0. V. Bergh, C. Israelson, Jas. A.shley, A. Chidgey.

Tffl913,

The borough possesses a splendid

school, situated in the

main

thoroughfare (Sea View Road).
It was started as a very small
thing, but at the present time has a Roll number of over 400
children, with a very efficient staff of teachers.
The school has
been under the ccjmpetent charge of Mr. G. W. Bishop, who is, and
has always been, most popular with both parents and children.
The school was opened on February 4, 1888.

On

l/ie

Heach.

The Pier is a very popular institution. The first pile for same
was driven on May 2, 1891, and the Pier was opened on January 9,
1894, by Lord Glasgow, the then Governor of the Colony.
The
financial result was not for some years very satisfactory to the
owners, but during recent years has given good results, provision
having been made by the present proprietor to meet the requireiTients of visitors, both for refreshments and bathing accommodation.
The Pier is actually the property of the Borough Council,
and is under a lengthy lease to the present proprietor, Mr C. Agar,
but at the expiration of the lease will probably come into the hands

when it is expected that extensive injprovements
made and so increase its attractiveness and usefulness.
Some good Reserves are distributed well over the borough, the

of the Council,

may

be

principal one being the

Rawhiti Domain, consisting of about 135

!
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BUXTON

J.
GENERAL

rriERCHANT
71

COAL AND FIREWOOD
AND GENERAL CONTRACTOR

CARRIER,

NEW BRIGHTOK

SEAVIIiW ROAD
Runs

I)-iil\-

New

licLween

BOX FOR ORDERS AT

IJri^^'litoti

and Christcluirch

Reecc and Sons, and A. W. Buxton
CDlombo St., Ohristchurch

E.

and Co. Ltd.,

n-

R.6tiGlianan& Sons Ltd.
Ironfounders
ASAPH

210 ST,

Manufactuiers

ST.,

of

CHRISTCHURCH

Hig^t\

Grade

and

E-xtra B^eliable

Iron Castings
TELEPHONE 598

ESTABLISHED t878

Ice

No Histeke

Th; Right PUcj

E.
NEW BRIGHTON

for

your Footwjar

!

is

C0LEN50
::

:;

Repair Department

a

Speciality
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acres.

This

tremendous
made.

being-

visitors

to

is

the borough and has
permit of improvements
affords great pleasure to both

quite in the centre of

possibilities,

as funds

will

At the present time it
the borough and to residents.

A

portion

of

this

being prepared for a Sports Ground, and will be
available for cricket, football, hockey, &c. during the present
All the Reserves are vested in the Council as a Domain
year.
Board.

domain

is

,

Brighton 's Proinciiadts.

The borough has at present several important organizations
which are subsidised from its funds; viz. a splendid Volunteer
Fire Brigade, Brass Band, Public Library, and Beautifying
Association, all of which are doing goorl work in advancing the
borough.
,

,

The borough has a very good electric tram service, having two
separate lines, one known as the direct line, viz., leaving the city
via Cashel Street and Page's Road, the other via Richmond,
Burwood and North Beach. The .service is fairly frequent, but it
is expected that before long the interval between trams will be
considerably reduced, as the traffic is increasing rapidly, and these
lines are admittedly- amongst the best-paying in the system.

The

Ftiver

Avon,

which

Ijounds

a

greater

part

of the

-western side of the borough, and is tidal, is a very great attraction
to many, being largely used fm' boating, the New Brighton

Sailing and M.)tor-boat Club having a very

large and

i-apidly-
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Buy

(Quality

(See Letterpress on Opp. Page

and you Purchase Security.
Coniplete Catnlofftii'

Leader Launch Go.

*.d

npplicat-iuu fu

P.O. Box 82^ Gh.ch

Note fh^se Sp^cialHes of an
^ Old EsUblished firm
SMITH & SMITH SAWMILLING
LTD..

TUAM STREET
Telephone

CO.

W., Chnstchurch
715.

Sawmilling

Firewood

Firelighters

Fruit Causes

Woodwool

Accumulators
General Electric Sundries
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The Avon, navh^able by Brighton 3folor

I2S

lloals

increasing fleet of boats (principally power boats)and a very large

Motor-boat races are held frequently during the
membership.
season, and have very large entries.
There are a number of churches in the borough, nearly
Some of the buildings
every denomination being represented.
are very attractive, and all are well attended.

A

Motor

lluiil

Anchornyt
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The Public Library was founded as a Coronation Memorial
honour of our present King, His gracious Majesty George V.
The library has a good number of subscribers. The books on the
shelves number about 1700, and are well selected.
in

is exceptionally favoured with a splendid water
Artesian wells are obtainable at various depths from 150
The water
feet to 500 feet, and give big flows from every strata.
The overflows from wells are utilised
is absolutely of the best.

The borough

supply.

for flushing the street channels.

The Brighton Domain.

It is popularly supposed that the sand in New Brighton is
This is not so, as almost anyunsuitable for cultivation purposes.

thing can be well grown, although the foundation is only sand, as
good crops of vegetables of all descriptions can be raised quite as
Fruit trees and flowers also do
well as can be done in heavy soil.
as well here as anywhere, if a reasonable shelter is provided.
As
an instance of what can be done, at the present time there is in the
borough a grape vine growing in pure sand, and this is carrying
a crop equal to

(and there are

anything grown anywhere.
Most of the bunches
of them) are nearly two feet in length.

many

This borough

is

certain to

grow and prosper,

as

ionably one of the healthiest places in the Dominion.

it

is

unquest-
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LYTTELTON
?YTTELTON,

undoubtedly, is one of the safest and
New Zealand. In addition, it is
attractive to the eye, and has a high value to the
residents of Canterbury apart from its utilitarian
Quail Island, the Quarantine Station, for
aspect.
instance, breaks the monotony of the view up the
harbour, and all around the shores there are bays
and coves that form admirable places for picnic parties and other
gatherings.
best harbours in

l^yttelton.

The harbour is the crater of an immense extinct volcano,
was active long' ago in the geological history of New
Zealand.
The sides of the old crater now form hills, which lock
the harbour on all sides, leaving an entrance from the sea a
nautical mile wide.
The hills mainly run down steeply into the
water.
This leaves room for few beaches, but the few that exist
The Borough of Lyttelton was laid out on
are very pleasant.
which

Further around the shores there
picturesque little country village,
This is a delightful
where fruit grows in wonderful luxuriance.
It is reached by either coach, motor or
place for a day's outing.
motor-launch. If the coach is used, the visitor has an interesting
slopes near one of these beaches.
is

Governor's Bay,

drive along a

cliff

a

quiet,

road, with the hills rising above on one side and
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the watei-s far below on the other side.
He ])as?es on the way
Corsair Bay, where there are commodious baths, and, fui-ther on,
Rapaki, the site of a Maori village in the old days of the ]H-ovince.

The descendants of the inhabitants of the ancient "kainga" still
live there, and, of course, they are quite Eluropeanised.
They
have their church and their school and their modern houses and
modern ideas of life. Beyond Go\ernor's Bay, at the head of the
harbour, there

is

Teddington. another country village.

Tlie

Opposite

Inner Harbour.

Lyttelton, Purau, one of the small bays, is a famous picnicing
ground, especially for school children, some of whom come from
country districts far inland.
On both sides of the' harbour there
are the Defence Department's fortifications. These are notable at
Ripa Island, where members of the Defence Force are permanently,
stationed.

The Summit road runs along the top of the ridges surrounding
it can easily be reached l)y three roads. The

Lyttelton, from which

Summit road above Heathcote Valley,
while Major Hornbrook's track is a pleasant and interesting walk
up the gullies at the rear of the town enabling a connection under
the Western slope of Mount Pleasant. The Sumner road, generally
old Bridle track leads to the

known

as the

side of

the

Zig Zag, on account of
hill,

its

deviations on the Port

was built by the Early Colonists, and, whilst
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enabling access to the Summit road at Evan's Pass, also acts
as a connecting link between Lyttelton and Christchurch.
It is also interesting to note that the two British Antarctic
Expeditions led by the late Captain R. F. Seott, R.N., and the one
in command of Sir Ernest Shackleton, selected Lyttelton as their
base of operations, whilst the shore parties were exploring the
unknown regions of the Far South.

The Wharves

atid

Railway Yard.

THE PORT.
all weathers.
At low water
Heads there is a depth of seven fathoms of water.
This decreases to five fathoms opposite Gollan's Bay, and from

The port

is

accessible to vessels in

just inside the

there a dredged channel 400 feet wide and 26 feet deep at low water
This is
and 33 feet at high water, leads up to the inner harbour.

an

artificial

harbour, enclosed by breakwaters, with an area of 105

acres and a depth of 28 feet at low water.

In

May,

1913,

H.M.S.

New

Zealand entered this inner harbour and berthed at one of the
There are six of them, and they supply berthage accomjetties.
In addition, there are breastmodation for twelve large vessels.
work wharves with 3000 lineal feet of berthage space.
Vessels drawing

-30

feet of water can be navigated into or out

of the harbour at any high water, and can be loaded to 30 feet at
The present
three of the berths, and to 28 feet at seven others.

berths can accommodate vessels of 500 feet between perpendiculars

9-16
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A Lon g Felt Want Sup plied
•••

J. T.

^^r

•••'

NORTON'S

EXCELSIOR HALL
OXFORD STREET
LYTTELTONj N.Z.
I-,

&

14

A

Great possibilities ahead tor Lyttelton!
new and
up-to-date shop, dining and tea rooms and Social
Hall
these enable us to caler entirely for the

—

Public
CI. Wedding Breakfasts, Banquets and
Parties are catered for on the premises.
The

Hall which gives seating accommodation for from
to 400 people may be hired for assemblies
and enlertainments.
All pastries and cakes are

200

manufactured by the newest and most hygienic
machinery, and are guaranteed "Excelsior Quality'

K T.

NORTON and

00.
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with the above draughts of water, or somewhat longer vessels at
less draughts, and provision is now being made for reconstructing
and enlarging the outer berth under the eastern breakwater to
accommodate a vessel 560 feet long and 33 feet draught, and for
constructing another jetty 600 feot long with 23 feet at low
water at the berths thei-e.
These additions, combined with the gradual inciease of about
six inches per annum in the working depth of the port at the

Oxfoid

Streii,

SS.

'

Mauri

" al

tn the Lejt

Ferry IVharf. i\Iunicipal
Foreground.

Offices

berths and in the entrance channel, will efficiently provide for the
trade
for many years, and, when further accommodation
becomes necessary, two new jetties for larger vessels can be constructed at the east end of the harbour.
In addition to these works the reclamation of an area of 72
This
acres outside the western breakwater is now in progress.
work is being carried out by the construction of an enclosing

mole, and by pumping the dredgings over the western breakwater
into the enclosed area, the annual saving by this system of dispaying for the expenditure on the
posing of the dredged soil
enclosing mole. Arrangements are being made for serving this
reclaimed area by means of railway lines in connection with the
Dominion's Railway system, so that the land will be available for
factories, etc., in the event of its being so required.
Ail the wharve.s are well supplied with railway lines connected
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the railway system of the Dominion, and Roods are landed or
shipped directly into or from the railway trucks, being hauled
thence direct to Christchureh or country stations, or vice versa.
The wharves and railway yard are well lighted by means of
2000 candle power electric arc lamps on posts fifty feet high and
to

about 180 feet apart.
Grain Stores, with accommodation for abcjut
grain, and wool dumping stores, are in railway

2OU,l)O0 sacks of

communication

with the wharves.

DiiuiKniil I larhoHi

:

I.tiokuiv: loicaiili [.ylie-lloti

'/

o-i^'iisJii p.

The Graving Dock can accommodate vessels up t(j about 6,500
and there are large engineering works conveniently situated
The charges for the u.<e of the Dock are low, .so that
at the Port.
a vessel up to the limit of the Dock's capacity can be docked for
four clear working days for £50. A Patent Sli)) of oOO tons capatons,

city provides a

Trade

cheap

Statistics

facility for small vessels.

show

that

2,245,728

net

register tons of

shipping entered the port during 1912; that the value of the imports
and exports through Lyttelton during the same year amounted to
£;{, 174, 898 and £2,908,493 respectively; that 589,674 tons of goods
over the wharve:- during 1912; and that the increases
pa.s.sed
during the past ten yeai-s referred to percentages of the irade
of 1902 were:— Shipping about 50 per cent; value of trade about
47 per cent; ton of goods about :-!0 per cent. The charges on
goods and shipping at Lyttelton are low in comparison with the

charges at most ports of the world.

—
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The principal
1912 were:

expoi-ts

—

Wodl

-

-

etc.

-

-

.

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

£1,123,474
714,758
413.848
316,156
73,330
40,724
221,203

-

-

-

-

£2,903,493

-

Tallow, Hides, Skins,
Grain

Total

The value

Lyttelton with their values in

-

Frozen Meat

ButterCheeseOther Exports

fnitii

1912

was

of the exports,

but

of goods imported through the port in

£3,174,398, or £270,905

more than the value

the expcjrts, as a rule, exceed the imports in value.

Harbour Board, the
year 1912 amounted to
£71,853 15s., and the ordinary expenditure to £41,459 12s. 5d.,
leaving a surplus of £30,394 2s 7d, of which £24,704 6s Id was
expended in new works, while the balance is carried forward to
meet furthei- expenditure on new works in the future.
The total Assets of the Board on the 31st December, 1912,
were estimated at £680,844 18s. 3d., of which £118,675 15s. 8d.
represent cash assets, made up as follows:
According
revenue from

the annual report of the

to

all

sources

for

the

£
Sinking Fund

-

-

Special Renewal Fund Special Accident Insurance
Credit Balance at Bank

Outstanding Accounts

-

-

-

-

-

Fund

-

-

-

-

-

d.

s.

78,417 13 1
31,201
1
7
2,460 6 8
3,776 1111
2,820 2 5

£118,675 15

The

total Liabilities of the

to £262,116

5.S.,

Board

at the

8

same date amounted

of which £260,000 represented the Board's

loan indebtedness, leaving a balance of
£418,728 13s ?,<].

assets

on

total

liabilities

of

The controlling authority for the port is the Lyttelton
Harbour Board, wliich is composed of fourteen members.
One
nominated by tho (Toxernment of the Dominion, one elected
by payers of harbour duos on slii]i, and the remainder are
elected liy the eleet(n's of the Harbour District, which extends
from the Hurunui River on the North to the Rangitata River on
is

the South.

More frozen lamb
othci-

New

Lyttellon

Zealand

SDDI)

is

exported from Lyttelton than from any

Originall.w a full ship carried from
carcases of mnlton and lamb, but on 4tb June,
iiort^

1913, the .sthenic left

the

port

with

9S,:_!51

carcases,

all

shipped
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it

frozen
total

alone.

meat

During-

from

tine

five

Lyttelton

years from 1908,
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exports of

have averaged 18 per cent of

tiie

New Zealand.
THE BOROUGH.

quantity exported from

The Boroug-h of LyUelton has an historical interest, as it
was there that the first settlers brought out by the Canterbury
Association landed in 1850.
It was constituted a municipality
under an ordinance (jf the Canterbury Provincial Council in

Corsair Bar.

It has an
1863, and wa.s incorporated as a borough in May, 1868.
area of 2370 acres, which extends up the hills that overlook the
harbour. Its population at the present time (1914) is about 4000.
Like many
The Borough Council is a progressive body.
other local bodies in New Zealand, it is iml)ued with a spirit of
municipal enterprise.
Perhaps the strongest evidence of this
the gasworks and supply
is the
fact that the Council own
the consumers.
The works were taken compulsorily from a
private company in 1902. Since they have been under municipal
control, the output has been increased from 5.000,000 cubic feet

per annum to 15,000,000 cubic feet; the wages of employees have
been increa.sed from 7s. 6d. a day of twelve hours to 10s. fid. a
day of eight hours; the price of gas has been reduced from
10s per 1000 feet to 5s lod ijer UIOO feet; the w(jrks have been
enlarged; a new holder has been erected; and the mains have
The capital cost to the Council was
been largely extended.

THE CANTERBUKV

jy>
the

£20,000;

GliIDE

on maintenance, manufacture, and
and on intei-est and sinking- fund
from gas is £3,800 a year, and from

expentiiture

distribution £3,800 a year,

The

£978.

revenue
£1200 a year.

residuals, etc.,

RESERVES.
The municipal reserves include three agricultural reserves
in North Canterbury: .several within the borough, part of which
are let for grazing jnirposes and i^art subdivided and let on

Cor.'.an

Tin-

/-iav-

Gla.sgo\v leases for l)uil(ling;

and a

sites in the centre of the town.

re.serves

Ladu-i

lUiih.

valuable

The

total

block tif business
annual revenue from

£1800.

is

W.^TER SUPPLY.
The

water

suppl>'

collected

fi'oni
artesian wells on the
pumpeti to a height of 200 feet.
From there it is taken by gravitation through the tunnel to a
balancing reservoir al Lytlelton.
A second pumping station at
is

Plains near Heathcote, whei-e

it is

Lyttelton lifts the watei' to a total height of (iOO feet, in order to
supply the highei' levels.
In adtlition to the collecting tanks
at the

main

station, there are six reservoirs at

different

levels,

with a total caiuu'iiy of 1,2,50,000 gallons.
No charge is made
for water foi- domestic i)nr)iiises, all the ro\enue coming from
extraordinary
suppl\'
f(ir
gardens, machinery stuck,
state
ileparlments, shipping, and sn on.
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DRAINAGE.
complete separate water carriage sewage system has been
Connection is compulsory, and
laid down at a cost of £20,000.
Large
practically every building in the borough is connected.
storm-water sewers carry the surface water from the steep

A

into

gullies surrounding the town, and discharge

the

harbour.

LIBRARY.
There

is

volumes.
A
reading-room

a

municipal

is

a

.")S.

containing ii,7(l()
charged, but the

Library,

Public
of

sub-serijition

year

is

free.

Diamond Harbour.

I

he

Road

lu Ihf Jetty

ABATTOIi;.
Twelve

thou.sand head of stock are slaughtered annually at the
.Abattoir, which is ,some two miles distant from the

municipal
town. The co.st, including the price of the land, was £.5000.
annual expenditure, including interest and sinking fund, is
and the annual revenue £550.

The
£.54(1,

STATLSTICS.
The
gross revenue of £16,0(10 a year.
The general rale of l.«. M. in
is £36,370.
No separate (jr special rates are collected.
the pound yields £2745
Of this sum, £42,4.59 is invested in
£82,000.
public debt is

has
a
Lyttelton
annual rateable valuf

The

waterworks,

gasworks and

abattoirs,

and

is

completely

self-
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FIRST GARDEN CITY

NEW ZEALAND'S

DIAMOND
HARBOUR
LYTTELTQ N
The Diamond Harbour
356

Estate

acres of undulating land on

The

Harbour.

side of Lyttelton

Comprises
the

South

property

has been acquired by the Lyttelton Borough

Council for settlement as a residential area.
situated on the 'sunny foot-hills of Mt. Herbert, by
it is protected from cold, southerly weather, and
commands a magnificent panoramic view of Lyttelton
abundance of sunshine both
Harbour.
It enjoys an

It is

which

summer and
and rich
Council

its genial winter climate
an ideal site for suburban homes. The
subdividing the land into suitable building

winter, and with

soil, it is
is

on the latest
sections will be available
allotments

town-planning principles and
on either freehold or leasehold
tenure.

A

steam ferry

service

communications

Chnstchurch
Christchurch

with

Lyttelton

Railway
can

be

maintains

at

frequent

and

nominal

reached

in

the
fares.

forty-hve

minutes from the Estate
I'articiilars'fiirnished on applicatimi to THi;

Diamond Harbour

MANAGER,

Estate, Lyttelton.
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The sum of £26,591, for drainage and buildings,
supporting.
carries an annual charge for interest and sinking fund of £975 lijs.
8d., which is met out of ordinary revenue.

RECRE.'MION.
Asiihalt

tennis courts have

been

laid

in

one of the reserves

A Band Rotunda has been erected in a
and are very popular.
central position, and the Council pays for open-air band concerts
during the

summer months.

Two

small recreation reserves on

THE CANTERBURY
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r,UIi:)H

area of land abutting on the foreshore was
recently acquired by the Council and is to be improved and planted
for the benefit of the patrons of the Bay.
There is no safer bathing- place in, the Dominion than Corsair

An

Bav and

additional

it is

within easy access by land or sea.

PUBLIC WORKS.
of which tliere are some fourteen miles, are
constructed, to a great extent, of tarred macadam, and the
mixed asphalt or dressed
footpaths are either formed of

The

streets,

is
carried out with about
wharves being lighted by the
House refuse is
Harbour Board with its own electrical plant.
collected by the Council, some 50 tons being dealt with weekly at
an annual cost of about £200, paid out of general revenue.

with
10(1

The

tar.

street

incande.scent gas

lighting

lamps,

FIRE

the

BRIGADE.

provided for by a well-equipped and welltrained volunteer Fire Brigade and high pre.ssure water supply.
The Brigade is housed in a commodious building with billiard room,
recreation room and library foi- the use of members.
Fire prevention

is

TECHNICAL CLASSES.
Technical Classes in woodwork, cookery, etc., are carried on
under a local committee of managers and are subsidised by the
Cfiuncil.

DIAMOND HARBOUR.
One

of the most important enterprises yet attempted by a

in New Zealand was undertaken s«me twelve months
ago when, after submitting the proposals to the ratepayers, the
Lyttelton Borough Council decided to rai.se a sum of £7000 for the
purchase of .'>56 acres at Diamond Harbour, and a further sum of
£(iOO0 for developing the same into a trans-harbour settlement.
Pi'ior to falling into the hands of the Corporation the property
was known as Stoddart's Estate, and as a pleasure resort had few
e(|uals in the Dominion.
Up to recently Diamond Harbour was

municiimlity

appreciated of re.sorts lying close to the city of
since changing hands ihe in-operty has received
a new lease of life, and in the near future will probably be the
foremost suburb in New Zealanu. The " harbour " consists of a
tiny
bay, at the inmost end of which there is a fine little
p('rhai)s the least

Christchurch,

l)at

beach well suited for bathing. A wharf facilitates the landing of
passengers from the ferry launches, which run trips at frequent
intervals throughout the day. Diamond Harbour lies on the sunny
slopes of Mount Herbert on the southern side of the harbour, and
the hills surrounding the property run right to the water's edge.
High up on the hills behind the hostel there is a large concrete
re.serxdii', \e)-y solidi)' and substantially
built.
The water is
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obtained from an abundant supply up the hillside and conveyed in
t'roni thei-e it is distributed over various

pipes to the reservoir, and
parts of the Estate.

One of the

chief attractions of the Estate

is

the White Accom-

modation House which stands out prominently as a landmark from
all sides of
the port. The building was used in bygone days
as a homestead, and is an exceedingly roomy and brick built
structure, faced with composition to simulate faced stone.

Diamond

Harbuiii'.

One of

l/ie

It

was

Play-o rounds

when builders had more exacting notions of
what constituted strength and stability than is the case of to-day.
When the Lyttelton Borough Council took possession of the
property some £1500 was spent in furnishing and renovating the
building, and to-day it stands as one of the best equipped hostels
in the vicinity.
The rooms are large and illuminated at night by
acetylene gas.
The hostel, set in a grove of pine trees, commands
erected in the days

a magnificent view.

Looking east one obtains a

fine

spectacular sight of Fort

Jervois and the entrance to the harbour,

Bay and Quail

whilst to the westward

Turning to the north
with its numerous tonnage at the
wharves, stands out prominently, and on a clear day it is possible
The hostel, with its
to obtain a fine view of the Southern Alps.
hygienic advantages of altitude and proximity to the sea has all
there are Governor's
the

Island.

Borough of Lyttelton,

the attractions essential to a seaside resort.

When

the Lyttelton

Borough Council decided

to

purchase the
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DIAMOND HARBOUR
Accommodation House
UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE
LYTTELTON BOROUGH COUNCIL

Week-end and Holiday
Resort
Visitors

to

Diamond Harbour

quiet repose amidst

will

find

surroundings

beautiful

;

spacious grounds and plantations, good elevation and a genial, mild climate throughout
the

year.

CI,

The Rooms

large

are

and

Drawing
and comfortably appointed.
room, reading and writing room and smoking
A good table is kept and visitors
room.
airy

receive

every attention.

Bathing, fishing,

and shady retreats. The House
overlooks the port and commands a fine view
hill-climbing

CL Owing

of the harbour.
ally

mild climate.

to

exception-

its

Diamond Harbour

an ideal resort for the winter.
access and within forty five

It is

offers

easy of

minutes

of

Christchurch.

Write to the Manager

DIAMOND HARBOUR ESTATE,

Lyttelton
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Estate it was more with the object of extending the Borough's
boundaries from a residential standpoint than with the idea of
making the property noteworthy as a pleasure resort only, but on
the other hand, it is recognised in these days when town-planning
plays such an important part in the building of a township, both

Of the 356
factors are essential to the success of the project.
acres available. 100 acres have been set aside for reserves the
remainder bein.g subdivided into suitable building allotments,

Diamond Harbour.

A

The Hoslel.

very detailed survey of the property has been made and plans have
been prepared showing the roads and various grades to the
respective sites. The lay out of the Estate has been carried out on
modernised lines, particular attention being given to the selection
of road lines which offered an easy grade, and at the same time did
not rob the property of its beautiful surroundings.
The sections
are now on the market and purchasers can have the option of the
freehold or leasehold tenure at a very reasonable tigure.
The
Council has on hand a number of plans of artistic villas and weekend cottages.
To the person desirous of residing close to the
seaside. Diamond Harbour offers every attraction.
The climate throughout the winter is mild, and the rich loam

on the clay subsoil

is

well suited

for the

cultivation

of

early

frops.

GOVERNOR'S BAY FROM CHRISTCHURCH.
The country round about Christchureh, being very level, offers
<iuite a paradise for the cyclist, and as all, or very nearly all, the

144
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country roads can be ridden over in comfort, there are a hundred
and one trips open to the visitor.
But when Nature planned the
province, a bit of hill country was thrown in by way of variety,
and a little mountaineerinji- can be indulged in not very far away.
A nice climb can be enjoyed on the Port Hills by the pedestrian,
but if a motor drive be preferred, a very pleasant one can be made
to Governor's Bay.
The route from Cathedral Squaie lies southward, liy Colombo Street through the thickly-peopled Sydenham,
now a portion of Greater Chrislchurch, and on to the base of the
Port Hills. The road at first rises abruptly here, and having
attained a point high enough a lovely view is obtained of the
plain below.
Here may he seen the Rhodes Convalescent Home,
a gift of the Rhodes family to the people of the Province.
To
people who love the mountain air, residence on the hills, several
hundred feet higher than the city, must be a considerable change
from dwelling on the flat, for the Christchureh elevation ranges
from 7ft. 6in. to 14ft. above the level of the sea.
Pursuing the
upward road a most beautiful panorama is opened out. The vast
plain of Canterbury can be seen stretching away to the south,
bordered on the east by the sea, the coast line being as clearly
marked as on a school map, with, perhaps, a bolder and more
graceful curve, and on the west by the great Southern Alps.
If
the sky be clear, a good glass may enable the visitor to see most of
the rivers that cross the Plains.
Given a tine day, these pauses
are enjoyable to the visitor, and the next to be made will be a
short one at Victoria Park, a popular resort in the summer.
Another stiff climb has to be made before the summit of the hill is
attained, and at this point 1,200 feet has been reached.
Now
Lyttelton Harbour comes into view, and Governor's Bay and the
whole of the rugged coastline.
The climb has been stiff, and is not managed without due
caution, but the downhill journey is easy going.
A spell at
Governor's Bay will be welcome, and the cfmimissariat having beer
attended to, the road to l.yttelton will be found excellent.

Sinclair's

Motor

Launches

Can be engaged for parties to rnn to anv
places in Lyttelton Harbour or surrounding
l.)ays.

James Sinclair

Senr., Prop.
Lyttelton.

35

Brittaiv Terrace

Reference
Pj'incipal

Roads shown rhus

Secondary

Railways
Proposed Railways

..

•>

.,

;

Hotel Metropole
(^Xs^ Akaroa
The

Largest,

most

and

Ke>^

Commodious

Tourists and Travellers specially Catered for

Garage

:

:

::

MADEIRA HOTEL^
HW.

Motor

8/. per day

WEDERELL

P.

;

Supplies of Petrol and Oils always on hand.

Tariff

J.

Hotel

ALL MODERN EQUIPMENTS.

on the Peninsula.

Proprietor

Lavaud Street,
Akaroa

PIPER,

(Late Christcliurcli) wishes to inform the Public of
of the Peuiosula and Christcburch
that be has taken over the lease of the above Hotel, and that be is
ready to acconimodate tourists and visitors in his commodions bouse. Tbe
Madeira Ho''eI affords tirst-class accoiDTDodatiou and is close to tbe Kecreatiou siiorta ground, and tbe public tennis courts, croquet lawn, bowling green
and tbe Bath are a minute's walk.
The comforts of all visitiag this licensed house will be carefully attended to,
and a splendid table will be at the disposal of all Patrons.
,

Akaroa and surroundiug Bays

Best Wines and Spirits Stocked.
Crown XXXX Beer on
Draught.
Tariff arranged.

BELVUE HOUSE
162 GLOUCESTER STREET, CHRISTCHURCH
One

of the

BEST APPOINTED PRIVATE HOTELS
IN

THE

Close to Theatre Royal, His Majesty's

CITY.
and King's Theatres and Colosseum

One Minute from G.P.O.
Under same management

THE THEATRE ROYAL CAFE AND GRILLS ROOMS
Grills at all hours
Mrs.

HUGHS

-

Proprietress
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The Sweet-Running Motor-Car Uses

RUSOLINE
.

.

.

OILS

.

.

.

Rusoline Oil is clean^ does not
carbonize or congeal^ and
operates to the very end.
ii

Dag PP

Oil

The Dedocculated Acheson-Graphite, mixed

with

oil,

adds

po\ver and speed to the motor by preserving the cylinder,
valves and bearings
also reduces the consumption of petrol.
Use ''

—
MOTOR GREASES.

Guaranteed

free from acid,

and impeivious

SYNOVIA.''
to

heat or cold.

Midland Tyres
Groved

A

and motor cycles.
tj
and great durability.
stock

or square tread for motor cars

tyre of highest quality

We

Sparking {Plugs, Electric motor Horns, Motor
Belts,

H.

and Accessories.

MoGLELLAND
10-12

"
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AKAROA.
HISTORY OF

ITS

EARLY SETTLEMENT

the
Akaroa settlement is this:
origin of
L'Anglois, the master of a French whaler, claimed to
have purchased from the natives, in 1838, 30,000
acres of land on Banks Peninsula, and two mercantile

houses in Nantes and two at Bordeaux, with three
gentlemen from Paris, associated themselves with
Captain L'Anglois under the domination of the
Nanto-Bordelaise Company, to form a colony in New Zealand.
The validity of this purchase, as of other land claims in
Some articles of European
those days, was very doubtful.
estimated
to
be
worth
manufacture,
about £6,
were
given to a chief, with a promise of further goods to make up a
A deed to this effect was prepared in French,
total value of £240.
and formed the basis of the subsequent negotiations with the
gentlemen composing the Nanto-Bordelaise Company, which had a
Louis Philippe took
capital of a million francs, one sixth paid up.
an interest in the company. The immigrants were landed from the
Comte de Paris on the 19th of August, the fact of the English
occupation being kept secret from them for some time. The terms
on which they had come were a free passage, eighteen months'
provisions after landing, and five acres of land, to become their
own in the course of five years, conditionally upon its being cultivated in the meanwhile; if not, it was to lapse to the NantoCaptain Lavaud remained in I'Aube, and
Bordelaise Company.
administered French law among the settlers, although he expressly
"disclaimed any national intrusion on the part of his Government,
but supported the claims of his Company as private individuals.

The British Magistrate, Mr. Robinson, kept open court, but
had practically nothing to do beyond maintaining the semblance
There were, however, sixty-six Euroof the Queen's authority.
peans resident on the Akaroa Peninsula at this time, and Mr.
W. B. Rhodes landed some cattle there in 1S40, under the care of
Mr. Green.

Captain Hempleman.a British whaler, claimed to have purchased
in 1837, before the purchase of L'Anglois. He was awarded

Akaroa

2650 acres, the maximum allowed by the Land Claims Ordinance,
on account of his land purchases, but he resisted the award, and
for many years unsuccessfully
pressed his claims upon the

Government.
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The question of the title to the lands claimed by the NantoCompany was not dealt with by the Land Commission,
and became the subject of protracted diplomatic negotiation with
the English Government.
Finally, in 1848, Lord Stanley directed
the issue of a grant for 30,000 acres.
The Nanto-Bordelaise
Company disposed of their interests to the New Zealand Company,
and upon the final settlement of that corporation's affairs, the
unsold lands became vested in the Government.
Bordelaise

The Akaroa Coach.

Captain Lavaud'was relieved in 1844 by Commodore Berard.
John Watson had previously succeeded Mr. Robinson as
British Magistrate.
The French settlers were offered passages to
Tahiti, with the promise of grants of property there, but they
Mr.

declined the proposal.

LOVELY AKAROA
Is

a spot that appears to be specially designed by

holiday-seeker,

Nature for the

the invalid in search of health, or those interested

New Zealand history. Both scenically and historically. Banks
Peninsula is of great interest and this popular resort is without a
peer in the Dominion as a favoured resting-place.
Many leading
men who have visited the haven have extolled its virtues, and the
bush and mountain scenery, climate and surroundings would be
Nestling in a cosy and very fine harbour, the
hard to surpass.
town may be reached by water, but the majority of visitors make
the journey overland, the boat service being irregular and
in
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ain.

Some

I49

of the opinions expressed regarding the beau-

Akaroa by impartial visitors will not be out of place. First
then, comes an old admirer in Bishop Julius, who, paying
a visit so far back as 1890,
addressed
meeting
a
public
in the Oddfellows' Hall,
and stated "that he was completely
entranced with the beauties of this favoured locality, and never
lost an opportunity of expatiating on them.
Banks Peninsula
was very beautiful country — the most beautiful, he thought, he
ties of

A

Drive Along

had ever seen; and he had

seen

the

Sea Front.

many

sidered without a rival in scenery.

In

places that were conEurope he had travelled

good deal, and visited most localities noted for their loveliness;
but the Channel Isles alone could be compared to the beauty of the
Peninsula.
He had travelled up the Rhine, famed the world over
He
for its majestic beauty; but what was the Rhine to Akaroa?
He
had been astonished and delighted with what he had seen.
had been on the summit overlooking the harbour on the one side
and the Pacific Ocean on the other, with emerald-green valleys
extending to the waters on either hand; and looking upon the
majestic panorama stretched before him, he had thought there
surely could not be a more beautiful place than this the wide
a

world through!

Looking over Akaroa Harbour, he could almost

imagine he was in the Channel Islands; mayhap some part of
The harbour and its surroundings were very
Jersey or Guernsey.
beautiful, very beautiful indeed!"
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OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
GOVERNOR'S BAY

A

witfiin

an hour's run from Clinstchurch.

attention

Wines and

An
Spirits

among

is

situated

a

good view

A. J. R.

4.

guests

given to

holiday house.
of

Motoring and Tourist Parties

favourite drive for

of

slaying

excellent

at

rugged

hills,

Lyttelton and

hherwood

pleasant

Table and best brands

always on Tap,

the

Special

CiL,

this

CL

The

and commands

Surrounding

::

hotel

Bays.

Proprietor

i
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The German Consul-General for Australia, on the occasion of

New Zealand, found time for a run through the
Seen upon his return, Dr. Irmer told a reporter of the
Lytuliuii Tirius that he had been driven to
Akaroa and back by
motor-car; and he was very enthusiastic regarding the beauties of
Canterbury and especially of Akaroa. The doctor said he had been
all over the world, and spent many jears in Italy, as German Consul
there, and that^the foremost places in Italy and Switzerland could
his first visit to

Peninsula.

l^.ujyti&
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ROUTES.
turn to the question of how this Paradise is to be
reached.
Being on a harbour, it follows that Akaroa is attainable
the Union Company's fine boats, which for
Unhappily
by sea.
upwards of thirty years kept the port in touch with the rest of the
colony, have been withdrawn, through altered trade conditions,
so that a small bi-weekly steamer from Lyttelton now suffices to

We now

For passably good sailors, however,
meet business requirements.
this makes a most enjoyable trip, since the steamer is able to hug
the shore so closely that the passage becomes a moving panorama
of land and seascape.

THE OVERLAND JOURNEY.
Starting from Christchurch Station, a run of 36 miles brings
you to Little River, where time is given for refreshment before
starting upon the 20 mile motor journey from there to Akaroa.
Scarce has the Little River been left than begins the six-mile
ascent to Barry's Pass (designated Hill Top), 1400 feet above the
This saddle reached, a lovely scene lies spread below: a large
sea.
expanse of one of the finest harbours in the world, and encircled
Away in the
by a chain of Volcanic hills of picturesque outline.
distance nestles Akaroa at the foot of Mount Berard, so named by
The Summit Road,
the French, but known locally as Brasenose.
which is capital walking, extends from 100 feet below the Saddle,
in both directions, to Mount Sinclair (2762 feet) on the one hand,
or French Peak (2675 feet) on the other.

THE SUMMIT ROAD AND MOTOR-CARS.
So greatly have

visits

of motor-cars to the Peninsula multi-

plied of late, that pause must he made to direct attention to the
This extends rou!\d the range
possibilities of the summit road.

from

Hill

Top

to the

at a height varying

Long Bay
from 1200

saddle, a distance of 18 miles,

and

connects with the
outlets from all the outer bays which open on to the ocean, and
was made to serve the special purpose of saving settlers bound for
the Plains with cattle, sheep, or produce, from having to descend
from the saddles of their respective bays into the harbour basin,
and having thence to climb again, in some cases more than once,
to 2000 feet.

It

before reaching the railway. It is recognised that cars are greatly
troubled with the ascent and descent of the numerous spurs on the
main road between the Hill Top and Akaroa, many of which have
But what the summit road does for the settler
i^ery steep pinches.
it can likewise do for the car, and in the near future, when the
road has got into good running order, it will, with little doubt, be
THE car route from Hill Top to Akaroa. As to the road itself,
whilst not equal to the main road, it is still good going, being
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Coming- to gradients, these are few and by
The
no means so steep; and the bends in the road are easy.
descent into Akaroa, three and a half miles down the Long Bay
Road, is well metalled and good travelling, with fairly easy
Arrived on Woodill's Flat, care must be
gradient throughout.
taken to pass by Morgan's Road, which turns off on the left to
Akaroa, and is too steep, has two sharp bends, and is too narrow
The total distance by the summit road is 21^ miles,
for motors.

metalled throughout.

Akaroa's Bays.

13 miles on the main road; but the excess means little
motor, and will be amply compensated for, first by avoidance
of the constant succession of ups and downs on the main road, and,
secondly— so little is this road used, by relief from the likelihood
of running against other vehicles at every bend.
Lastly, the
superb view from these heights will well repay the extra hour or
so that the journey takes, for, without question, the summit road
from Christchurch to Akaroa will, for scenic beauty, be unsurpassed in the Dominion, and scarce in any other land.
Resuming the motor journey, the road descends into Barry's
Arrived on the
Ray, ending with the famous Horse Shoe Bend.
as against
to a

—

flat, in

front stands the

ONAWE PENINSULA.
In

the

"Legend

of Onavve," as told by Mr. H. C. Jacobson, in his

entertaining "Tales of Banks Peninsula," the Maori name stands
for the "Home of the Spirit of the Wind," where the dread Atua
(.Maori God) held his swayTo us nowadays, it is notorious as the
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scene of the foul massacre, by the fierce North Island chief, Te
Rauparaha, of the local Ngai Tahu tribe, in about 1830.
Chartering- the "Elizabeth" schooner for the purpose of avenging

himself upon Tamaiharanui, a Peninsula chief, he embarked fifty
warriors at Kapiti, a native settlement near Wellington, and
Realising their danger, the local natives fled
sailed for Akaroa.
to Onawe, where they entrenched themselves on the summit.
Having besieged the height in vain for some days, Te Rauparaha

^'im^MiP ^^
Akaroa

Ree-atta.

feigned retreat, whei'eupon the defenders issued forth in pursuit,
but were quickly rounded upon, and slain almost to a man.
Remains of the earthworks may still be faintly traced along the
sunmiit.

At the landward end of Onawe, known as

"THE GAP,"
the County Council and the Road Board have formed a
and erected a wharf, being the fulfilment of the dream

new road
of many

long years towards improving the Akaroa-Christchurch communiAn oil launch now connects "'he Gap with Akaroa.

cation.

After leaving The Gap the main road continues successively
through Duvauchelles, Robinson's Bay, and Germain Bay, comThis town was created a borough
pleting the journey at Akaroa.
in 1S7G, and has an area of 221 acres.
Though it has no railway,
still it has its compensations, amongst them that of being one of
the most lightly-rated boroughs in the Dominion, thanks to its
many reserves, but mainly to that of 2000 acres at Ashburton,
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it is indebted to the Hon. William Montgromery, who
was for many years M.H.R. for the Peninsula.
To the small
community this substantial help has gone to effect many improveme;its, not the least of which is an excellent high pressure water
service, capable of supplying a population of at least 1,500.
But

for which

specially

commendable

to

the

sanitary matters,

is

point of success,

second to none

is

notice of visitors interested

in

the septic tank drainage system, which, in
in

the

Dominion, and visiting
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Interesting walks and

these are near the centre of the town.
beauty spots may be found everywhere.

There are

still

many

old

French settlers and their descendants, and much interest attaches
to

many

of the old buildings.

ACCOMMODATION.
There are several good hotels and boarding-houses, notably
the Metropole, where the visitor will receive every attention,
and the Madiera, which is also a favourite resort of tourists.
These hotels are centrally situated and close to the Post Office,
tennis courts, bowding greens, &c.

The present Mayor of the borough is Mr. Armstrong, a
gentleman to whom much credit is due for the manner in which he
has consistently looked after the interests of the townspeople and
visitors.
He and an energetic council are ever ready to carry on
new works for the improvement of the borough, which may be
termed the Eden of New Zealand.
"

POMPEY

"

AKAROA'S MASCOT.

A

familiar figure in the township of Akaroa is "Pompey," the
tame penguin who has been a resident for ten years, and can often
be seen walking along up the main street in the French end of the

town,

on

his

way

to

and

from

"POMPEY"
(

Akaroa's Mascoi)

his

fishing

Pompey

excursions

in

the

"Yellow Crowned"
Penguin, and was found some ten years
ago by his present owner, Mr. C. J.
Vangioni, in Fisherman's Bay.
Mr. Vangioni brought the bird home to Akaroa
and tried to tame him, and after a week's
captivity he let the bird go, and he
immediately sw'am outside of the Akaroa
Heads back to Fisherman's Ray, a distance of twenty miles.
He was again
caught and brought to Akaroa, and now
goes regularly down to the sea and
swims all v\ei- the harbour for food,
and always returns to his new home, a
cask in his owner's store.
About four
years ago Pompey had his leg broken
by a kick from a horse, and though the
local medical man set the broken limb
in
plaster,
and the leg mended, he
always walks now with a distinct limp.
harbour.

is

a
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SOUTH CANTERBURY.
ALF

Dr. Hockstetter, the eminent
and traveller, described the
"Taupo Volcanic Zone" as "the grandest in the
He predicted that when the progressive
world."
colonisation of New Zealand had made the thermal
wonders more accessible, "thousands dwelling in
the various countries of the Southern Hemisphere
will flock to those parts where Nature not only exhibits such
remarkable phenomena in the loveliest district with the best and
most genial of climates, but has also created such an extraTo-day the thousands
ordinary number of healing springs."
Every year sees a
are flocking to "God's Own Country."
greater influx of visitors to find pleasure and rest and invigoration
in the fantastic region of Rotorua and Taupo, among the great
Cold Lakes of the South, on the heights of the mighty Alps, or
along the banks of the gentle streams and rushing rivers that ofl'er
Pleasure-seekers come, and
the finest trout-fishing in the world.
go away enchanted; invalids come wearily to seek relief, and
carry away the healthful bloom and buoyant step of rejuvenescence. New Zealand is becoming better known every year, not
only in the neighbouring countries of the Southern Hemisphere,
but also in the old and new lands of the North, and the tourist
who has once visited the Dominion tells his friends of its
beauties and wonders, and brings them back with him when he
a

century

German

ago,

geologist

returns.

One may wonder how many of these overseas visitors spend
any portion of their holiday time in South Canterbury.
Anglers
and mountaineers know something of the joys that South Canterbury has to ofl'er the tourist who has thoughts of the more
material things than idle pleasure learns a few facts concerning
;

You

cai> ^et

it

at

Oddie's

Hawley's *Q\iick

'

HeadacHe Cure
12

J.

C.

Wafers in box for 1/-,

ODDIE

&i

will cure 12

bad headaches

Co., CHemists,

Timaru
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the remarkable productiveness and progress! veness of this "granary

New Zealand." But many of the overseas visitors pass by,
content to glance from an express train at the distant mountains
which form the background of South Canterbury, the nearer
fields of
ripening corn and the great flocks of sturdy sheep
that have won a world-wide fame for "prime Canterbury." Yet
South Canterbury has attractions for the stranger from a strange
of

By

the

Wayside.

land.
The Alps and the trout streams are for those who love the
strenuous life
for the plain holiday-maker Timaru provides
"Timaru by the
equally pleasant and more peaceful pursuits.
sea" is working out its own destiny as a holiday resort, and every
resident in its neighbourhood is convinced that that destiny is
If the
to be the most popular watering-place in New Zealand.
achievement falls short of that lofty aim, the good people of
;

most progressive town in the Dominion will blame neither
They are frankly determined to win
Nature nor themselves.
success, and it is the purpose of this article to show how and
why they are doing it. It must be remembered that South
Canterbury, outside the Mount Cook district, lays claim to no
great scenic grandeur, nor has it unique natural phenomena to lay
Timaru is essentially a
before the wondering globe-trotter.
family seaside resort, and South Canterbury is a great rural territory in which the stranger may find health and restfulness.
the

Rotherham's English Lever Watches from £4

4s.

from Ken

Mayo,

Timaru.

.
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South Canterbury Residents
PLEASE NOTE
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!
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from.
:

to
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by

EVERY

BOA!

direct

INSPECTION INVITED.

HOLMES

and

SONS

Limited

COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHERS
STAFFORD STREET North, TIMARU
Opposite BoAvies

F.

H. Saunders* Mana^ex*

:D
TELEPHONE 153
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Dominion Hotel
J.

REILLY, Proprietor. Timarti

This Hotel has been re-Built, Electricalh" Lighted,
re-Furnished throughout,
fitted
with the
Latest Fire

Escapes, and overlooks

Bay and Harbour,

The

table

the
is

excellent, while onlj- the Choic-

Brands of Ales, Wines
and Liqueurs are stocked

est

Superior Accommodation for Tourists and Commercial
Gentlemen. Moderate Tariff.
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TIMARU.
NYONE

will tell a visitor that Timaru is a pretty,
progressive town that is easy to reach.
Situated on
the Main Trunk Railway of the South Island, it is

distant only three hours' journey

from Christchurch

and five hours from Dunedin.
Two express trains
from each of these cities pass through Timaru every
The city man who abhors train journeys can
dayfind his

way

to

Timaru with a minimum of discomfort
the
is the naturalVonders of the Dominion is
;

stranger whose objective

IVinchester Bridge, on the

Road

to

Timaru.

unfortunate if he cannot spare time to drop into Timaru as he
journeys North or South.
Both these people will wish to know
whether a visit would be worth while.
If they will read this plain
description of the town and its surroundings and look at the

accompanying

pictures,

it

will

not take them long to answer the

question for themselves.

Timaru,

admirers say, combines the advantages of a busy
and a bountiful country.
The town lies at
the harbour's edge
on the outskirts of the town is the sweet
Timaru can cater for almost every type
simplicity of the country.
of holiday-maker— the fastidious person who will not stray far
from the luxuries of up-to-date civilisation, and the homely
its

port, a bustling city

;

Caroline Bay

Souvenir Spoons, 10/6 each, only from

Ren Mayo,

Timaru
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Timaru Milling

Co. L-^

MILL STREET, Timaru

Manufacturers of

"SILVER DUST"

Flour

DIAMOND OATMEAL

zr/>e

Timaru Brewery
Holt, Grierson
Bre^vers.

Davis, Ltd.
'Wine, Spirit and

(Q.

Bottlers,

General Merchants
Special Tiniani Beer and ale

on

Tap

at all Principal Hotels

Agents for

Uslici

'5

Whiskey

REGISTERED OFFICE
Royal ElxcHan^e Buildings
Cathedral Square

and

at

-

ChristchurcK

Timaru

Grecnlees

•THE
individual

who
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likes a careless, restful holiday.

Timaru

With

a population

town.
shops would grace any city in the Dominion, its hotels and
boarding-houses are in the hands of proprietors who believe that
its popularity depends on their ability to make their patrons
comfortable. There is ample accommodation for visitors, and it is
of an excellent class.
Neither the globe-trotter nor the humble
week-ender will find any difficulty in securing the kind of accomof nearly fifteen thousand persons,

is

a substantial

Its

A

Typical Sit

modation he requires.
feel

out of his element.

eat)i of

the

Timaru

District-

The city man who visits Timaru need not
Water supply, drainage, street lighting

by

electricity, a motor-bus service, a big fleet of taxi-cabs— all
these important public services have been developed in Timaru on

a scale that is not unworthy of the cities.
For indoor recreation,
the town is well supplied.
There are permanent picture shows,
and the Theatre Royal, the envy of many larger centres than
Timaru, is visited by all the first-class players and musicians who
tour the Dominion.

As
visitors

yet,
;

of course,

Timaru has few

when the town has doubled

its

historic sights to

present age

it

show

its

will be able

There are, however, some magnifito do better in that respect.
The Anglican Church of St. iWary's may
cent church buildings.
be ranked with some of the Gothic cathedrals of England; it is

Kett

Mayo

— The Engagement Ring

Specialist. Opposite

Rank

of

N.Z.,

Tinwru.
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The

CANTERBURY FARMERS'

CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
» Limited, N.Z.

..

I)

<

Ltd. has built up in South Canterbury a
Business that has proved to be of wide-spread benefit
to the Fanning Community, and whilst it provides for

THE C.F.C.A

dealing- to the best

advantage with the Farmers' Wool,

Grain, Stock, Frozen Meat and all other products from
the farm, it makes provision for the supply to the
farmer of nearly everything he requires for the farm
Separate Departments are established
and the home.
to provide all necessaries on the one hand, and to specifically deal with farmers' business on the other.

'IDEPARTME.N'TS :—
und Auctlull.
Land ana Property.
Ijiraiii and Produce.
Frozen Meal A: nairy Produce
Seeds and .Manures.
Cornsacks Woolpaeks and
Kinder Iwlnc.
!ltock, -«yool

Insurance,

Fire,

Marme,

Lite, etc.

SiiipplnK.

Drapery,

iucludiug Dre&emukiDg,
Millinery, aud Tiiiloriug

itouts

riotlilii&T-

and Shoes

Furnishing and Linoleums.
Hardware, Cutlerv,

fr

E. Plate.

Crockery, Glass. Clilnaware
FKIiiiie Tarltle mid Soortliiff
sporiinB
t;„„J,»

JStatlonery' and Books.
Groeery and Provisions.
saddlery and Horse Covers.

.,„„„r tars, fvcles. Accessories

Agricultural Machinery.
Seert Cleanmg, Standard Pimehica:,

Coal and Firewuotl.

AGE^CIK*: —
Farmers' Co-op. Insuiauce Assn. Ltd
S. British lue. Co.— Fire and Marine
Queensland Ins. Co.— Live Stock
Norwich Union Mutual Life Ins.
Lloyds— Motor Car Insurance
Shire Line of Steamers
Huddurt Parker Line of Steamers

lluratine Potato Diggers
HooTer Potato Diggers
AspinwaU's Putato Maebiuery
Balata belting, Genuine "Dicks"
Engine Packing- Every Description
tarnett-Glase Motor Tyres
Avon Motor Tyres
Cooper's Powder and Fluid Sheep Dips
Fluid Sheep Dips
Highland's PaBtu

P. & J), Duncan Farm Implements
Massey Harris Agricult. Machinery
Andrews .t Beaven, Chaffcnttmg and Calvni'fs Co-operative Carbolic Do.
Murton's Fluid Sheep Dips
Seed-Cleaning Machinery
Anglo Contiuental Suiierphofijibate
Samson "Wijidmilis
Alta Laval Cream Separators
A,i^ P. Food Coy, Chick and Calf Foods
Ideal Radiators
Kidd Milking Macbiues
T»aisy Churns
Andrews' Binder Twine
Marsball's Tliresbing Machines and
Newluuy Walker's Cast Iron Furnace
Engines
Fiames
The Famous "Overland'' Motor Car
The All-British "Vulcan" Motor Car McSkiunning's Draiu Pipes
The Runaliout "Hup mobile'' Car
Cromptou'e Galvanised ±lollow AVaie
Wolsel^y Sheep-Sbearing Machines Carbine Vacuum Cleaners
Motor
Lorries
Alliance Box Co., Dovetailed Hives
Leyland aud Lacre
Cyclone Gates ^ Ornamental Fencing
Honey Extractors, etc., etc.
i^-

Head

N5:

Timaru. Branches at Wain ale, Geraidine, Fairlie.
Morven, Walhao Dows, Temuka.
Aucktand Office Customs St., J C- Spedding. Agent.
London — 110 Fenchurch SI.. E C. A. D. Henderson.

Offices

& Warehouses
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probably the finest specimen of ecclesiastical architecture in New
The Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart illustrates the
Zealand
Byzantine style of architecture, and there are other beautiful and
Schools and
imposing church buildings to be seen in the town.
other public buildings may interest some visitors; woollen mills,

-

imam

Churches.

mills and large freezing works are worth a visit, and the
handsome Carnegie Public Library and a modest Art Gallery
help strangers to while away their idle hours.
While the town is not pretentious, it is brisk, and bright, and
The main street happily dates from the
cheerful, and compact.
days when bullock wagons were the only vehicles that South
Canterbury boasted. The bullocks and their drivers picked the
paths ihat suited them, and the result is that Stafl^ord Street
flour

Lovely Chiming Clocks, Oak and Walnut Cases, Splendid Selection,— Ken

Mayo

[66

Til];
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The Wcstland-Timaru Timber
and Coal Company,
Office
„ „

P.O.

„

:— BESWICK

Box

STREET

„

(Kadcliffe's Buildingsj
I

Telephones
^

136.

Limited

Town
~,

(_

Office

No. 216.

«
q-tt
Timber v
Yard^ No.
377.
.

Sawmillers and Timber Merchants

TIMARU
HAVE on SALE Large Stocks of the following:
UUILDING TIMBER of Every Descriptiou, Rooeng

Iron,

Ceuient and Lime, Builders' Ironmongery
Alanufacturers of Doors and Door Frames, Window Frames
and Sashes, Casements, Mantelpieces, Joinery
Farm Gates and Hurdles, in Blue Gum or Red Pine, with or
without hinges

Fencing Posts and Strainers, in small lots or in Truck Loads
Totara, Birch, Goalii, V.D.L., and Jarrah, Intermediate Posts
Straining Posts in Totara, Ironbark, Silver Pine and Jarrah
Black and Galvanised Fencing Wire, Barb Wire, Staples and
Netting
Iron Standards, punched to any gauge.
Blue Gum and White
Pine Droppers

JARRAH TIMBER

for Brulges, Stock Yards, Fencing and
Building Purposes
Ironbark for Bridges Telephone Poles, Buildings, etc.

OREGON,
lengllvs

We
up

carry Urge stocks in assoried sizes,
to 40 feet

QUOTATIONS GIVEN ON APPLICATION

and
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in long curves,
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which lend variety to the view.

The town is built on little hills and terraces.
Christchurch is flat
enough to be wearisome, Dunedin hilly enough to be tiring, Timaru
strikes the happy medium.
It is set at the foot of a bright, fresh
strip of country which rises gradually to meet the background of
the majestic Alps.
One can stand on any gentle eminence in
Timaru and gaze upon a view that will never be forgotten, a view
that is as grand as it is sublime.

Labour Day.

Caroline Bay.

CAROLINE BAY.
Who

has not heard of Caroline Bay? It is the fame of Caroline
Bay that brings strangers to Timaru in ever-increasing numbers,
and brings them not once, but again and again.
We have said
that Timaru lies at the harbour'^ edge; the town and the harbour

Bay under careful wings.
The Bay really belongs
rather to the harbour than to the town, since the harbour works
made the Bay possible as a pleasure resort. When the first settlers
came to Timaru the ocean beat against a long expanse of shingle
beach, which ended in a little indentation bordered by high cliffs
of clay.
The open roadstead was an unsafe anchorage for ships,
shelter the

and before many years had gone the people set to work to build a
harbour.
Their handiwork has produced the finest artificial
harbour in New Zealand, an anchored basin in which the great
Special

Concessions

to

Presentation Committees

at

Ken Mayo's,

Timaru.
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TO MOTORISTS
FOLLOW—

To get your
THE ROAD TO
Car Body Repaired, Painted or Retouched and
Varnished,

Road that

the

is

leads

to

the

Premier Carriage and Motor

Works
Sefton street
J.

TRENGROVE

C.

,

Hoods.

Envelopes

any Car on Shortest

to

fitted

Telephone 221

Proprietor

Bodies made, Side Doors,

&c

Timaru

-

Notice

WERRY'S PRIVATE HOTEL
.

One Minute

.

from

Timaru

.

Railway

Point for

This

veinences

of

a

tariff.

Baths.

PHONE

and

Star ting

the

Motor Buses.
offers

first-class

all

the coii-

hotel

at

a

Hot, Cold and Shoicer

Liberal Table.

6s. per Day.

No.

.

.

Station

establisJiuient
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TARIFF:

all

.

Wm. HUTCHISON

Week
BOX 167

30s. per

170

P.O.

--

Proprietor
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ocean steamers lie in perfect safety, and the harbour has produced
After the building of the breakwaters the waves began
the Bay.
to recede from the foot of the cliffs, making room for the sand
which was being washed past the moles and into the quiet little
The sand piled up steadily and smoothly, and at
corner beyond.
possession of a
length the residents found themselves in

beach such as they had
thing

to

rejoice

over;

On

Here was somenever dreamed of.
the very front door of the town

at

the Terrace, Caroline Bay.

Fen ler,

Photo.

Perhaps the good townspeople would
an idlers' paradise.
have kept its charms for themselves, but they soon learnt
their restingthat others could appreciate the beauties of
agreed to
they
So
themselves
place as well as they could
began to
they
and
neighbours,
their
with
fortune
good
share their
add to Nature's charms the more material attractions that should
make the Bay the most popular holiday resort in the Dominion.
lay

nothing if not progressive, and the Borough
is
under the guidance of a Mayor whose name will never be
for the
forgotten, Mr. James Craigie, undertook a big scheme
by the
backed
up
was
Council
The
Bay.
improvement of the
popular
a
Association,
Bay
Caroline
the
formed
who
citizens,
those
organisation that aims to provide every possible facility for
beach
sandy
of
expanse
wide
The
Bay.
who seek pleasure at the

Timaru

Council,

Lever Watches carry a 2 years' guarantee.
Ken Mayo's 22/6 15 Jewelled Swiw
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line' suggested that the first thing to do was to
the Bay a picnic-place, but the originators of the scheme of
improvements took good care not to sacrifice art to utility.
While they sowed grass for a carpet and planted trees for shade,

above the water

make

they made sure that their efforts should result also in beautifying
the surroundings. They worked on a definite plan, and the results
tell

their

The

own

tale.

visitor enters the

A

Bay from the South, the West, or the

Fcrrier, Photo.

Holiday on the Beach.

and a joy for ever.
and he quickly

North, and finds

it

First thing

the morning he goes to bathe,

realises that

in

at once a thing of beauty

Timaru people are speaking by the Book when they

say that Caroline Bay
Dominion. The bather

is

the

makes

premier

his

way

bathing resort of

the

to a set of buildings just

above high-water mark, pays a modest fee to the attendant, and a
second modest fee if he requires to hire towel and costume, and
enters a large enclosure surrounded by comfortable dressing boxes.
He may have a shower-bath before he ventures out across the strip
of sand that separates the sheds from the waves. There is accomThere is a
modation in the buildings for hundreds of bathers.
men's section and a women's section in the main building, with a
dressing enclosure for little girls alongside, and near at hand there
are bathing machines of the familiar type for women. Outside the
All classes of

Gold and Silver Jewellery manufactured to Design by Ken

Mayo
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Nothing
men's rooms there is a large enclosure for sun-bathing.
that can promote the comfort of the bather is lacking.
The sea itself welcomes its devotees with caressing arms.
In
Caroline Bay there is no vestige of danger to alarm even the most
timid bather.
There are no currents, no eddies, no undertow, no
dangerous surf, and no-one has ever seen a shark in the Bay.
The
clear sand slopes down most gently beneath the waves, and the
bather can walk straight ahead without the least fear of putting

A

Guardian

0/ the

Bay.

quicksand; there are none.
Often the
smoother than the proverbial millpond.
At times a
gentle swell gives zest to the swimmer's easy progress; occasionally
there is real surf, and the swimmer can enjoy a rough and tumble
with the crested waves that refreshes and exhilarates him as
Anchored rafts make excellent diving
nothing else can do.
There
platforms, and the bathing area is dotted with life-buoys.
is a branch of the Life-saving Society connected with the Bay, and
though practice is the only
its members practise assiduously,
his foot into a hole or a

water

is

experience they get.

Accidents are almost impossible

in so safe

a spot.

There
to bathe.

peace

if

are, of course,

They

many

who do not come to Timaru
amusement at the Bay, or rest and
The Bay abounds in natural and artificial
visitors

also can find

they prefer

it.

Farmers, study Weather Indications with Ken Mayo's Barometers, 10/6

to 50/-
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JOHN
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The tea rooms are under most capable management;
the building is spacious and the appointments are good. A handsome new pavilion provides shelter in case of sudden storm, and a
huge stone piazza set under the cliflfs affords another excellent
cosy corners.

covering.
For children there are

swing boats, an

aerial

the sources of amusement that a day
merry-go round, swings and see-saws,

all

at the seaside can devise- a

flight,

and,

on

special

occasions,

other

The Marine Parade.

Fruit and sweets and
equally delightful devices are available.
gingerbeer, the essentials of a day's outing, are to be had from the
proprietor of the tea-rooms.

Young people and

their parents also are catered for on a
Asphalt tennis courts, which are available at easy
charges, are among the most popular of the Bay's attractions, and
the 1914-15 season will see splendid croquet lawns ready for play.
The mere idler is as well oft as the strenuous athlete.
He may
stroll along the paths that divide the beautiful flower-beds and
shrubberies, or he may sit quietly in a shady noolv quite undisturbed by the revels of the beach-lovers. A particularly inspiriting
walk is one along Benvenue Cliff, on the North side of the Bay.
The view from this spot is magnificent. The immediate surroundings have been cleared and planted, and the stranger standing in
liberal scale.

400 Days'

Clocks, beautiful

Wedding Presents,

from Ken

Mayo,

Timaru.
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this garden of beauty can look out across the sea on one side, from
the Dashing Rocks, which guard the northern extremity of the
Bay, to the harbour jutting out at the South, a busy scene when
there are three or four great ocean liners working cargo at the

On the opposite hand is the wonderful panorama of
downs and stately mountains, and again behind the Bay the
finest buildings of the town stand out sharply in the clear atmosphere to make the background of an entrancing picture.
wharves.
rolling

On

the Terrace.

Another magnificent view is seen from the Marine Parade, at
the south side of the Bay.
Along the full length of the North
Mole a smooth footway has been laid down, and from the outer
end of this the view away to the North and West surpasses anything that can be seen in South Canterbury.
The Marine Parade
provides a foothold for two of the important attractions of the
Bay. The newest of these is a bath-house where hot sea water
taths may be enjoyed.
The other is a service of pleasure boats.
There is plenty of room for rowing in the smooth waters of the
Bay, and on a fine holiday it is not uncommon to see a dozen boatloads of picnickers finding most pleasant entertainment on the
"water.

Throughout the day the Bay offers a wealth of healthy
its patrons, and during the season there are frequent

recreation to

Beautiful Display of Wedding

Gifts,

Ken Mayo's 0pp. Bank

of N.Z.

Timaru.

"
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Popular concerts are given in the
at night.
the names of distinguished visitors of cen figuring on
the programmes, and band concerts in the rotunda fill in many
a pleasant evening.
Of the two brass bands in Timaru, one, the

entertainments
Pavilion,

Band of the 2nd (South Canterbury) Regiment, is the champion
band of New Zealand, so that visitors can count on hearing better
music in Timaru than in any other holiday resort in the Dominion.
It lacks a
In a sentence, the Bay is a family holiday resort.

Shady

.\'ook.

Cat oline Bay.

Femer,

PJioto.

few of the attractions, and all the disadvantages, of a Coney Island,
For children the Bay is an
but it has a charm that is all its own.
unceasing delight; to their elders it offers both rest and recreation,

without

the

strenuous

excitement

that spoils so

many

holidays.

THE DOMAIN.
from the beach and its attracHere is the
end of the town.
Timaru Domain, a magnificent park some fifty-four acres in
extent.
The Domain fills the sides and bottom of a charming
valley, a spot that must have been fashioned by Nature for the
purpose to which the citizens have devoted it. Money has been
Its
spent lavishly in making the Domain an ideal pleasure resort.
also
an
enthusiast,
is
who
expert
an
of
gardens, under the care
Visitors

tions

W.

F.

may

who

desire a variant

find it at the opposite

EVANS and

Co,,

Temuka, Insurance Brokers and Accountants
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possess a considerable

amount

A

of botanical interest, and certainly

begonia house contains a
is probably unexcelled in
the Dominion.
The rose gardens and shrubberies are features of
the botanical display.
The green lawns slope down on either side
to an ornamental lake, which adds much to the beauty of the

make very

pretty pictures.

collection

of these beautiful plants that

special

scene.

A

conspicuous

object at

Timaru

Pari;.

the

A

entrance

to

the

Domain

is

a

Preit\ Cornfr.

splendid marble statue of Robert Burns,

the gift of Mr. James
bowling green, lawn tennis courts, cricket and football fields and pavilions, occupy a portion of the ground, and there
is a fine band rotunda, in which concerts are given from time to
time. The people of Timaru are scar^^ely less proud of the Domain
than they are of the Bay, and that is saying much for the Domain.
Craigie.

A

ASSORTED PLEASURES.
the holiday-maker ever does exhaust the pleasures that the
and the Domain atford, he will find other means of entertain-

If

Bay
ment

hand.
The country surrounding Timaru is well worth
and there are motor-car passenger services which will
convey the traveller in almost any direction.
A day or two in the
Geraldine district will introduce him to pretty country and bring
him within reach of native bush.
He may travel out along other
routes and see the famous agricultural and pastoral country of
South Canterbury, or he may try his luck at some of the wonderat

seeing,

ful fishing rivers

which are described elsewhere.
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interestea in industries he will find opporThe primary industries

tunity to be entertained and instructed.

—

— the production of wheat and wool

and mutton are the basis of
South Canterbury's prosperity, and Timaru, naturally, has not yet
Within easy motoring disbecome a great industrial centre.
tance of the town, however, there are two up-to-date freezing
works, where "Prime Canterbury" is "manufactured" in great
The flour-milling industry
quantities throughout the season.

Timaru Park

Floiver Bed.

Timaru has three large mills, those of the
also is a big one.
Timaru Milling Company, the Atlas Roller Milling Company, and
the Belford Mills, and each

of these

is

able to demonstrate to

They have
some of the best wheat in the world to handle, and they do their
work well.
Everyone who thinks of spending a holiday in Timaru should
bear in mind that the town and the district will not offer them the
stupendous wonders of the Alps, nor the thrills of the thermal
Timaru is essentially a resort for family parties and
country.
individuals who feel that rest and refreshment are the main
Everyone who comes to Timaru can be
objects of a holiday.
sure of obtaining comfortable accommodation and pleasant
The invalid can obtain relief in the sea-baths, or
entertainment.
in the treatment of the Timaru Electro Medical Institute, the
largest and most modern enterprise of its kind in the Dominion.
Timaru in summer time is a pleasant place, and it offiers a
warm welcome to strangers.
visitors the perfection of the art of flour

production.

ISO
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and clients
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Weather Prophets
Everyone ia interested in the weather. Jt is not only pleasing
but profitable to be able to foretell just what weather we are
A Selection from our line of Baronieteis
going to have.
will enable you to anticipate weather happenings.

A.

FRASER, Watchmaker k

Jeweller, 167 Stafford Street

XIMARU

X«lei>hone 567

/IThin^of Beauty
is
The

a 3ov

it appears
indeed " a
The ^Tacefnl
hiugof beauty.''
lines of its construction, the hax-mouy of its colouviiig-, the attractiveness of the various stj-les in
which it is liuished, especially the
richness of the polished native
woods, combine with the Kleamjug
ill

Ifloclerii iilii as

our

Sliowrooui

is

nickel work to please ond gratify
the sense of the beautiful.

There is beauty in utility, and this 1
we win with the conimodious seat
in which three persons find comfort,
and in tlie convenience of access to ample parcel spocep. Beautifully balanced
ou curved le-acting springe, noiseless ou high-grade rubber tyres, luxurious
in deep upholstered seating, it gladdens the eye and chnrms the senses, a thing
of beauty and a joy.
CALL then, and see our large and varied stock.
£1000 worth of ready to sell Vehicles to select from. Buy, Sell, or Swap

Dash's farriaac lUorhs Ltd.. Ulaimatc

Sutherland's Hotef
Timaru,

New

Zealand
Noted as

the Hotel for the tinest

liquois

South Canterbury

ill
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VISITORS.

BOWLING
South Canterbury is particularly well off in respect to "Ye
ancient game of bowls," and, as in other centres of the Dominion,
the welcome of a stranger within the gates of any of the greens is
of the most cordial nature.
In Timaru Borough there are four
beautifully-kept and well appointed greens.
the father of the

Park

game has
son,

his

home on

Kia Toa,

is

the

to be

Bow/itisr Green.

Timaru Green, South Street his eldest
off North Street and near the
;

found south

Girls' High School; his second son has his lines cast in the pleasant
surroundings of the Park, and an infant son on a new green on
A visitor will find the bowlers of Tirnaru
the west Town Belt.
almost as numerous as the sands upon the Bay, and almost the
first person he meets on his first walk around will direct him withArrived there, the visitor will
out delay to the nearest green.
find that the welcome awaiting him is as keen in its cordiality and
appreciation of a "roll up" with a friend as is the green over which

he will presently spin his bowls.

W.

f.

EVANS 6

Co.,

Temuka, Auctioneers, Land

ai\d Estate

Agents
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In the country surrounding Timaru, at Temuka, Waimate, St.
Andrew's, Fairlie and Geraldine, each town has its green, in
beautiful order and well appointed, and each of the places named
can be reached by train service both in the mornings and the
afternoons.
At all these places, too, the enthusiasm for the mat,
and the love for kitty, is as keen as it is in Timaru.

GOLF.
and can be reached either by
round
to Washdyke, or by the long thoroughfare to Wai-iti and branching off at Highfield.
The links cover 92 acres of land and are
among the most sporting in the Dominion, and the visitor will find
that here also will be awaiting a courteous welcome.
The game is
practically played all the year round, but it is in the winter that
its devotees are most numerous on the links.
The course, of 18
holes, was laid under the direction of an expert, and the putting
greens are so situated and plotted as to call forth the best of play.
Bunkers and hazards are numerous, and include water courses,
gullies, banks and baby mountains, the skilful playing of which
will test the nerve of the most enthusiastic swinger of a club.
In
addition to the prospect of enjoying golf on superb sporting links,
the visitor will be amid scenery that cannot be surpassed in South
Canterbury. The view from the Golf House takes in to the west a

The

way

links are situated at Wai-iti,

of Staffo)-d Street North, converging on to the old road

magnificent panorama of Alpine scenery, while that from the
Knob embraces a delightful picture of rolling downs and fertile
valleys.

TENNIS.
The Caroline Bay Association

hit the tide

of popularity at
Bay.
Opened in
September, 1913, they have been almost fully occupied on every
fine day, and on the popular Thursday half-holiday are crowded.
On other holidays, too, the patronage has been very liberal, and
visitors from all parts speak highly of the splendid courts and
their appointments.
To all intents and purposes they are for the
use of the public, and tickets at 3d. for singles and 6d. for doubles
(with a maximum of half an hour's play for sets) can be procured
from the Caretaker at the Bay.
Monthly, quarterly, half-yearly
and yearly tickets are on sale at a very reasonable scale of fees.

the flood

Added

when

to

it

laid

down

tennis courts on the

the attractiveness of the courts

is the sea-bathing in the
neighbourhood, than which nothing could be more
healthgiving after a vigorous game at tennis.
In the Borough there are the following clubs:— Timaru (five

immediate

W.

F.

EVANS and

Co.,

Temuka, Insuiance Brokers and Accountants
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asphalt courts and comfortable appointments), St. John's (two
courts), Gleniti (three courts), Civil Service, St. Mark's, Waimataitai, and Wesley (one court), Te Kara (two grass courts in

Timaru Park).

At

all

these clubs there

is

a temporary

which visitors are attached during a brief stay

TRUE SPORT.

in

list

to

Timaru.

SOUTH CANTERBURY'S TROUT.

It has been said with truth by tourists from all parts of the
world that the boundaries of South Canterbury embrace the best

Tennis Court.

Caroline Bay.

I''ert

ler Photo.
,

varied fishing that could be desired.
It is bounded on the North
by the Rangitata and on the South by the Waitaki, two big rivers
that are the homes of some of the finest trout that can be found in
any stream.
In between are the Orari, the Temuka, the Opihi,
the Pareora, the Otaio, the Waihao; while inland are the Tengawai, the Hae-Te-Moana, and the Waihi.
The majority of smaller
streams are ideal for the skilful fly-fisher, while the Opihi is
famed for the variety of sport it provides, for minnows, trout fly,
grilse and salmon flies.
In addition to the artificial lures, live
bait can be procured from any stream, and anglers will find it
Generally speaking,
deadly if the water is at all discoloured.
the fishing, which starts on October 1 and closes on April 30, is
good all round, but as the Waitaki and Rangitata are snow-fed

W.

F.

EVANS and

Co.,

Temuka, Investments

in Freehold

Properties
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is advisable to find out what the water
is
like before
them.
Warm winds cause these rivers to rise very
quickly, but
and fishing
they
soon run down,
after a
flood is generally attended with very large baskets.

rivers, it

visiting

Taking the Opihi as the best of the streams for sport with
both the big and little rods, it may truly be said that fly fishing is
best in the opening months October and November and the
closing months March and April.
In between good sport varies,
but, as a rule, excellent fishing can be obtained in the small hours
The smaller
of the morning and the late hours of the evening.
fish run in the early season, the big fish towards the end, and it is
then that sport with the grilse and salmon flies (during the hours

—

—

—

•of

the night)

is first-class.

the rivers are well stocked, licenses to fish (at £1 for the
season and 12s. 6d. for the half-season) can be procured in any of
the boroughs and towns, the various tackle dealers stock the best
All

of outfits and, in addition, can always be relied on for information
Temuka is the best centre from
as to the state of the rivers.
to work most of the rivers, while Timaru, Waimate,
Pleasant Point, Geraldine, Orari and Fairlie are within easy reach
There are reserves of land specially set apart
of other streams.
for anglers at Pareora, Opihi, Waitaki and Rangitata, so that a
holiday spent at any of these rivers can be passed with great
pleasure and comfort.

which

AN IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.
TIMARU ELECTRIC INSTITUTE.
The question "What is an ideal health resort?" has, no doubt,
been asked over and over again, and doubtless also, many are the
But certain it is that
divergent answers that have been given.
for the brain-workers in our busy towns, with nerves disorganised
toy the methods and impositions of present-day "bustlings," or
for those who have been pulled down by long illness, or by
periods of pain in limb or body, the selection of a suitable
which to avail themselves of the "Cure" is a most
If there is one thing more than another
important consideration.
that should be advanced in support of the claims of Timaru upon
institute at

the invalid,

it

is

its

"Electric

Institute."

The treatment

.acknowledged to be amongst the most active and

W.

F.

EVANS 8

Co.,

efficient

is

curative

Temuka, Auctioneers Land and Estate Agents
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TIMARU ELECTRIC INSTITUTE.

X-Ray Department-

A

corner

in

the Bath Deparlment-
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dealing with cases of rheumatism, sciatica,
and various ailments of the nervous system.
Many there are who visit Timaru for no other reason than to
take the treatment.
In this day of progress, when men of science
surpass each other in proclaiming'their discoveries of the value of
electricity as a cure for disease, and especially as a builder of
nerve force and physical vitality, particular credit must be given

agents

for

neuritis, paralysis,

to

those

who

place these

means within the reach

of suffering

humanity.

Batit

Department

Notwithstanding the rapid growth of knowledge of medical
and consequently rapid invention and manufacturing
of electric apparatus, the Institute has been kept right up-to-date
—its light department, bath department, vibro department, and
X-ray department are second to none in Australasia.
electricity,

Reference

to

the

illustrations

and

instruments

named

is

sufficiently convincing proof of the

excellence of the apparatus.
Every branch of electro-therapeutics has been studied and entered
into for the scientific treatment of acute and chronic diseases
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which heretofore have been considered by the medical profession
and laity as altogether incurable by ordinary means, or curable
only

in a

well-arranged institute.

a well known fact that people are compelled to drag
themselves along for years in misery and agony, simply because
It is
they lack the means of attending expensive health resorts.
also a sad, but indisputable, fact that many of those who go to
It is

these places do not come back well.
The apparatus installed at the Timaru Electric Institute is the
most modern and expensive that could be procured in England and
on the Continent. This will be found more particularly in its X-Ray
Installation (the only one in New Zealand capable of taking a
picture of the chest in a fraction of a second); Static, this machine
of twenty-four plates 36 inches in diameter, is the most wonderful
in Australasia; Galvanic Faradic and Sinusoidal Apparatus; Ionic
Treatment; High Frequency Currents; Electric Light (Incandescent) Bath; Galvanic and Sinusoidal Bath; Dr. Schnee's Arm
and Leg Baths; Arc Light Bath; Blue Light Bath; Electric
Massage Superheated (450deg. F.) Hot Baths; representing the
highest and most advanced of Scientific equipment.
The Dr. Bergonie Apparatus for treating Obesity and Control
of Heart Beat is the only instrument of its kind South of the Line.
In the treatment of Obesity the average loss is three lbs. per
week.
One of the reasons for this rate of reduction is that when
fat is rapidly reduced it tends to return; whereas the slower the
The patients begin to lose
rate, ^.the more permanent the effect.
weight from^the first, a feeling of alertness, of lightness, and
.general well-being replacing the lethargy from which they usually
;

^suffer.

As a method of treating special groups of weak and wasted
muscles, intermittent electrical stimulation has been extensively
employed by Dr. Lewis Jones at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and,
after this example, by Dr. Hampson at the Queen's Hospital for
Children.
When it is wished to make a patient's heart beat more
slowly, the muscle stimulation occurs at a slightly slower rate than
the patient's heart, and the latter in a few minutes begins to
synchronize with the former. By persevering in this way, the
•operator brings down the pulsation of an over-rapid heart to a
rate that

is

at or near nornial.

The day for estimating the application of electricity as merely
Each and every current, each pole of
mechanical has gone by.
every current, has and maintains its true physiological action as
much as any drug taken into the system. Electricity is recognised
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human system

;

and

all

the lead-

ing hospitals in England and on the Continent have large electrical

departments.
The use of the galvanic and faradic currents and the application of static electricity have gained full therapeutic recognition, and are now frequently included in the treatment of many
diseases.
The X-Rays has equipped the physician with a new eye,
enabling him more correctly to diagnose conditions which previ-

The Park Scene-

were mere guesswork or necessitated an operation, not
infrequently resulting in disappointment.
But not only for
diagnostic purposes are these rays of inestimable value; their
merit in treatment of cancer, skin diseases, and many other applications has been unquestionably proven.
ously

In

founding the Timaru Electric Institute

wisdom

prietor clearly foresaw the

medical profession, and holding
to the prescriptions of its
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TEMUKA.
"THE ANGLER'S PARADISE."

^EMUKA
"*

town situated on the Main
bj' rail from the City of
the seaport of Timaru,
miles
from
11
Christchurch,
and three miles, as the crow fiies, from the South
The salubrity of its climate, the
Pacific Ocean.
is

a

rising

little

South Trunk Line, 88 miles

beauty of

landscape,

its

and the almost unrivalled

rivers, from the fisherman's point of view, are the factors chiefly responsible for its
The borough has a population of,
popularity among tourists.
approximately, 2000 souls; and the development of its business
area is invariably a matter for surprise to strangers unacquainted
with the rich and closely-settled agricultural district suriounding
it.
The borough is prosperous, and is making steady, reliable
progress. The most eastern portion is identified with the early
settlement schemes of Canterbury, and some interesting relics of

excellence of

its

numerous

the pioneering days are preserved.

The climate

of

THE CLIMATE.
Temuka has frequently been

described

by

Probably this is a
appreciative tourists as the finest in the world.
Nevertheless, the district undoubtcomplimentary exaggeration.
edly has the rich advantages of settled weather and an inspiring

The mean temperature for the year is about 51.3,
atmosphere.
the mean maximum 60.3, and the mean minimum 42,2.
The
easterly
prevailing
breeze
is
(gentle and cooling), with
occasional N.E. and S.W. winds.
A feature of the rainfall is the
frequency, during the summer months, of refreshing over-night
showers.
At sunrise and sunset the beautiful features of the
To see the sun, as a giant strong, rise in his
district are glorified.
majesty from the Eastern Sea, and hurl his beams over the
broad green plains, the winding rivers, and the proud hills, is
almost equivalent to a peep into Paradise.
Hardly less superb is
the sunset: when the zenith spreads its canopy of sapphire, and
the Western hills support a magnificent array of clouds— some in
golden, stirring masses, and others with edges of burning crimson.
Never, enthusiastic tourists and artists have declared, have they
seen scattered o'er a glowing sky and beautiful district
splendid colourings.
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ANGLING.
The opportunities offering in this district to the disciples of
Izaac Walton are unique: they probably have no parallel in the
Antipodes.
The borough is surrounded by magnificent fishing
The
rivers, the delight of fishermen from all parts of the world.
Antipodes probably furnish the majority of Temuka's yearly
visitors, but rarely is a touring party from Britain, America or
the Continent minus a follower or two of the historic art, and to

Kmz Street looki?ig
them the fame of the Temuka
temptation. The principal rivers

A'orlh.

district's rivers is an irresistible

are:

The Temuka,

its

nearest

point within ten minutes' walk of the post-office; the Opihi, within
the
the Waihi, within four miles
twenty minutes' walk
the
the Orari, within five miles
Tengawai, within six miles
The Te Moana and Kakahu rivers also
Ohapi, within four miles.
;

;

;

;

All the
come comfortably within the scope of a day's outing.
streams mentioned are literally teeming with trout, of nice fly
size.
For the minnow and big fly fishing, the Rargitata and the
lower reaches of the Opihi and Orari rivers are within an hour's
An emphatic testimony to the fishing
drive of the borough.
qualities of the rivers is to be found in the number of prominent
anglers who, from distant states and countries, visit Temuka year
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by year, many spending a large proportion, and some the whole,
of the fishing season among the fascinations of this "Angler's
Paradise." At the mouths of the Rangitata and Opihi rivers are a
number of privately-owned huts, and, excepting during the Xmas
and Easter holidays, visitors have little difficulty in making terms

The invigorwith the owners for the use of the habitations.
ating atmosphere of the seaside, in conjunction with the joys of
minnow and big fly fishing, off'ers a charming temptation that

Council Chambers-

The officials of the local
hard to resist.
Anglers' Club are pleased to welcome visitors, supply useful
information, arrange trips, and perform the other little courtesies
valued by the stranger in a strange land. The headquarters of
the South Canterbury Acclimatisation Society are situated within
the borough, where the secretary and ranger may be consulted on
The ranger's reserve, where the breeding
acclimatisation affairs.

city dwellers find

of

game

birds

is

successfully

undertaken,

is

worth a

visit of

inspection.

BEAUTY SPOTS, AND SHOOTING.
A

so favoured by Nature as is Temuka, necessarily
"Pigeon Bluff," on the Upper Opihi, a
beauty spots.
huge, outstanding rock with beautiful native bush surrounding it
and tapering down to the big blue pool, is a favourite picnicking
spot.
A little higher up the same river is the famous "Hanging
Rock," situated in lovely surroundings, and noteworthy by reason
district

abounds

in

THH CANTERBURV GUIDE

igS

Te
of the well-preserved ancient Maori writing on the rocks.
Gorge
Moana
Te
and
owned),
(privately
Resort
Moana Health
(Government Scenic Reserve), with their superb clothing of native
Other exquisite landscape
appealing attractions.
district, and is the means
the
over
all
encountered
scenery is to be
of annually attracting numbers of colonial and foreign artists to
bush,

are

Temuka.
Rabbits and hares prosper in the riverbeds, and afford
Good game
excellent
shooting to sportsmen thus inclined.
The deer-stalking seasons witness the
shooting is also obtainable.
departure of large parties of local and visiting sportsmen for the
Mackenzie Country, and the magnificent heads to be seen about the
district testify to the excellence of the sport provided.

PUBLIC PARK AND THREE-MILE AVENUE.
Temuka is possessed of a priceless asset in its Public Domain^
Commendable foresight on the
a splendid estate of 133 acres.
part of the pioneers has resulted in the maturing of one of the
finest avenues in the Dominion— three miles in length, circling the
Park.
This beautiful avenue contains splendid specimens of the
Abies Douglasii (Oregon Pine): Abies Excelsa,a pretty ornamental
spruce
Abies Menziesi, with beautiful silvery foliage; the
Laburnum, a pretty small tree with long drooping racemes of
fragrant yellow flowers; the Elm Campestris (European); the
the
Fraxinus (English Ash), with perfect spreading heads
Silver Betula (Birch), remarkable for its elegance, gracefulness
and silver bark; the Quercous (English Oak); the Cupressus
Macrocarpa; the English Birch, the Horse Chestnut, and other
beautiful specimens of infinite variety. The mile-line of Poplars,
with their artistic background of Pinus Insignis, present a picture
delightful to every artist. The Park is fenced on the northern
boundary by an ornamental stone wall, and the main entrance is
by means of handsome iron and stone gates erected to the memory
of the local troopers whose lives were given in the Empire's cause
in South Africa.
A beautiful marble and granite drinking
fountain, and an obelisk, erected by the pioneers, are ornaments
;

;

The

worthy of inspection.
efforts to raise funds

section

of the

for

Park, which

have combined in sundry
improvement of the horticultural
laid out in tasteful walks, and beds

citizens

the
is

A fernery, native section
containing an extensive variety of shrubs, and lawns planted with
ornamental shrubs, are other attractive features of this splendid

of annual

and

perennial

blooms.

Domain.
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FACILITIES FOR PASTIME.
Within the Public Park, referred to above, are laid down a
splendid croquet lawn, bowling; green, asphalt tennis courts, and
playing grounds.
Public baths, grandstand, pavilions and other
structures requisite to the proper conduct of the popular pastimes,
have also been provided, making altogether a comprehensive
provision in which any town in the Dominion might entertain a
The whole of the facilities mentioned are open
reasonable pride.

Post Office.

who are made welcome by the controlling
The local Golf Club has excellent links a mile beyond the
eastern boundary of the borough.
for the use of visitors,

clubs.

IVIOTOR-CAR TRIPS.
There are three garages in Temuka, having motor cars for
hire
and equipped with repairing machinery and staffs of
mechanics.
Visitors avail themselves in a large measure of these
facilities for touring the beautiful agricultural districts.
The
reputation of the roads of South Canterbury are well and

Temuka is
Mount Cook and

favourably known to tourists.
point with

travellers to

District of Otago.
as

among

hired

fo'-

requires.

W,

F.

the finest
a week,

The scenery en route

is

a favourite starting-

the beautiful Lakes
described by travellers

Cars and chaffeurs may be
the world.
fortnight, or longer, as the nature of the trip
in

The accommodation along the route
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS, AMUSEMENTS, ACCOMMODATION.
The industries of Temuka are progressing steadily, and

at

comprise flourmilling, flaxmilling, cheese and buttermaking, bacon curing, furniture, drain-pipe and cordial manucycle-making and motorbuilding,
engineering,
facturing,
tailoring, woodware, painting,
dressmaking
and
repairing,
plumbing and decorating, saddlery, newspaper publishing and job
printing, &c.
The shops and mercantile houses are numerous,
present

'fyoopen' Dlcmorial Gales-

Temuka Domain.

and represent practically every department of business essential
to the needs of a growing town and extensive district.
The public
buildings are creditable, the principal being the Churches, Banks,
Public Schools, Technical School, Courthouse, Post-office, Council
Chambers, and Theatre. A Mechanics Institute maintains a public
reading room well supplied with magazines and newspapers.
The
borough is governed by a Council consisting of a Mayor and nine
Councillors.
Other local bodies having headquarters in Temuka
are the Temuka Road Board and Upper and Lower Orari River
Boards.
An Agricultural and Pastoral Association, Caledonian
Society, Bicycle Club, Fire Brigade and kindred organisations
flourish.
The Borough is provided with drainage, water supply,
gas lighting, and other modern conveniences.
It has a permanent
picture company, and is visited by the majority of travelling
Four commodious hotels offer superior accommocompanies.
dation.

Carriers meet

all trains.
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ASHBURTON COUNTY.
The Most Productive Area

in tlie

Dominion of

New

Zealand.

HE

Ashburton County is situated in the centre of the
great Canterbury Plain. Indeed, the county is itself
one great plain, without a single knoll or undulation,
and has a gradual rise from the sea to the hills of
abjut thirty feet to the mile, the altitude at the
hillfoots being 1,200ft. On the North it is flanked by
the Rakaia, and on the South by the Rangitata river;
on the East the sea (the Ninety Mile Beach) is the boundary, and
on the West the high Alps of New Zealand.
Between the rivers
forming the northern and southern boundaries lie forty miles of
fertile, closely-settled country, while from the eastern barrier of
the sea to the snow-bound peaks of the mountains at its western
extremity stretch sixty miles of wheat-growing and sheepdepasturing lands, the equal of which is not to be found in a
dominion noted for its productiveness the world over.
Its area
is 2,542 square miles, and in that tract of country is produced
more wheat, wool, and mutton than in any other county in New
Zealand. The area under crop approximates a quarter of a million
acres, while the area under sown grasses is about half a million
acres.

The

value of the land and improvements therein is
The wheat-growing lands produce from 25 to 60
bushels per acre, and are worth from £20 to £37 10s. per acre,
while the pastoral lands, capable of carrying from one to two
sheep per acre all the year round, and of fattening them oft for
freezing, bring at auction from £5 to £10 per acre.
capital

£7,646, 059.

thirty-five years ago the land was in its
unbroken expanse of waving yellow tussock,
without a tree or fence to vary the monotony. To-day it is divided
and sub-divided by miles upon miles of fences (mostly yellow
The total
gorse) into thousands of paddocks, large and small.
number of holdings is over 2000, and the population is 10,284.
There are nearly a million sheep depasturing on the land, besides
15,000 cattle and 11,000 pigs, while 14,000 horses are owned and
used by the settlers.

Little

more

than

virgin state— one

The Dairying Industry
prises.

W-

F.

is

the

latest

of the county's enter-

Creameries are dotted over the best portion of the county,
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and the Central Co-operative Factory— manufacturing a high
grade of butter under the "Albatross" brand — has an average
output of 320 tons for the full season of twelve months.

Thousands of

trees,

mostly pinus insignus, macrocarpa and

now grace

the landscape where thirty years ago not one was
to be seen.
Over 10,000 acres of trees have been planted, the
County Council, the local governing body, having been responsible
for the planting of 4,319 acres.
These trees were put in with the
larch,

iMunitipal Bialdin<;s.

object of giving shelter to stock, by breaking the force of the
prevailing north-west winds which sweep across the plains.
Originally the country was also waterless, and the early

had to travel several miles to the nearest river and from
there cart water for their stock and domestic purposes.
The
County Council came to their aid by instituting a

settlers

water-race
Concrete dams were built in the
rivers, and the water diverted in huge channels across
the country
and reticulated in races of two feet in width by one foot in depth
among the farms. There are 1704 miles of these water-races, and
the farmers pay for the water on a chainage basis, the
price being
fivepence per chain of water-race running through
each farm.
The area watered by this system is over 600,000 acres,
and the

.system, at a cost of £45,000.
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of water distributed every twenty-four hours

S'allons, the capital cost of the area

is

90,000,000

watered amounting to

Is.

6d.

per acre.
For the development of coal measures, building stone and
time deposits in the Mount Somers district, the County Council
at a cost of £3,585, a tram line nine miles in length,
thus connecting the mines and quarries with the railway system.
The output of lignite coal is at present 7000 tons per annum;

^-onstructed,

1 he S2uiiii7nifig Bath.

large quantities of the building stone are utilised for structures in
the larger centres of the Dominion and the Commonwealth; while

lime

the

is

extensively

used

for

building

and

agricultural

purposes.

With the object of providing a central market for the sale of
farmers' stock the County Council erected saleyards at a cost of
JE2000, these at the present time being leased by a company.
In
the course of one year 372,064 sheep, 1,505 rams, 2,097 cattle,
1,789 pigs changed hands at the yards.
Since the inception of
these yards twenty-seven years ago, 7,239,206 sheep, 36,137 rams,
57,964 cattle and 21,373 pigs have been dealt with.
,

On the Canterbury Plains the rivers are not confined to wellregulated courses, but wander over the countryside, and find their
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way

to the sea by the road of least resistance; for instance, the
channel of the'Rakaia river, which marks the Northern boundary
of the Ashburton County, is over a n-iile wide.
The work of
bridging these vagabond rivers and streams has, therefore, been
expensive, the Ashburton County Council alone having spent

£30,000 in erecting bridges, to say nothing of large sums spent in
upkeep annually.

These rivers and streams— notably the Rakaia, Ashburton
and Rangitata are all well stocked with trout, and in the season,
which lasts from October 1st till April 30th, large numbers of
fish, weighing in some instances up to twenty pounds, are landed
by disciples of Isaak Walton.
A fishing license may be taken out
by any person, the fees being £1 for men and 5s. for women and
boys for the season.

—

At

Fairfield, in the centre of the county, freezing works, with

a daily

killing capacity of 4000 sheep and lambs, and a storage
capacity of 90,000 carcases, have been established.
In one year
385,637 carcases of sheep and lambs ("Prime Canterbury") were
frozen at these works.

There are also woollen mills, situated in the suburbs of the
town of Ashburton, which manufacture annually 300,000 lbs. of
wool into blankets, tweed rugs, etc., and two flour mills, on the
confines of the borough, for grinding wheat into flour.

THE TOWN.
The Borough of Ashburton, together with its suburbs,
AUenton and Hampstead, with an aggregate population of 5,212
(1911 Census) form the chief centre of the county and surrounding
districts.
The climate is dry and bracing, with a very great
preponderance of sunshine.
The Summer is hot and dry, with
frequent North-west winds, but the autumn weather is almost
perfect clear, cool nights with a touch of frost, and warm,
bracing, sunshiny days.
The dry, bracing climate makes Ashburton and the surrounding country a very desirable locality for
persons with weak chests. Those desiring to try the efl^ects of still
higher altitude may try Mount Somers (1184 feet), or even higher
altitudes, where the only difficulty is to obtain accommodation.
The annual Rainfall in Ashburton for year ended 31st December 1913, was 31.64 inches falling on 126 days.
The Main Southern Railway passes through the centre of the
town, connecting it with northern and southern ports and centres,
also, by branch lines to Springburn and Methven (via Rakaia)
with most of the districts of the county.

—
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A

large

volume of business

being the home of

many

transacted, the business area
and commercial houses.

is

fine stores, shops

During the seasons the large wool and grain stores are very active.
Dray loads of wool or grain, traction engine.? with immen.se loads
of oats or wheat, day in, day out, draw into the town, bringing
the county's pi'oducts to store or railway for overseas and other
markets.

Two

large

flour

numerous engineering works, motor

mills,

garages and repair .shops, the Building, Smithing, Coachbuilding
and other trades necessary to a go-ahead farming community,
flourish within the borough.

A

good Lending Library and Reading

Room

is

at the service

of the residents.
In

the

centre

building of modern

of

town

the

stands the Post Office— a fine
clock tower of which is a

construction, the

familiar landmark.

A
bands,

Bandstand is also in the centre of the town, and the local
during the summer evenings, give excellent open-air

concerts.

The A.shburton County Hospital also lies within the borough,
and, recently enlarged, is equal to any .such institution in the
Dominion.
In the Hampstead suburb, one mile distant, is the Taurangi
Old Men's Home, where many of the country's old-time toilers
are passing the evening of their day.

The religious life of the community is evident by the fine
and well-attended churches, the Anglican, Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, Church of Christ, Brethren, Salvation Army,
and Roman Catholic orders each having their centre of worship
and activity.
The educational facilities are excellent. The borough and
each suburb have fine primary schools, whilst the Ashburton High
School affords opportunities for secondary education in commercial,
professional, and agricultural subjects, the Technical School completing the chain of educational opportunities.

There are two theatres, one being devoted

to the

Cinemato-

graph.

The

Hotels

are well appointed, and are the rendezvous of
upon testing the local rivers' fame as fishing grounds,
or the bird and animal life during the shooting season.
The
mouths of the three rivers of the county are within easy driving
distance of the town, and much sea and trout fishing is obtainable.
visitors bent
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The great feature of the borough is its Domain Oi- Park;
from far and near never scant praise of this beaOty spot
and the manner m which it is devoted to the enjoymeftt of the'
people of the town and visitors.
Although small, the scenic
Visitors

beauty

wooded

is

great.

islets,

the

Pendulous willows fringe the lakelets, ^'hilst
of many varieties of waterfowl and other

home

life, add to the charm of the wilder parts of the Park.
The
llower beds and rose gardens are things of beauty in the height

bird

Fairjieiil Fift'r.iiig

]l'oiks

the season, and the well-kept borders, lawns and paths
bespeak constant care.
The Domain Spurts Grounds are second
to none in the Dominion, and include well-maintained tennis
courts, both grass and asphalt, with ample dressing rooms; a
:good cycle track and cricket oval with pavilion and dressing
rooms, a large bowling green and pavilion, large sheltered openair swimming bath with dressing sheds, ftHitball and hockey fields,
and croquet courts. There is also a good meteorological equipment recording local weather conditions.
Large picnics from the
cities and other centres annually visit the Borough and Domain,
and altogether the town boasts a well-deserved popularity.
of

A

high-pressure water system supplies the residents with good
local volunteer fire brigade with an efficient weapon

water and the

their fire-fighting efforts.

iim
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and well-kept streets, with water constantly
channels at the kerbs, make Ashburton, together
with its high-grade of residential architecture, a town of considerable beauty and worthy the attention of any visitor to the
Well-lighted

running

in the

Dominion.

The

district has been under No-License conditions since 1903,
although at first many thought that the movement would not
be a success in such a large town, it has certainly had the effect of
keeping down the crime records, and, from all appearances, cannot
have financially affected the shop-keepers of the town.
The
majority of the old public houses have been retained as accommodation houses, and travellers can depend on finding in Ashburton
as comfortable living conditions as they would in towns where
License is in vogue.

and,

Summary of Births and Deaths for the Districts of Ashburton
and Masterton for purposes of comparison for a period of five
years, 1908-1912:—
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ford furthest from the hills, is always the shallowest and best ford
in crossing a race.
If the driver slows down as soon as he sites
a race, and opens his throttle just as the front wheels enter the

water, there will be very
cases

little

time

lost

and very

little

splash

in

where there are no bridges.

Some of the places worth seeing within easy motoring
distance of Ashburton, and by excellent roads, are Longbeach,
13 miles via Tinwald and Willowby; Rakaia Gorge, 34 miles via
Methven; Lake Coleridge, 55 miles via Methven and Rakaia
Gorge; Peel Forest, 33 miles via'Hinds and Arundel Bridge.

The

Ailibiti'lon

Icihnical School

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
Ashburton is an up-to-date Technical School fully
equipped for teaching Domestic Science, Commercial, Trade,
Agricultural, and Art subjects.
It is staffed mainly with parttime Instructors and Lecturers who are experts in the various
subjects.
Domestic Science subjects include Cookery, Domestic
Economy, Household Management, Home-nursing, and Laundrywork.
The Domestic Science room is equipped with large range
and two gas stoves, copper, wringer and mangle, etc., and science
apparatus for demonstrating the principles of cookery and
economy.
In
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subjects and
Well-equipped workshops for all woodwork
experiments
conducting
and
demonstrating
scientific apparatus for
The workshop can be converted
in Electricity and Magnetism.
A ful
classes.
into a drawing office for some of the above
vertical
anvil,
forge,
and
equipment for practical Plumbing,
drilling machine and all hand tools for Metalwork.
acre
For Agriculture there is nearly three-quarters of an
for
apparatus
scientific
plots
and
available for experimental
Sheepand
Wool-classing
experiments.
physical
chemical and
by a
shearing with blades and Wolsely Shearing machines driven

Warwick oil engine.
The earnest endeavour

of the school is to
practical training to fit students (boys and girls) to
in the world with credit to themselves.

give a sound,
their place

fill

ASHBURTON HIGH SCHOOL.
The Ashburton High School, founded by Act of Parliament in
the
1878, was opened in February, 1881, as a boys' school, under
High
Girls'
a
In
1884,
headmastership of Mr. Charles Hogg, B.A.
School, under Miss S. Saunders, was established in a separate
For a number of years the schools
building on the same ground.
were conducted as separate institutions, but in 189.5, under the
headmastership of Mr. G. A. Simmers, M. A. they were amalga,

mated, and have since then been a co-educational institution.
In 1906 the Premier, the Rt. Hon. R. J. Seddon, formally
opened the present hand.some brick building, which contains a
large Assembly Hall, Science Laboratory and four commodious
classrooms. The cost of the building was over £4000.
Physical and athletic instruction is well provided for, the
commodious school grounds of 5i acres in Cass and Grey
Streets comprising football, cricket and hockey grounds, two
There are two large Fives
tennis courts and croquet lawns.
Courts, a Gymnasium with shower bath, and a fine concrete
swimming-bath, 75ft. by oHft., supplied with the Borough highpressure water.
The School Senior Cadet Corps numbers 73 and has a miniature
rifle range on the ground.
The School Library is well stocked with works of reference
and of fiction. There are also a Debating Club and a Musical and
Literary Society.
Practical and experimental work is carried out in the school
garden plots of three-quarters of an acre. Dairy-w(n-k instruction
is

al.so
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All pupils possessing- Sixth Standard proficiency certificates
are admitted, irrespective of age, as Junior Free Place pupils,

and any pupil of average ability and industry may continue his
school course free of charge to Matriculation and University
Entrance Scholarship standard, or until his nineteenth birthday.
Plans for an up-to-date boarding establishment, with accommodation for twenty" boarders, have now been prepared.
The
building will be erected on the school ground and will be ready

TIk District High School

by the end of the year. It is expected that not only
attracted from the county itself, but also that the
undoubted climatic advantages of Ashburton will draw pupils
from other centres.
for occupation
will

boarders

l)e

That the institution efficiently fulfils its functions as the
Secondary School of the county is indicated by the fact that,
during the last five or six years, pupils have gained five
University
Scholarships,
six
University Scholarship Credit
passes, six Senior Education Board Scholarships, 39 Matriculation
passes,
73 Junior Civil Service passes, and 72 Senior Free

The Roll now numbers

Place

pas.ses.

W.

EVANS and

F.

Co.,

124.

Temuka, Insurance Brokers and Accountants
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PRIMARY EDUCATION.
The primary schools of the town and county are under the
There ai-e
control of the North Canterbury Board of Education.
pupils,
where
of
2,500
altogether 45 schools, with an enrolment

may

elementary education

be received.

town and suburbs there are three
Borough School, the
The Borough
Allenton (side) School, and the Hampstead School.
Schools— main and side— have a roll of 510 pupils, and a staff of
fourteen teachers, and the Hampstead School has a roll of 340
For the

of the

children

large and well-equipped schools, namely, the

pupils and a staff of nine teachers.

FISHING.
The Ashburton
and

district

is

quite a fisherman's

is

Hinds, Ashburton and

provided with well stocked streams

The

iiaradise.

Rakaia,

rivers

are

tributaries

Fiangitata,

stocked

well

all

and many big catches of really huge trout have
been caught in Lakes Heron and Clearwater.

with

trout,

The sea along the coast teems with

minnow
the

of

fi.shing is to

be obtained

Ashburton,

Rakaia

Anglers'

Society

has

a

and

three

utensils.

huts are free to

best

mouths
Ashburton

The

Rangitata.

rivers.

These

the

the

camp with accommodation hut

The huts
provided with sixteen bunks each,
the

of

and

trout,

lagoons at

in the

at each

Rakaia and Rangitata are

at

fireplace

also

and

cooking

from any

licensed anglers

all

At the Ashburton river the general anglers' hut has only
but there are over thirty other small huts, and the
distance from the town is only twelve miles.
district.

eight bunks,

The
fish

exhibited
to

fi.shing in all

these rivers

have been taken up

Iti

lbs.

in

the

191

to

is

first-class,

Two

lbs.

and many large

of this weight were

Christchurch Exhibition, with several others up

The usual lures are the Phantom and Salmon

the Natural Silvery.

Excellent

fi.shing

flies,

with

can also be obtained

in

the upper waters of these rivers, and bags of six to twenty are
frequently taken to the rod up to 2 lbs., the usual small flies in
season being used.

Accommodation

for

visitors

can

hotels in Rakaia and private hotels

in

be

obtained
Ashburton.

in

licensed

Those who

use the huts provided for visiting anglers must take their

W.

F.
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Each hut is provided' with a well and
pump, and there is a securely-fenced paddock at each camp of
from ten to twenty acres.

blankets and provisions

/'Vi//

lakiii

fi'oiti

the

Ashburlon

Itiver
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We

STORE

have a

Full of

DRAPERY

Right Up-to-Date for each Season.

Our

compare

Prices

Town Houses

with

Specialists

favourably

We

Dressmaking

in

are

and

Millinery.

OUR STOCKS ARE LARGE AND VARIED.

We

give

1

/• in

the

£ on

ail

Cash Purchases

THE STORE FOR LADIES WEAR

Mitchell

& Turner

QUALITY DRAPERS; ASHBURTON

:

^

^

SHOWING ELECTRICAL MAIN INSTALLATION

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
OF

ASHBURTOM
The

work

pioneer

siderable

part

map were due
Engineers,
installation

to

work

for

w^ere also

lighting in Ashburton, and a con-

development shown on the accompanying

CRADDOCK &

Christchurch,

as a

They

of electric

the

of

the

supply

CO.,

and

some years having been

branch of their

employed by

LTD.,

the

carried

the

town

the

of

on by them

electrical business.

Akaroa Borough Council

design and carry out the electric lighting of Akaroa,
said to be the best lighted

Electrical

whole

for its size in the

CRADDOCK &

which

is

Dominion.

CO,

LIMITED
Carry out every description of electrical work down to the
house installation, having exceptional facilities in

smallest

this direction.

Address

169 St. Aaph Street, West
Near Colombo Street

to

now
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STORE

have a

Full of

DRAPERY

Right Up-to-Date for each Season.

Our

compare

Prices

Town Houses

with

Speciahsts

favourably

We

Dressmaking

in

are

and

Millinery.

OUR STOCKS ARE LARGE AND VARIED.

We

give

1

/- in

the

£ on

all

Cash Purchases

THE STORE FOR LADIES WEAR

Mitchell

& Turner

QUALITY DRAPERS, ASHDURTON
I
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ELECTRIC MAlks
eieciric

Installalions

'

*

"
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SOMERSET HOTEL
Ashburton

THE LEADING COMMERCIAL HOUSE
for Tourists

Up-toDate Accommodation

Within easy distance

Travellers.

and

Good

of

Grounds

Fisfiing

^
R.

PROPRIETOR

GALBRAITH
Late

of

Grand Hotel, Inveroargill

BE UP-TO-DATE
AND RIDE

Cyclists!

Arnst Special'
The Cycle s_are

Jyuilt

B.S.A.

the best

of

and can be supplied on easy terms
required.
Other makers Copy but none

fittings,
if

can compare with Arns t's SpeciaL
of Tyres and Accessories,

always

in

st ock.

Ashburton

H.

P.

Ct capest

at

All

makes

Lo west

rates

Establishment

in

for Repairs.

ARNST

TANCRED STREET

::

ASHBURTON
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NORTH CANTERBURY.
PICTURESQUE KAIAPOI.
ITS PAST.

N

the back lies a long history, a long Maori history, a
romance rich in tales of wreck and wrong and
shame and frauds, of famine, of plentiful food and
fierce fighting— a history
that was
old when
Captain Cook came. It has its share in the unwritten history of the Settlement of Canterbury,
its growth as a town, its birth as an important

industrial centre.

—
THE CANTERBURY GUIDE
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..Kj^lApOl TA?(I SERVICE..
To

go

Anywhere and Everywhere^ Any hour Day

Reliability

TRAINS.

and

Comfort

All orders

High

at

left

Street,

A. H.

Night

Hunter's. Stationer,

promptly attended.

Telephone 16

H. V. Hodgkiftsoiv, Proprietor

Boat

Motor

Kaiapoi

or

MEETS ALL

guaranteed.

Service

Large Motor Launch carrying 40 passengers (Licensed under
Government Survey) runs every Thursday and Sunday and all
Holidays to picturesque Kairaki, noted for its Fishing, Shooting and Picnic Grounds Bathing, Surf or River Special
Trips can be arranged for at any time On regular trips
Leaves Kaiapoi 2 p.m. Thursdays, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Sundays.
Ordinary Fares Is. Return,

—

L.

McAllister, Proprietor

—

—

-

-

-

Charles Street, Kaiapoi

GET READY FOR THE FISHING SEASON
GEO. FISK

CAN SUPPLY EVERY REQUISITE
AT RIGHT PRICES.

Spinning and Fly Rods from 10/- to 45 -. Boys' Rods from
to 12/6.
Trout Lines, all good Reliable makes, from 12/6.
from 1/6 to 12/6.
and Traces. Flies Medium and Small Trout and Loach. Fly-Books
I

—

Artificial

12/6.

Landing

nets.

Reels
Casts

4/6 to
other kinds. Fishing Bags.
Baskets.
Brass and patent Link Swivels. Kawhai and

Minnows — Devon and

Worm

Tackle.
other

Hooks

in all sizes.

In fact everything an angler wants, not forgetting the Fishing License.

CEO. FISK, Hairdresser and Tobacconist, Hansen's Buildings, Kaiapoi

W.

J.

Marsden

:

Kaiapoi Garage

PETROL AND OIL ;STOCKED. MOTOR REPAIRS
ALL ACCESSORIES.
OF ALL KINDS.
MOTOR
LAUNCH TRIPS TO SEASIDE ARRANGED AT
ANY TIME OF DAY OR MOONLIGHT NIGHTS

Telephone 32

-

-

Kaiapoi
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The Council has g'one in for Municipal enterprise, and installed
an Acetylene Gas plant with ten miles of mains, thereby ensuring
well lighted streets. The Municipal buildings are also well up-todate, consisting of Council Chambers and Offices. Public Library
and Reading Room, Fire Brigade Station, with Engineer's and
Men's residential quarters, all being built of blue stone. The
Coronation of King Edward VII. was Commemorated by the building of a Municipal Swimming Bath, supplied from an artesian well
with a capacity of fifty gallons a minute; this well also supplies
the water for watering the streets.

Picnic Party en route for Kairaki

— at Kaiapoi Main

Traffic

Bridge.

The Post Office, situated in Main Street, is a handsome and
commodious brick and stone building, through which passes a
considerable and ever increasing volume of business. The Bank of
New Zealand also occupies a substantial building in the same
street.

AS A HOLIDAY RESORT.
For the tired city man requiring rest combined with a fair
amount of sport, no more pleasant locality could be chosen. For
the rowing man no finer river could be wished for than the North
branch of the Waimakariri, which runs through the centre of the
town. The Cure Rowing Club has quite a great record behind it;
it was the Cure that some years ago took all before it, but it has
The Club has a
rather gone back during the last three years.

.
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GLTIDE

membership of fifty with a good up-to-date plant, and a splendid
sheet of water for a regatta course almost at its door. For visitors
there are plenty ofiprivate rowing boats to be hired.

BOWLING.
Situated close to the town on the west side of the river is the
Bowling Club's ground. It has room for eight greens, and has been
improved by the addition of a fine pavilion-. The membership is
now over fifty.

HOCKEY.
Kai^poi that the game of hockey was introduced into
New Zealand, and from there ladies' hockey began its all-conquering career. For many years the Kaiapoi Club took the lead, but
latterly the enthusiasm has slackened.
It

was

in

CYCLING.
The Cycling Club was founded in 1899 and has now over 200
members. In 1903 the Club laid the track in Kaiapoi Park of
asphalt, banked, three laps and 220 yards to the mile, at a cost of
£700.

Sports' meetings held since have demonstrated that

it is

one

The present clubrooms
comprise a committee room, reading room and billiard room with
three tables. The financial position of the Club is healthy, and
of the best and safest in the Dominion.

is every certainty that for years yet it will hold not only its
annual fixture, but also the usual series of road races during the

there

season

KAIRAKI BEACH.
This beach is an ideal holiday resort for families, and presents
all the most favourable inducements that can be oft'ered by any
watering place in Canterbury. It is easy of access from Christchureh,
viz., one hour in the train to Kaiapoi, and a pleasant run of two
miles from there by motor boat, there being a regular service of
motor boats between Kaiapoi and the beach (return boat fare
Is).
The run down the river is' exceedingly pretty, the banks
being lined with native shrubs and willow trees, the latter gracefully drooping over the water, making every reach of the river a
fresh picture. The beach itself is an ideal place for children to
paddle, or build castles in the sand, while the older members of a
party can indulge in bathing and either fresh or salt water fishing
which ever they may prefer.
The Kaiapoi Council has control of 122 acres of land on the
coast where about 25 "huts" are erected for the convenience of
visitors— many of these "huts" are very modern and satisfactory
dwellings and are sheltered by pines and willows.
The Council draws about £10 per annum out of the price of
rights to camp, but spends far more money on the place, the levy
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being mel-ely a matter of showing that it has still control. The
Council has also provided two artesian wells and a fine place for
the use of picnickers.
Kaiapoi has its summer bungalows at
Kairaki, and what pleasanter or more peaceful spot could be
desired, overlooking as it does the wave-topped crescent of the
bar, and every breath of air charged with glorious ozone.
The old saying " distant fields are greenest," applies to Kairaki, for there is little doubt if this splendid beach were further

A'hia- EdiL'ai

d

I'll.

Coronation

Swimming Baths

difficult to reach, it would be more largely
but being so near the city is apt to be overlooked.
Anyone, however, going there for a holiday is bound to return

away and more
patronised,

rejuvenated.

THE DOMAIN.
addition to the domain at Kairaki there is another in the
borough fifteen acres in extent, well fenced, with large entrance
gates, and well planted with shrubs and forest trees; there are
winding paths and ornamental flower beds, also a large pond well
stocked with fish and water fowl, altogether an ideal place for
In

is taken full advantage of in the summer.
one notable object of interest in Kaiapoi which must
not be overlooked and that is the noble avenue of poplars, one mile
long; this in itself is worth a visit to the town. These trees, which
have grjwn to a great height, have been planted with mathematical evenness on e?.ch side of the road, so that when standing at

picnic parties, and which

There

is

2 22
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either end and looking through,

the observer could imagine that
he was looking down the isle of a gigantic Cathedral— the writer
has seen no such avenue in any other part of the world.

A NOTABLE CLUB.
No

account of Kaiapoi could be complete without a reference
It has no.
to the Working Men's Club and Mutual Society of Arts.
equal in New Zealand, and visiting Englishmen say, that with the
exception of the very large towns, it has few rivals there. The

A Scene in
membership

is

over 600 and

is

the

Domain

growing

steadily.

Its

garden

is-

The
buildings are modern, of brick faced with stone, and contain a
circulating library well stocked with books, a billiard room with
bright with flowers, and old trees shelter

its

well kept lawn.

three tables, card rooms, social rooms, and an up-to-date reading
room, a miniature rifle range at the back, and a bowling green, the
whole place having a distinctly well kept and trim appearance.

INDUSTRIAL.
Within half-a-mile uf the town are the Woollen Mills, whose
Kaiapoi Rugs and Kaiapoi Tweeds
appeal to both the traveller and the city man, and Kaiapoi
Blankets are well known in thousands of households. These Mills
products are so widely known.

employ'about 500 hands, and are equipped with the most modern
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new or improved methods of coping with the
volume of work are immediately taken advantage of. Electrical
power is used throughout, and the buildings are practically fire
proof. Thousands of visitors pass through these Mills from all
parts of the world, and many take away mementoes with them of
the fine class of goods manufactured and which are now known in
most parts of the world.
The Kaiapoi Shipping and Trading Company have two
machinery, any

The

K

Miils

ill'ijivl

steamers trading between Kaiapoi and various ports; one of these
the Kairaki, was built specially for this trade by the Dublin

Dockyards Company Limited, of 181 tons register. She

will carry

580 tons weight drawing 10 feet 6 inches, with a speed of 10 knots.

The Company does a large business

carrying stock; from

in

from the North
and Kaikoura, also a considerable number of
cattle from the North are landed at Kaiapoi for the Addington
market. The outward shipping trade is also good, with a yearly
average of about 7000 tons of locally grown produce.

4.5,0.50

to

65,000 sheep per year being brought

Island, the Sounds,

The

possibilities of Kaiapoi as a

Holiday Resort and Watering

Place are very considerable, and to anyone requiring a thorough
change and rest combined with a fair amount of sport and pastime,

no place in Canterbury could better

fill

the

bill.
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RANGIORA.
s^^^gg^HE

Borough of Rangiora, situated twenty miles
North of Christchurch in the centre of a large and
prosperous agricultural district, and with a population of

1920, has for over fifty years

been regarded

market town of North Canterbury. The
advent of the first settlers in Rangiora dates back to

as the chief

a time very close to that of the arrival of the
Canterbury Pilgrims, well-known names connected with the early
history of the place being Messrs C. 0. Torlesse, J. C. Boys,

High

Street, looliiiig East.

Crosbie and Hamilton Ward, J. Hanmer, Hon. W. Reeves, Ingram
Shrimpton (the first proprietor of the "Lyttelton Times"), and
G. J. Leech, the last named, who arrived in 1S53, being the first
In 1855, Mr. W. E. Ivory
settler on rural lands in the district.
arrived and erected what he was pleased to
man's dwelling, a building still in existence.

call

the

first

working-

At the time of settlement there were about 500 acres of bush
Rangiora and district, which yielded some of the highest class
For some years the sawmilling
timber cut in Canterbury.
industry was of paramount importance, but in time the whole of
By the year 1865 there had been a
the bush disappeared.
in

Considerable increase in the population, and the township, with an
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Johnston S Son, Rangiora
Established I8C3

Hardware
Merchants

- AND -

'',_.-i

_

Hardware Department-Complete
Hardware.

-

Warehousemen

stock of General and Furnishing

Electro-plate, Cutlery, Leather

Goods. &c.

Farmers' and

Engineers' Requisites.

Furnishing Department— Replete

with well assorted stock of everyDrawing Room to Kitchen

thing required in your household from

Central

G arage
Rangi
giora
Klectri.-iilly

Li^bte.l.

Complete Plant for Repairing all classes of Motor
Cars, Agricultural
Flaxmill, or any other Machinery. Dunlop,
Continental and Michelin
Tyres— all sizes stocked— also Petrol and Oils.

Touring Cars For Hire
Day and Night Attendance.
J.

Telephone No.

JOHNSTON

(a

E.rk^ir»©eT"!B.

50N
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established stock market and several places of business, began to
assume an air of importance, much of the surrounding district

having by this time been taken up for agricultural and pastoral
Streets and footpaths were formed by the Mandeville
and Rangiora Road Board, but remained in a more or less rough
state except in the immediate centre of the town.
In 1878 the
township was created a borough 1040 acres in extent, and Mr. H.
Blackett, who had prominently identified himself with public
purposes.

High

Street, looking West.

affairs, was by one consent chosen to be the first Mayor.
The
burgesses who from year to year occupied seats on the Borough
Council have consistently set their faces against borrowing for
ordinary Municipal works nevertheless, the borough can claim
to be much in advance of many other old-established municipalities in the Dominion in respect to the extent and quality of
permanent street improvements, all paid for out of ordinary
revenue which includes a general rate that has never exceeded or.e
penny farthing in the £ on capital values, and for many years was
not more than three-farthings. There are fifteen miles of formed
streets, about seven miles of concrete kerbing and channelling,
over five miles of fully-asphalted footpaths, drains which cost
over £400, and fifty-five street lamps.
;

The municipality owns most complete and up-to-date gasworks, established at a cost of about £12,000, and they are proving
Ihe water supply for
a most successful business undertaking.
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household purposes is obtained by sinking pipe wells into the
shingle strata met with a few feet below the surface of the
ground, and the water, of which there is a never-failing supply,
under Government analysis has been pronounced to be of the very
purest quality.
Good sanitary arrangements exist under the
direct control of the municipal authorities, and by a contract with
the Central Board of Health one of its inspectors pays frequent
visits to the

borough.

victoria Park.

For recreation purposes, the Council a few years ago purchased and laid out what is now known as Victoria Park, and also
erected upon it a band rotunda, where the local brass band, an
efficient body of twenty-five performers, gives Municipal concerts
at frequent intervals in the evenings during the six warmer
months of the year, for which they are subsidised by the Council.

For Athletic sports meetings and picnics, the Public Domain, a
short distance from the centre of the borough, is used, and the
municipality possesses another asset in Maria Andrews' Park,
close to the Domain.
The Park, which is thirty acres in extent
was given to the people, together with £100 to plant it, by Mr.
Andrews, one of the early Rangiora settlers, who returned to
England after a short sojourn in New Zealand.
The very complete grounds of the Bowling, Tennis and Croquet Club are however the chief source of recreation. The club has a membership of

about 200, and in the afternoons and evenings of the summer
time the grounds present an animated scene when all the games
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There is a large and handsome pavilion on the
which there is a commodious billiard room with two
tables, also a card room, and large afternoon tea room for the use
Golfers can enjoy their favourite sport on links
of the members.
about half a mile out of the town, and lovers of the rod and line
can find good trout-fishing in the Ashley river, the Cam stream,
and the Main drain, all within easy distance.

are in progress.

grounds

A

in

fine

swimming

bath,

said

to

be the best appointed_cold-

Vicloria Street.

water bath in the province, provided by the municipality at a
about £1000, is situated in the centre of the town, and is
largely used and much appreciated, especially by the young
The water is pumped from the shingle strata, and the
people.
pumping plant is also used to supply water for street-sprinkling
whilst the bath serves as a reservoir for fire-extinguishing purThe duty of protecting the town from fire devolves upon a
poses.
highly-efficient Volunteer Fire Brigade of twenty-five members,
who have at their command a steam engine, manual engine and
other appliances, and firewells sunk in different parts of the
borough.
cost of

;

The Literary Institute

hall for public gatherings, attached to

which is a library of about 3,500 volumes, and free reading room
well furnished with papers and magazines, is held in trust for
inhabitants, and is managed by a committee which receives an
annual grant from the Council.

:
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C. A.

TYLER & SONS

General Carriers
and StableKeepers
Telephone 22
Horses, Gigs, Dog-carts

etc.,

on

hire.

All kinds of Carrying done.

Furniture Removing a speciality.

HigH

&i

Stables
Ivory Streets, Ran^iora.
:I1

Junction Hotel
RANGIORA
A

Convenient House

for

break of Journey to or from
Springs.

Hanmer

Private Suites for Families.

Hot, Cold and Shower Baths.
Billiard

Room

(Alcock's Tables)

Large Sample Rooms.

B.

n

EDWARDS

-

Proprietor.

1
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The educational requirements of the town and district are
provided for.
Primary instruction is given in the Borough
and Catholic schools, and secondary education at the High School,
which is attended by about 100 pupils of both sex, and for good
well

results it is not excelled by any other educational institution of
the kind in the Dominion. Special attention is given to instruction
in scientific farming, the subject being a compulsory one for all
pupils, and most gratifying results are being obtained. Under the

Municipal Chambers, Police Station, Magistrate's Courthouse

and Post

Office.

of the Governors of the High School there is also a
Technical School which is being conducted by a most efficient staff
of instructors.

control

The religious

interests are well represented, there being five

churches, and four other religious sects that worship in halls.

There is a strong lodge of Free Masons in possession of a
commodious and handsomely decorated hall. The Orangemen also
have their lodge, and the Good Templars, early established in the
place, are the wealthiest lodge of the kind in the

Dominion, having

Friendly Benefit Societies
land and hall property valued at .£700.
are also well represented by the Oddfellows, Druids, Foresters
and Sons of Temperance— the first-named Lodge having a membership of about 400.
Close to the town there is the North Canterbury Jockey Club's
Race Course where race meetings are held annually.

2'^2
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he Horse Fair.

The Nurthern Agricultural and Pastoral Association, which
beneficial
enjoys a high reputation for its progressive spirit and
has
district,
northern
the
of
industry
influence in the agricultural
Show
is held on
Annual
its
and
Borough,
the
in
headquarters
its
close to the
the Association's freehold and well-appointed grounds,
northern boundary of the town.

Ihe Wceldy Sheep Market

ROAD MAP OF CANTERBURY
SECTION III.-WAIPARA TO KAIKOURA
IJOPTEIGHT.

OPERA HOUSE MOTOR GARAGE
REPAIRS
OVERHAULS
At Your Service Day and Night
::

t
TELEPHONE

NO. 2159

Wii e or Phone and your
machine will be brought
from anywhere in shortest
possible time,
^ Patronise
enterprise.

Gardiner &. McKernan
185 Tuam Street - Gh.ch
TAXI AND TOURING

CARS FOR HIRE.

.
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The Horse Fair

The Northern Agricultural and Pastoral Association, which
enjoys a high reputation for its progressive spirit and beneficial
influence in the agricultural industry of the northern district, has
its headquarters in the Borough, and its Annual Show is held on
the Association's freehold and well-appointed grounds, close to the
northern boundary of the town.

The Weeliy Sheep Market

For Your Rubber Goods

SILVERTOWN

"

t65 Manchester St

I

Reference
Principal

Secondary

Roads shown fhus
<-

.,

„

Railways
Proposed Railways

I'KGvVSllS

Aberdare House
GLOUCESTER STREET,

AV.,

CHRISTCHURCH

=^

-^
Is

now

New

under

Management.

Visitors

every comforl.

will find

wuh Good Table and
Reasonable Tantf.
Position

IS

.

unrivalled,

the best residential part, yet with-

beinf; in

in

five

minutes

of

the

centre.

Mrs.

RUHLEMAN

Proprielress

Telephone IIS9

S=

M
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that the great grain-growing industry of the

birth in the Borough, the first

wheat raised

in

North

Canterbury having been grown by Mr. Hamilton Ward on land
a central part of the township

now

in

a thickly populated residential

locality.

A

considerable volume of business

is

done

in the

town, and the

large range of commodities stocked by the business people can be

purchased at city prices.

The growth and prosperity

has been largely due to the weekly market.

commenced about

hammer

Not very

the year 1860 by Mr. George Elmers.

long afterwards he was succeeded by Mr.
the

of Rangiora

Auction sales were

Wm.

Buss,

who wielded

for over forty years, and then disposed of his business

North Canterbury Co-operative Stores Company, afterwards
amalgamated with the N.Z. Farmers' Co-op. Association. Four cr
to the

five

Auctioneers are

yards

A

now sharing

the farmers' favours at the salt-

very large amount of business

farm produce

is

in sales of live stock and
weekly at the Market Yards, which

transacted

occupy a position within a stonesthrow fi'om the main thoroughfare

and business centre.

During the year some hundreds of thousands

of sheep, and thousands of cattle and pigs pass through the yards,
whilst fortnightly sales of horses are held at which the average

entry would not be less than 80 head.
to 1000 country people weekly,

The

sales attract

from 600

and the business people are thereby

largely benefited.

Business in the town

is

of a sound character, and evidences of

prosperity are to be seen on every hand.

The place

is

specially

attractive to retired farmers, and others desiring restfulness in

the eventide of life in a salubrious climate and bright cheerful

surroundings.

There are four passenger trains to and

Christchurch daily, and the time table
city

being reached

in

is

five

the morning in time for business.

js"

from

arranged to permit of the

^' ;^

16-16
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cy>e

Crown

Hotel,

TemuKa

''m

iniisni r-«

The Hotel, which

is situated within 10 minutes' walk of the finest trout
fishing streams in New Zealand, has fitst class accommodation for anglers,
Large and well-lighted Sample Booms.
tourists and commercial travellers
First-class cuisine. Private Sitting Eooms.
Hot and Cold Baths. Every
convenience and attention. Letters or Telegrams will receive immediate
attention.

Mrs. C

COOMBS

Proprietress

I
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KAIKOURA.
THE SCARBOROUGH OF NEW ZEALAND.
BEAUTIFUL, BRIGHT AND BALMY.
i?)|AIKOURA'S European genesis dates about 1839-40.
The place soon [^became, and for some years con_
tinued, a prominent Whaling Station.
In common
however, with contemporary stations in New Zealand, its importance in that respect began to
decline in the " seventies," and has since vanished.
Though " chase of the leviathan of the deep " is not

actually a thing of the past at Kaikoura,

therefrom.

Perpetuation of the

now derived
who engaged in

little profit is

memory

of those

whaling in the South Marlborough waters is contained in one of
the heights of the Seaward Kaikouras— Mount Fyffe— being called
after Captain Robert Fyffe, one of the foremost of those associated
with whaling from about 1845 to 1854. To-day Kaikoura's commercial importance and welfare are bound up
pursuits, which are in a flourishing state.

in

fostering pastoral

Nature has been very generous in her bestowal of gifts upon
Kaikoura. So much so, indeed, that many residents hold that
there is no occasion to utilize them as levers to promote the
Hence numerous efforts to advance Kaiprogress of the place.

—
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koura's welfare, and to bring its beauties, attractions and advantages before the world, have been amazingly hindered and in some
instances actually frustrated.
" The Scarborough of

Zealand " is the designation
conferred upon Kaikoura by the late Mr. John Tinline. An
Englishman who knows the Yorkshire resort well remarked that
apart from what had been done to improve the English town— it
was a compliment to Scarborough to bracket Kaikoura with it.

StciiiHcrs at

tlic

New

]\"luirt

I

Kiiikoiirii Eastl.

more beautiful in its surroundand natural attractions far surpassing
those of the Homeland Watering place. As a health and seaside
resort for tourists Kaikoura has been endowed with attributes
possessed by no other County in this Dominion.
Kaikoura, he added,

is

infinitely

ings, has a better climate,

The ozone permeating the atmosphere of Kaikoura is " health
There is renewal of physical vigour in every zephyr
wafted o'er the Peninsula; balm in the air. Directly Old Sol rises
in the East he first imparts a glorious golden purple glow tc the
"Notched Kaikouras"— as Kipling sang of them— and next infuses
new life into Kaikourans residing on the frontage of the littoral
Windows of cubicles opening to the Northlaved by the Pacific.
East need never be closed the year through— except when an
occasional "Norther pipes high."
Kaikoura is absolutely free
from the "marrow-drying" Nor'-Wester. This alone is of great
itself."
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value to Kaikoura. It will make for a yearly increasing stream of
Christchurch people who desire (and are able) to escape from the
baneful and enervating influences of the much dreaded wind.

Kaikoura's climate is exceptionally saluhrious. Though warm
the heat is generally tempered by a sea breeze yet
there are days when the water of the bays is as "calm as a mill
pond." While the Winters experienced in Kaikoura are not
"wintry" in the Southern sense, they are sufficiently so to impart
in

Summer

-

Kaiko'.ira Centre

I

from

Hie Par.

to the

bliijfl

with Ktnk:i:ira

riiii,i;e

South West.

life.
The townspeople,
however, find the Winters less rigorous than, even, their brethren
It is, in fact, a
of the Suburban and wider afield rural areas.
"monkey-jacket" warmer in the town proper than round the
Western corner of it, while it is colder three miles off shore than
Kaikoura experiit is on the Peninsula or the Suburban division.
ences strong winds at times, but they are few in a year— healthy
in character.
The general characteristics of Kaikoura weather
may be alliteratively described as "Beautiful, bright, and balmy."

health to vegetable growth and animal

The town obtains splendid shelter and warmth, from the CretaceoTertiary lime stone terrace (over 100 feet high) on the Western,
Southern and Eastern sides of it. An official publication says, in
part, of Kaikoura: "The town, with the adjoining .settlement of
small farms, forms one of the most picturesque spots in New
Zealand, lying as

it

does under the Seaward Kaikcuras, or Looker-

2
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J

PROPRIETOR

COFFEY

CLUB HOTEL

::

Kaikoura

R. H. Powell, late
fnen is. The Club

of Lyiteiton. having taken over the above, will be pleased to see all old and
new
is centrally situated, facing the sea— tourists and
commercial travehers specially
calered (o^.
Only the best brands of beverages stocked, ^pelaht's on tan.

R. H.

POWJE.LL

-

-

Proprietor
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on Mountains." Improvements are certainly being- made in the
town, but, generally speaking, it is the least attractive part of the
The West End Beautifying Society deserve credit for
County.
their work. The County Council has aided by planting Norfolk
Island Pines on the East Bank Front.
The alpine, coastal, and pastoral scenes of Kaikoura, combined,
together with its delightful climate, contribute to make the place
unequalled in these respects in New Zealand. In such particulars.

Part of Esplaiuulc (jroni Beach)

i^'itli

M'. Fyffc in backi^ruuiui.

it stands alone in the "Britain of the South" — it is, in
"God's own district" in "God's own land."
The Inland and Seaward Kaikoura Ranges— magnificent mountains—have won the admiration of thousands of beholders. One
of a party of English tourists who (travelling by steamer— Union
Company --from Lyttelton to Wellington) saw them at the dawn of
a well-advanced Spring day— a clear morning— when the sun began
to gild the snow-capped peaks, was charmed with the scene
presented to him. He descanted glowingly thereon— the wealth of
"gilding" and the scintillations produced by sun and snow
He declared that the ranges
being particularly emphasised.
surpassed in grandeur and beauty anything of like nature he had
seen in all his travels, being supported in this by a companion.
Alpine climbers will derive gratification in Kaiknura. Those
who ascend the Seaward range (called the Lookers On' by Captain
Cook, because some Maoris of Kaikoura wenr out to but would not
board his ship) reap a rich reward in the ranges pre.sented. To

conjointly,
fact,

'
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the East the "Boundless Pacific," on the Nor'-West stands Tapuaenuku (9462 feet), the monarch of the Inland Kaikouras, away to
the North-East, acro-s Cook Strait, can be seen the Rimutakas

and other ranges bej'ond.
Mount Egrnont is said to have been
seen, also— while to the South the Hanmer and Canterbury Plains,
Banks Peninsula and onward.
By the way, Mrs. Gale (a Kaikoura lady, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Estcourt Parsons) made the
ascent of Tapuaenuku, and is the only one of her sex who has done
so. The Maori meaning of "Tapuaenuku" is said to be "Foot steps
afar off." Mount Odin is the English name of it. Those who do
not aspire to the attainment of such altitudes as the Lookers On —
from over oOOO to 8700: Kaitarau— could try Mount Alexander, a
little over 3000, which may be pierced for S.I. Main Trunk Plailway. But failing any of these, visitors can very easily get to the
From the track sumtop of the Kahutaru Bluff about 1000 feet.
mit an exquisitely beautiful panoramic view is obtained, embracing
sea and land scape, rural scenes, and the ranges at the back.
When the Lookers On are snow-clad this is said to be the
Ihere remain some
finest view of its order in New Zealai.d.
charming pictures to be seen from the knolls on the Peninsula
Ingles Bay, on the North, with its half-moon formation,
heights.
has an enchanting aspect, with the ranges in the back ground, and
Gooch Bay (generally called South Pay),
the Port to the East.
with Bullen's Cove (the Whaling Station ), is in many respects a

—

replica of Ingles Bay.

Artists derive delight in Kaikoura, finding a practically
Many of New
inexhaustible series of subjects to select from.
Zealand's foremost artists Gully, Gibb, and others— have won fame
by the employment of Nature's presentments to them here. The
late Mr. John Gully obtained (some 40 years ago) 100 guineas for
a water-colour picture of Snowcombe and Snowflake (Seaward Kaikouras), purchased by the late Bishop Suter, of Nelson, and sent
by him to London, where it was greatly admired and highly

—

pi

aised by the critics.

Kaikoura has gained prominence for several credentials other
than the health-giving properties of its climate, the beauties of its
sea and landscapes, the grandeur and magnificence of its mounThe fertility of its soil, the
tains, and its general attractiveness.
excellence of its pastures, and the productiveness of its land,
generally, are certified to in various ways. Its wool has topped
the market in London; its cheese has gained "Champion awards";
the Peninsula mutton is unsurpassed for flavour; Suburban-grown
wheat realised the highest price ever given in London for like
grain shipped from New Zealand. The first Moa's egg found in
New Zealand was discovered on the Kaikoura Peninsula when
excavations were being made for the foundations of the house
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Fyffe, and subsequently the property of
the egg being sent to England and there
The Clarence Valley produces several kinds
sold fur 100 guineas.
of fruit equal to anything grown in New Zealand; other parts of
Kaikoura also yield fruit of excellent quality, and the district
is capable of producing a vast quantity more of a similar character.
built by the late

the late Mr.

Mr.

G.

J. Goorlall,

The sheep grown

7^'flH^BB^a^HKvvp

Kaikoura always sell well if properly marketmutton from the rangesfinds favour at the table.

in

ed; the fat merino
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There are two Tennis Clubs, one (the Kaikoura) having private
Courts (to which visitors readily obtain access), the other, the
Takahanga Club, having jurisdiction (under County Council
delegation) over Courts on the Domain of that name.
The Courts
of both Clubs are within the Town area, the first mentioned in the
northern part, the second designated being near the Post Office.
Both Clubs adopted asphalt. Takahanga Domain (a "reclaimed
waste" in the centre of the town) is in course of beautification.

S/w:c Pcitk.

I

part of

Si'iiiviiril

KciiLniinisJ

iit

hue/;

nf Mt. Fyjfc

The scheme includes a four-rink bowling green.
Gf)lfers have
their links in Gooch Bay.
Botanists, by the way, find Kaikoura a field of interest to them.
Kaikoura's spiritual needs have been well cared for. The
Episcopalians have two churches, the oldest being in the suburban
being in the town. Both contain
memorials to the late Mrs. Ruck Keene, that in St. Peter's (town)
being a beautiful marble Font, the gift of the late Captain Ruck
Keene. The Presbyteriansalso have twochurches, one each in town
and suburban In St. Paul's (town) there is a handsome pipe organ
(excellent tone), the best to be found in any country church in
New Zealand. The instrument was subsf'ribed for by the congregation, the late Mr. G. F. Bullen bearing the cost of enlarging the
church for the purpose of receiving the organ. The Catholics
have four churches— two of which (Mangamaunu and Oaro) were
In the "Sacred Heart" (the chief edifice,
built by the Maoris.
district, the other (built in 1902)
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suburban) there exists a very beautiful high altar made of marble,
the gift of the late Mr. William Smith (Ludstone) in memory of
The
his wife, who was a most zealous worker for her church.
altar cost 150 guineas, and nothing equal to it is to be seen in any
other Country Church in the Dominion. The Catholic place of
worship in the town is appropriately named "Star of the Sea."
The Catholics have, also, a fine Convent and School.
Local government actuations are, for the major part, on a

THIi
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Kaikoura can rely upon having an enjoysbe holiday
"Scarborough of New Zealand."
They can rest as much as
they like, or, if healthy animation is the dominant wish, drive
about from daylight to dark, with the scene ever changing.
Nature's views, on all hands, are of a "kaleidoscopic" order. Good
motor cars are on hire in the town.
Kaikoura's isolation has been a great hindrance to the progress of the place. Bad roads (outside the County) and, worse
Visitors to

in the

Sivdiis

lit nioiil/i

of Lvi'll Creek, opposite Presbyteridu

C/iiire/i.

dangerous unbridged rivers (within and without) have been
Improvethe chief factors operating against its advancement.
ment of the highways with bridges over the Waiau-ua (at ParWith
nassus) and Kahutara have done much to advance matters.
the Hapuku (when in flood, the most dangerous unbridged river
on a main road between Picton and the Bluff) spanned by a good
bridge (the work is now in progress) and a similar structure over
the Conway at the Hundalee crossing (promised by the Governstill,

ment) there will be nothing (except of an extraordinary nature)
prevent Kaikoura being reached easily by motor car in four to
This will surely
five hours from either Blenheim or Christchurch.
make for considerable influx of visitors to Kaikoura. The days of
inaccessibility (overland) and a "double corner" position are
numbered. Those who prefer travelling by sea, to land transit,
find in the two steamers trading to Kaikoura comfortable ships,
but lovers of "a life on the ocean wave" are an insignificant proportion of the travellers who desire to see the country, and
especially such a charming resort as Kaikoura unquestionably is.
to
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CANTERBURY'S LEADING INDUSTRIES.

FROZEN MEAT INDUSTRY.
The Canterbury Frozen Meat and Dairy Produce Export
Company Limited.
tliirty years ago, and the
expansion of the trade since, has brought imported
proportion of
frozen mutton within the reach of a large
the Home population: in fact, it has now become a staple
article of consumption with millions of people who before its
introduction were unable to include fresh meat in their daily
dietary scale. Foremost amongst the frozen meat asked for by
Biitish consumers are Canterbury lamb and mutton. This speaks
highly for the class of meat produced by the Canterbury farmer
and the tendency amongst the Canterbui'v farmers is still towards

The introduction of frozen meat

wonderful

;

improvement of quality.
The following statistics show to what extent the Canterbury
Frozen Mutton and Lamb industry has grown.
Shipped from Lyttelton year ending June 1913, Lamb 232,523

—from Timaru. Lamb 193,143 cwts., value
Frozen Mutton from Lvttelton vear ending 1913,
165,218 cwts., value £263,34.5.
From Timaru 78.704 cwts, value
£110,263
Total 469, .588 cwts.. Value £1..341, 547.
The increasing supplies from year to year have not adversely
affected prices on the whole, and the inference may be drawn that
increasing quantities have created a corresponding demand.

cwts.,

value £-574,147

i:333,792.

BELFAST FREEZING WORKS

Proprietors: The Canterbury Frozen Meat and Dairy Produce
Export Company, Limited.
Head Office: 178 Hereford Street,
Christchurch.
N. L. Macbeth, Secretary.
These works were founded in 1882, and are situated seven
miles North of Christchurch in the township of Belfast, on the
Main North Roail. Canterbury District.
The killing capacity is
over 5.500 sheep and lambs per day, and the storage accommodation is capable of holding 120,000 frozen carcases. The output
for the Season 1913 reached 456.660 carcases.
This
owns the Fairheld and Pareora Freezing Works.

company

also

;

:

:
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FAIRFIELD FREEZING WORKS

were founded in 1899, and are situated on the IVIain South Plailway
34 miles North of Ashburton in the Canterbury District, and 53J
miles from Christchurch.
The daily killing capacity is 40(10 sheep
and lambs per day, and the storage capacity is equal to 80,000
frozen carcases. The output for 1913 reached 348,093 carcases.

Mr. D. P. Garrick

is

Branch Manager.

Codes used
Western Union A I
Leifaers and Private

Cable Address
" Multiply."

Sims Cooper
Head
J70

&

Co.

Office

HEREFORD STREET, CHRISTCHURCH
Branch

Representatives in

Offices

Timaru and Wellington

:

Hawkes Bay,

Gisborne, Auckland,

Oamaru

and Dunedin.

Buyers

Frozen

of

Head

iVVeat,

Office in Australia

London

Office

:

:

6

Wool, Pelts, &c.

Olderfleet, Melbourne.

Holborn Viaduct.
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The Christchurch Meat Company, Limited.

ISLINGTON WORKS.
Visitors to Canterbury

who

are interested

in

the industrial

and economic conditions of the Dominion should find a visit to the
Islington Freezing Works, the property of The Christchurch Meat
Co Ltd. of exceptional interest.
The Frozen Meat Industry has contributed to a very marked
extent to the prosperity which the Dominion now enjoys; in fact,
it is not too much to say that it was only after the advent of the
freezing works that the pastoral industry was put upon a sound
,

,

basis.

The Christchurch Meat Company (although not the first in the
inception, developed rapidly and now takes the
most prominent place in the list of companies engaged in
the industry in the Dominion.
The Works owned by the
company in the South Island are five in number, and are
field) has, since its

at Picton, Islington
near
Christchurch,
Smithfield
Timaru,
Pukeuri rear Oamaru,
and Burnside near
Dunedin; and through these works in an average season no less
than one million and a half head of sheep and lambs are passed.
The Islington Works, which are situated on the Main South
Line a few miles from Christchurch, were the first Works built and
are the largest of those owned by the company.
An inspection of
these Works should prove interesting, and the following particulars, together with the accompanying views, should give some
idea of the extensive nature of the buildings and the magnitude of

situated

near

the daily

operations carried on.

The maximum killing capacity per day is 7000 .sheep
and as the whole of the by-products from this huge quantity of
stock must be treated and disposed of each day before the next
day's work commences, it is evident that very extensive facilities must be provided in all departments in order to enable them
;

cope with such large daily quantities.
In the early days of the industry, the value of the by-products
of the carcase had not been realised, and were regarded as something to be got rid of with as little trouble as possible
now-adays, however, with the aid of science and st)€cialised machinery,
not a single portion of the animal is wasted, and, in fact, the treatment of the by-products has become of equal, if not greater,
importance than the treatment of the carcase itself.
On approaching the Works one is struck with the size and
solid apiiearance of the buildings and the very extensive area of
ground covered by them.
At Islington the various processes are
carried on in .separate buildings, which have been built at some
distance apart from each other, with a view to eliminating the
danger of fire, and from their scattered nature it is somewhat
diflicult for the casual visitor to realise the actual size of the
building which would be required were all the processes carried
on under one roof.
Starting at the sheep yards, where the stock are penned prior
to slaughter, it will be noticed that practically the whole of the
17-16
to

;
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yards are roofed in a substantial manner, the object of this being
to keep the yards clean and dry, and prevent stock from becoming
wetted by rain whilst in the pens awaiting slaughter.
Although
the expense of roofing such a large area was heavy, the company
consider that they are more than recouped for their outlay in the
improved condition of the fleece.

Coming next to the slaughter-house, where stands are provided
for no less than 92 butchers, the next step is naturally to the
cooling room, where the carcases are passed after slaughter, and
are allowed to hang until the natural heat has left them.
The
cooling room is capable of holding 7000 carcases, which represents
the full present capacity of the killing boardAdjoining the cooling room are the freezing chambers and
where the meat is passed after sufficient time has
elapsed to allow the animal heat to leave the carcases.
Some idea
of the extent of the storage accommodation provided can be
gathered from the fact that the stores are capable of holding no
less than 150,000 carcases.
cold stores,

Beyond the freezing stores are the engine rooms, containing
main freezing engines and also the electrical power plant
which is required for generating the electrical power required
in the various subsidiary departments throughout the Works.
Some distance from the main fi'eezing block stands the
Fellmongery and Pelt Department, where the skins are treated.
The skins are brought down from the slaughter-house by means of
a tramway line, and are discharged straight into dollies, where
they are first thoroughly washed in clean v/ater
They are next
the

carried by automatic conveyors to three large electrical wringers,
by means of which most of the water is got rid of. They are then
passed ovei' to the painters, who cover the flesh side with a
depilatory which enaldes the wool to be pulled from the skins
within a few hours.
The wool, after being carefully classed, is
passed through two large Petrie Dryers, which remove any surplusmoisture still remaining, and it is then ready for baling.

The treatment of the Pelt is carried out in a separate department adjoining the Fellmongery. After the wool has been pulled,
the Pelts are passed over to the Pelt Department by means of a
conveyor, where they go through a variety of processes too
numerous and technical to attempt any description of here. After
curing process is completed they are rolled in bundles and packed
in casks, with a liberal allowance of salt in order to assist to keep
them in sound condition on the voyage Home.
The Pelt Department at Islington is a particular feature of
the Works, as in addition to the Islington output, the whole of
the Pelts from the company's other four Works are forwarded to
Islington for curing, and the volume of work passing through
this particular department is probably greater than that handled
at any factory in the Southern Hemisphere.
The next most important branch of the Works is the Manure
and Tallow Departments, which are situated on the south side of
the slaughterhouse, and form quite an imposing block three
The whole of the offal— with the exception of the
storeys high.
finest fat— is elevated to the top storey by means of an electric
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lift

and overhead'way.

There the material

is

discharged direct

into six large steel vats, where it is cooked under steam pressure,
and the tallow is extracted, and run off into settling tanks, from
whence it is finally run off into casks for shipment to London.

The material remaining in the vats (which is rich in nitrogen
and forms the base of the mixed fertilizers prepared by the
company) is then discharged through openings at the bottom of
the vats on to an automatic conveyor, which delivers it to an
hydraulic press, the object of the pressing process being to
squeeze out the moisture and fat not removed in the previous
process. After pressing, the now partially-dried material (known
as Blood and Bone) is passed through a large Anderson steam
jacketed dryer, which extracts the remaining moisture, and the
material is eventually delivered, by means of a conveyor, to the
adjoining building, where it is stored. The fertilizers manufactured from this nitrogenous material, mixed with Potash and Phosphatic manures, are particularly suited for the growth of grain,
turnips and ra)ie crops, and this fact has long been recognised by
the farmers of Canterbury, and, indeed, in recent years the
demand for the company's "Eclipse" Brand Fertilizers has been
greater than the Company's ability to supply.
Oa the opposite side of the slaughter-house stands the Oleo
Department, where the best fat is made into Oleo, or. as it is
often designated, "Premier Jus."
The process here is simple,
and the absolute cleanliness and the lavish use of water in this
department commend it to the visitor.
The oleo, which is an
edible product, largely used in the manufacture of Margarine, is
shipped to London in casks, and finds a ready market on the
Continent and elsewhere.

At

some distance from

Casing Department

is

the main block of buildings the
situated, and here the whole of the runners

are treated.
A somewhat objectionable smell is unavoidable in
connection with the treatment of this by-product, and it is for this
reason that the building has been placed away from the main
l)lock.
The runners, after having been cleaned, scraped and
graded, are done up in bundles and packed in casks, with a
liberal
allowance of salt to keep them in fresh condition.
They find a market in Europe and America, where they are used
mainly for sausage skins.

An

inspection of Islington which does not include a visit
Preserving Department, which adjoins the main freezing
building, is not complete. Here the whole of the tongues from the
stock slaughtered at the Company's five works are preserved, and
nut up in tins and glass jars.
The process is interesting, and the
final product a most attractive and tasty article.
The tongues sold
under the comi>any's brand find a ready market throughout the
Dominion, Australia, and elsewhere.
In this department also,
the manufacture of Meat Extract is carried on.
The Extract i.s
packed in neatly-labelled octagonal glass jars, and finds its way
into many thousands of households throughout the Dominion.
to the

view of the enormous number of casks and cases which are
to carry the varied products of a modern Freezing
Works, a Cooperage is a necessary part of the equipment
The
In

required
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Cooperage plant at Islington is'housednn^a separate building, and
there the whole of the casks and boxes are manufactured.
Some
idea of the quantity of timber used in a year can be gathered from
the large stacks of timber adjoining the Cooperage.
recent years the company have gone to consideralile
in the direction of making the conditions at their factories
more attractive, and with this end in view hitherto vacant spaces
about the Works have been planted with shrubs and flowers. \^'hich
are now quite a feature of the Works and create an exceedingly
favourable impression in the minds of visitors who are accustomed
to associate the business of a Freezing Works with unattractive
As a result of
working conditions and an all-pervading odour.
improved methods and the introduction of up-to-date machinery,
tlie smell which undoubtedly used to make a visit to a Freezing
Works somewhat of an ordeal, has now been, to all intents and
purposes, eliminated.
In

expense

The Company

is about to provide further accommodation at
designed to improve the working conditions for the
whole of its 600 to 700 employees. Extensive accommodation is to
be erected, providing lavatories, hot and cold baths, dressing and
dining rooms, etc.

Islington,

WOOLLEN MANUFACTURE.
I

he Wellmgton Woollen Manufacturing

Company

Limited.

The Canterbury industries have been added to materially
by the recent extension to Christchurch of a branch of 'Ihe
Wellington Woollen Manufacturing Company's clothing factory,
The progress of this company
which is in Lichfield Street.
has been, despite the drawbacks to manufacturing development
doubt,
in this country, very rapid, and such success is due, no
to the excellent quality of the goods turned
out of its mills
and clothing factories. The trade mark 'PETONE" on worsted,
woollen, knitted goods, and ready-to-wear garments, is accepted
a^ a guarantee of purity and good workmanship, as nothing liut

New

Zealand wool

is

used

in

their manufacture.

The celebrated "PETONE" rug is famous throughout the
Dominion, and no equipment of the tourist is complete without
one.

The company has
£115,;>')0

a

has been called.

capital of £200,000, of which
Reserves exclusive of amounts written

nominal

The employees number 700. Its Mills
£53,177.
oti' plant total
are at Petone, and the Clothing Factory and Warehouse at
Wellington. There are lirancbes at Auckland, Gisborne, Christchurch, Timaru, Dunedin and Greymouth.

.12
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The Evans

<^

ATLAS''

Roller Flour and Oatmeol Milling Coy's. Mill and Stores

BEACH STREET, TIMARU

D.
'

H.

BROW^N

(Si.

SON

Brooktield" Roller Mills, Moorhousc Avenue, Christchurch.

REGISTERED BRAND OF FLOUR "PEERLESS"
P.O. Box 242

N.Z. Telegrams " Brown."

BrookiielJ, Chrijlclliircli.

Cable Addiess: "Peerless" Christchurch.
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M'LLINC
The Belford Flour Mills, Timaru.
Flour Milling is one of the main industries of Snutli Canterbury, and the Belford Flour Mills (a photo, of the Mill appears
below) is the oldest Flour Mill at present in existence in the
Borough of Timaru.
It is a 12 sack Roller Plant on the latest

up-to-date principle, and turns out the well-known "Golden Gem''
which is favorably known as one of the best brands of flour
throughout the length and breadth of the Dominion.
The
Pronrietors of the mill are the Belford Mills Co., Ltd.
flour,

The

"

Atlas" Flour

Mills,

Timaru.

" Atlas " Roller Flour Milling Company was
established in 1888, and with it was incorporated the grain
business established as far back as 1875 by Mr. Wm. Evans,
whose name the company still bears.
The Mill and Grain Stores are situated in Timaru, the centre
of the fairest wheat growing district in 'New Zealand, and the
".'^.tlas" brand of flour is well and favourably known throughout
The Mill has a capacity
the Dominion for its premier quality.
of sixteen sacks of flour per hour, and storage accommodation

The

Evans

for 100,000 four-bushel sacks of grain.

W.
Among

H.

Collins

&

Co.'s Sawmills.

industries of Ashburton, Sawmilling is now probably the most extensive, and the pioneers
and leaders in this line are the well known firm of Messrs W.
H. Collins & Co.

the

more important

THK CANTERBURY GDluE
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While thev have been in the timber business for twenty-six
established the
it was "not until the year 1900 that they
This branch, while
first sawmill in the vicinity of the borough.
commencing with only a saw bench and planing machine has now
mcreased to an establishment containing sixteen machines, all of
which are employed in treating building timbers and joinery only.
Although no baulk timber is imported, the mill is kept very busy m
re-sawing large sizes and all the dressing, moulding, etc., of
Another section of the
timber for sale is done on the premises.
same building is entirely devoted to Joinery, and here, with the
help of such up-to-date machines as a tennoner, sticker, etc., the
years,

to make all types of Builders' Joinery of the best
This Mill, in conjunction with a w-ell stocked yard, is
capable of supplying any requirements of the building trade.

hrmisable
quality.

COMMERCIAL CO-OPERATION.
A N(3TABLE SUCCESS.
N.Z. Farmers' Association.
The enormous growth of the co-operative system of trading
during the past thirty or forty years is, no doubt, the most
Co-operation, intelstriking feature of the world's economics.
ligently understood and diligently applied, is the very best
alternative for Socialism.
The essence of the co-operative movement is the voluntary attachment of its members to its principles.
The co-operative system is gradually entering into the industrial
life in Great Britain and in the large manufacturing countries on
the Continent of Europe, whilst the co-operative trading
system is not only now working satisfactorily in almost every
civilised country of the world, but is extending at an enormous
rate.

Coming nearer home,

THE NEW ZEALAND FARMERS'

CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION,

Christchurch, offers a striking

example of what can be done even in a young country like this.
Here thirty three years ago a handful of farmers formed themselves into a Co-operative Association for their mutual protection,
with a capital of a few thousand pounds. To day the membership
totals some 8000 shareholders, representing a subscribed capital of
£600,000 sterling. The value of the business dealt with last
year in all departments amounted to £3,272,330.
The Association commenced with a staff of two— a Secretary and a boy—
and it_ now employs upwards of 600 persons, and since its
inception thirty three years ago, it has returned to its members
from the profits in the way of dividends, rebates, &c. no loss
a sum in round figures than £300,000.
This is a record difficult
,

to equal

anywhere.

The difference between this kind of co-operation and "trust"
movements is that whenever it engages itself in an industrial
venture it is with a view to checking monopoly, whereas "trust"
aims are directly opposite.
Yes; co-operation is undoubtedly a success in Canterburv, and
the possibilities that lie before it in this country are unbounded.
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DAIRYING.
The Canterbury

Central Co-operative Dairy

Co

,

Limited.

Co-operative Dairy Company was
incorjiorated in 1892 as a Butter factory, and at the present day
is the largest of its kind in the Canterbury district.
The Factory is situated at Addington, alongside the Addington
Railway Station, and is equipped with the most modern machinery
jirocurable. The factory draws its supplies of cream from twenty-

The Canterbury Central

three creameries, situated at Annat, Brookside, Belfast, rCoutts
Island, Doyleston, Eyreton, Halswell, Irwell, Kaiapoi, Killinchy.
Kaituna, Lakeside, Lincoln, Little River, Motukarara, Morice,

Ohoka, Oxford, Rangiora,Springston, Southbridge, Selwyn, Woodside, and Church Bash.
_ <.^~
The cream is delivered daily from the twenty-three creameries
'

to the central factory.

The churning is all done by the latest pattern of combined
During the process of manufacture
churn and butter worker.
the utmost regard is paid to cleanliness, and there is no handling
To ensure the complete control of
of tlie butter in any way.
temperature during the process of manufacture, the factory is
The chilling
fitted with a 12-ton "Linde British" Refrigerator.
room is capable of holding 3000 .56-lb. boxes, in conjunction with
which is the butter room, which has a capacity of six tons of
The whole of the cream is pasturised before
butter on barrows.
being manufactured into butter.
To illustrate the growth of the company's business, it may be
stated that during the first season the quantity of milk dealt with
was 1?,. .532, 861 pounds, the amount paid to milk suppliers being
£20,102 lis 2d., the total quantity of butter manufactured being
225 tons. Each successive season since has shown the expansion of
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business.
For the year
of i..ilk was 50,077,225 lbs.

JKV GUIDE

end'ng 31st August, 1913, the supply

cream supply 794,075 lbs.; the amount
The butter manufactured was
paid to suppliers being £104, .356.
1,081 tons.
The London shipment amounted to 240 tons, the
balance, 741 tons, being disposed of for local consumption, which
;

speaks well for the quality of the butter.
In the flush of the season la.st year, milk and cream were received
from 950 suppliers, the output of liutter daily reaching 7J tons.
Mr. T. Barnett was elected Chairman in 1890, and has from
that date up to the present time been annually elected as Chair-

man

of the Company.
The staff consists of 45 employees, including Creamery
Managers and Messrs .J. Middleton (Factory Manager) and S. J.

Smith) Secretary).

Suckling Bros.' Boot Factory.

This large and impnrlant boot manufacturing business \\'as
founded in 1S71, and has been in existence for forty-three years.
There are over 120 hands employed at the factory.
The
machinery equipment is right up-to-date and goods are turned
out on the same methods in vogue in the trading factories of
England and America.
The capacity of the factory is from
](i(i,000
to 150,000 pairs yearly, and the ready sale these goods
obtain is sufficient evidence of the high standard and reliability
reached by this firm.
All the best class of goods are made up
of imported leathers, so far as the uppers are concerned a fair
;

porportion carry English soles.
The firm's trade is of a very
extensive nature, reaching to all iiarts of the Dominion.

—
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PICKLES. SAUCE, VINEGAR,
Hayward
At 48

to 52

&c.

Bros, and Co,, Limited.

Peterborough Street, Christcliurch.

This flourishing industry was founded in 1890. Starting in
a comparatively small way, it has now reached such dimensions
that its commodities are found on thousands of tables from one
end of the Dominion to the other; also in Australia.

The present Manager, Mr. J. R. Hayward,
charge of the business, spent some time in
devoted to learning all the latest methods in
manufacture of the varied commodities the
favourably known.
Messrs Hayward take commendable pride

before taking over
England, which he
connection with the
firm have made so
in the fact that all

manufactured commodities are entirely devoid of adulteration, as they rightly argue the health of a community depends on
the consumption of pure foods, and, for years they lla^•e been
amongst the strongest advocates for the introduction of a Pure
Food Act, and now express much gratification that the Bill dealing
with pure foods has passed and is about to come into force.
their

A walk through the different departments of the factory,
Reverting to the
quite an education in method and cleanliness.
firm,
principal
lines manufactured by
the
this enterprising
leading line is certainly
their
pickles, and
the
brands
"iMilitary" and "Flag"
have become household words in New
Zealand.
Their Tomato Sauce also ranks high in the estimation
of housewives, and when it is considered that over 1000 hog.=heads
of vegetables are purchased yearly, it illustrates very vividly the
volume of business done in these particulai- commodities, and the
boon such a large demand for raw material must be to the
is

—

grower.
is
their
Pure
importance
in
The next article
Malt Vinegar, of which they turn out 2000 gallons weekly
this large output is inadequate to keep up the demand, and the
firm are now compelled to extend their plant considerably. In
this instance again the agriculturalist largely benefits by the large
amount of barley consumed in the manufacture of the Vinegar.
;

Amongst the other articles manufactured, the principal ones
are an excellent Worcester Sauce, which is also well and favourably known to thousands of diners, and two e.ssentials for the
housewife, Starch, and Extract of Soap (Klenso). The Starch goes
out under the well-known brand of the "Dove," and like the dove
out of the Ark, this particular "Dove" brings a
relea.sed
me.ssage of contentment to the busy housekeeper.
This progressive business gives continuous
fifty hands.

over

employment

to
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A NOTABLE INDUSTRY.
The first object of interest to strike the eye of the traveller on
visiting Christchurch, is the very tine block of buildings almost
directlv facing the Raihvav Station, occupied by Messrs Strange &
'These" buildings, together with
Co. as a furniture manufactory.

S/raiii^e

and

Co.'s U'/iu/isa/t' S/io:c

Room and funnliire

Faotory.

the

ment

ards, cover an area of several acres, and give employnumber of hands. It is no infrequent sight to see
feet of timber stacked in the yards in various stages of

timber

,\

to a large

•500,00(1

Raw Malei

lai,

Slraiigc

and

Co.'s Fiii intiii e

haitory
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New

seasoning-.
Though the best of
this firm draws on all parts of

Zealand timbers predominate,

the world

for its

raw material.

England provides the best of oak America, walnut, oak and ash;
the West Indies are also drawn upon for mahogany and satinwood;
Africa sends its quota of mahogany, and Australia also provides a
variety of good cabinet limbers.
By holding such large stocks,
Messrs Strange & Co. are able to draw on well-seasoned material,
which is essential to good cabinet work.
A visit to this manufactory provides quite an education in arts
and crafts, and it is a most interesting study to follow the various
processes by which the raw material is worked up into beautiful
;

Inlei'ii'i

Vit'zc,

S/raiiQ-f

mnl

(',

Fill'

ml life

Faflory.

designs.
In an incredibly short space of time, circular saws cut
huge pieces of timber into the required lengths; these are then
passed to the planing benches and lathes, and finally reach the
hands of the skilled workmen who produce the finished article
beai'ing the hall mark of the expert.
No doulit those who visited the Christchurch Exhibition of
1906-7 will readily recollect the beautiful and daintily-arranged
exhibit of Messrs Strange & Co., with its Chip))endale and other
artistic furniture, which attracted much favourable attention.
The main factors that have brought this busmess to its
present stage of efficiency, and enabled the company to place on

the market the best and most artistic goods to be obtained in
the Dominion at reasonable prices, are splendid organisation and
the latest up-to-date labour-saving machines.
After following the different stages of manufacture, the
visitor could not do better than inspect the extensive show rooms
Here, everything
at Strange's retail warehouse, High Street.
suitable for the mansion, bungalow, or cottage is on view, and the
most varied tastes are catered for.
_
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We

have installed

plant of the most
able to turn out
to

our works a

at

modern

all

type,

steel

and

making

are

now

kinds of steel castings equal

m

anythmg

the colonies

Steel Castings
—

By

the

—

Latest Converter

Process

with us are ^Manganeses Steel Castings
including Stone Crusher Java's, Tramway Points and
Specialties

crossings,

SawmiUing Wheels, Unbreakable Plough

Shares, Forgeable, all as hard as flint and as tough as
Leather.
Crome Steel Castings for Mining and
Quartz Crushing Stamper and l3ics.
All Grades of
Carbon Steel, from dead mild to hard. Trolley wheels
for Mining, SawmiUing and Flax Milling,
in Traction

Engine Machinery

Work we

have

made

a

reputation which will be maintained.
Tramway
Wheel Centres.
Motor-car Castings in Steel.
All
these classes of Steel we are able to make in single
pieces up 30 cwt by ojr
Steel ConverS::r Process,

New

which we manufacture

We

direct

from

the

Raw

Pig Iron.

have installed an OxyAcetylene Welding Plant

1

hos.

Wc

^l
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ENGINEERING.
Waddell

nnci

Sons' Foundry-

Perhap.s no industry has made such remarkable strides in NewZealand during' the last few years as engineering, and it is safe to
add that the Dominion now leads the way in the Antipodes as
regards the quality of work produced and the scientific methods
There has recently been installed by
adopted in its production.
Messrs Waddell and Sons of Christchurch, one of the latest and
most ui) to-date steel converter plants in existence, and when
shown over this firm's workshops lately our representative was
surprised to find that in a comparatively small country like the
Dominion such up-to-date appliances were to be found.

As regards the new steel converter plant, we learn that it has
accomplished some exceptional work of late
for instance, by it
was manufactured a large steel spur wheel and pinion for the
The spur wheel when
Keep it Dark Mines Company of Reefton.
cast was 7ft. 2in. in diameter, and weighed considerably over one
ton, and the firm has at present on order a pinion weighing ovei'
one ton a for Dunedin firm.
;

The firm above mentioned have also made a new departure in
welding cranks and other shafting, and lately took in hand and
successfully completed a job that could not be done anywhere else
in the Australasian colonies.
That it has been a revelation to
engineers in Christchurch can easily be ima.gined, and, doubtless,
the news of this success by Waddell and Sons v^'ill cause nfd a little
This crank shaft just manufacinterest in the engineering world.
tured would have cost, we understand, £47 if imported, anrl could
not have possibly been landed here inside four months, so that the
saving of time and money efl'ected by Waddell and Sons' succe.-^sful
welding must prove a source of great satisfaction to the owner,
who had the misfortune to have a crank shaft break down in
In answer to a question
the middle of the threshing season.
our reporter learned from Mr. Waddell Senior, that this welding is not done by Oxy-Acetylene or Themit process, but is the
result of the latest uyj-to-date steel process. By it Mr. Waddell
said that there was practically no quality steel that they could not
manufacture; in fact, steel castings up to 21 tons in weight of the
This enterprising firm
very best mild steel could easily be made.
has also installed an Oxy-Acetylene Welding Plant.
n" This firm is now making a line of semi-steel cast chilled wheels
These wheels give everfor saw-milling and other purposes.
lasting wear, and are nearly as tough as steel, therefore practically
no breakages, a real good article at cost-iron price, and less than
In fact, these semi-steel wheels are the best and
the imported.
They are willing to
cheapest that have ever been on the market.
It
guarantee these wheels both for toughness and hardness.
behoves New Zealanders, therefoi'e, to take heed of this and
oatronise their own industries, and a progressive, wide-awake
firm..
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CHRISTCHURCH GAS COMPANY.
FIFTY YEARS' W(3RK.
Fifty years ago the first supply of gas was distributed in
Christchurcii.
The supply was from what was then a new and
struggling company, the Christchurch Gas Company, which had
been formed the previous year.
Since then the company has
grown and prospered, and is now one of the foremost business
organisations in the city, to whose advancement it has contributed
greatly.
The proposal to form a Gas Company to provide the city
with a better illuminant than then existed was made in the
early sixties, and in October, 1862, a preliminary meeting was
held.
Another meeting was held in the following month, and it
was then decided that the company should be formed.
A few
days afterwards a prospectus was issued.
The capital of the
proposed company was £10,000 in 1000 shares of £10 each.
The
capital of the company has subsequently been increased, and now
stands at £240,000.

COMPARISONS.
The company secured a site in the south-eastern iiart of the
town, where the present works are now situated, and set to
work to erect the plant. In 1864 the first gas was availalile.
The
whole affair was then a tiny undertaking compared with what
it is to-day.
The
The capacity of the holder was 10,000 feet.
holder capacity at the present time is nearly two and a-half
million feet
one holder alone, the big one, will contain nearl\'
one and a-half million feet.
When the gas was first produced
there were only two or three miles of mains laid along certain of
the city streets, and for the first seven years afterwards the
extensions amounted to only one and a-half miles.
Progress at
first was decidedly slow.
Since then, however, the operations of
the company have received a decided acceleration, and at the
present time the mains laid in the city and suburbs run into the
immense length of 200 miles.
During the first year of active
work two and a-half million feet of gas was sent out; last year the
amount produced and distributed was 355,000,000 feet an
astonishing difference.
In 1866 the distribution for a four-weekly
period was 87,000 feet; in 1913 for the same four weeks the
distribution was 36,000,000 feet.
In 1871 the largest daily output
was 23,000 feet, now one and three-quarter million feet can be
produced in a day.
The price of gas when first distributed was
20s. a thousand feet;
now the price is 5s. 9d. for lighting and 4s.
for power.
The meters in use to-day reach a total of from 14,000
to 15,000.
The coal carbonised runs into nearly 25,000 tons a year.
In addition to being purveyors of light and power, the
company have also established quite a big business in byproducts.
Ammonia for freezing works and creameries is
liroduced and disposed of in large quantities, and a considerable
quantity of liquid ammonia is also sold for woo! washing purposes.
The company have made a specialty of gas-cooking, and great
headway has been made during recent years in this branch of the
work.
A demonstration room under the charge of an expert ladv
;

—
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demonstrator has been opened in the company's premises, and
free lectures and demonstrations are given every Wednesday and
Friday at 3 p.m.
The Welsbach burner and mantle was first introduced in 1895.
At fir^st only a few were used, but the advantages of the new
apparatus were appreciated, and at the present time there are
about 80,000 in use.
In 1903 the company introduced the system
of providing mantles free under very generous conditions, and
the mantles given away in this way total over 100,000 per

annum, representing a cash value of £2500.

In 1902 the present imposing block of buildings at the corner
Worcester Street and Oxford Terrace was erected and occuThis building, a familiar one to the people of Christchurch,
pied.
contains three floors, each of which is devoted to different sections
The ground floor contains the offices
of the work of the company.
The latter holds a bewildering display of fittings
and showroom.
including lamps ranging from 1000 candle-power to the latest
light, the "Baby Bijou," which gives a bright light with a consumption of only three-quarters of a foot per hour, which works
On the first floor there is a
out at 90 hours in the month for Aid.
set of offices for the inspectors, canvassers, and the mamtenance
and distributing staff, and the demonstration room is also on this
Above is the bulk store, where a vast stock of fittings and
floor.
appliances is kept- At the back of the main building are situated
the workshops, where repairs and the work required for exten-

of

sions or fittings are carried out.
Altogether, the tremendous progress made by the company is
marked, evidence of the success and popularity of gas for lighting,
cookinff, heating, etc.
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disippointinent

We

specialize in; Tiled Fire
Register Grates, Tile Hearths, Figured Rimu
places of every description.
Mantelpieces, Lock furniture, Casement Fittings, etc. Estimates submitted for removing old fireplaces and replacing with one of our modern
designs. Let ns give you a price for tiling 3'Our bathroom. All work done

by Kxperts.

CANTERBURY CONTRACTORS' SUPPLY
Ghristchurch, Proprietors.

CO.,

(Briscoe

g

Co.. Ltd.)

Showrooms — Gr. Manchester & Worcester

St?.
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The Development

of Christchurch
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thereto would be complete without
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was prominent in
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